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1. Introduction
The International Air Transport Association announced that global air travel
demand rose by 5.9% in 2014 compared to the year of 2013. In 2014, it was
over the average growth rate of 5.6%. With the increase of demand in air
travel, the performance of the aircraft is becoming more important in terms
of fuel efficiency, safety, comfort, etc. The present research is focused on one
of the aspects, namely comfort: Increasing the comfort of the passenger by
reducing or isolating the vibrations from the engine with active methods.
This topic involves three points: Evaluation of the comfort in the aircraft,
vibration cause and its characteristics in the aircraft engine, application of
active vibration reduction or isolation on the aircraft engine. The first two
belong to the fundamental study to support the investigation and evaluation
of the last one. The application of active methods includes selection and
placement of actuators and sensors and control design. Among them, the
actuator placement is determinant in the effectiveness of the active method.
This research was initiated by a novel idea of actuator placement inside the
aircraft engine (see Section 3.2 for the detailed description) with the goal
of preventing the vibration from being transmitted into the fuselage where
passengers are seated, different from the current passive damping application
and the active damping application outside the engine. The investigation
was first aimed at determining the effectiveness of this actuator placement
approach as well as other two approaches. Then the research was expanded
to encompass a study on the mechanism of vibration transmission with these
actuation approaches. Based on the results and conclusions, the focus was
last shifted to the real world by carrying out a feasibility study.
In Section 1.1, the comfort problem and vibration reduction techniques
used in the aircraft engine will be summarized, and the potential to improve
the comfort inside the fuselage with active methods will be raised. Section 1.2
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will describe how the scope of the research was narrowed down based on the
background knowledge, reasonable assumptions and research conditions. In
Section 1.3, the structure of the research will be listed, and the logic of the
arrangement of chapters will be explained.
1.1. Motivation
In this section, the significance of the comfort issue in the manufacturing
industry of aircraft engines and how one of the comfort-related problems,
vibration, is caused will be clarified first. Then the current solutions will be
listed and compared. Inspired by the limitation of the existing solutions, an
initial proposal will finally be raised together with its potential advantages,
as the starting point of this research.
1.1.1. Comfort and vibration
The air transportation technology has come a long way these days with re-
spect to operational performance, fuel efficiency, velocity and safety. The
cost, along with these improved features, has also been reduced. All these
respects make air transportation attractive and affordable to more and more
people. This phenomenon draws the attention of aircraft engineers to the
sensation of the passengers, that is, the comfort inside the fuselage. The
comfort is related to people’s satisfaction and determines, to some extent,
the frequency of their use. Therefore, aircraft engine manufacturer engineers
are getting more interested in improving passenger comfort.
The perceived comfort is influenced both by objective and subjective fac-
tors, which correspond to physical and psychological parameters, respectively.
From a technical point of view, our concerns are the physical fields: Vibration
and noise. In these two fields, comfort can be reflected by acceleration and
sound pressure level, respectively [53]. Since the new approach of actuator
placement, which is also the starting point of this research, is aimed at con-
trolling the acceleration actively, the comfort issue caused by vibration has
been further investigated in this project and will be discussed here.
The unwanted vibration inside the fuselage can be generated by the fol-
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lowing problems [27]: Propeller mass unbalance, aerodynamic excitation and
abnormal engine vibration. The first of these is due to the mass distri-
bution problem, a basic and the most common cause of excess vibration.
When the blades are not pitched equally or airfoils are not matched, pro-
peller aerodynamic unbalance will appear. And the vibrations which result
from combustion problems or unmatched engine components can be regarded
as abnormal engine vibration. Moreover, poor isolation between the fuselage
and the engine is also an important factor in high vibration in the fuselage.
1.1.2. Vibration reduction techniques
Knowing the importance of comfort and various causes of vibration in the
fuselage from Section 1.1.1, this section will focus on the vibration reduc-
tion methods which were invented and some of which have been successfully
applied on the aircraft or on the engine.
The undesired vibration from the engine can be attenuated using either
passive or active damping techniques. Passive methods in the past years can
be categorized into two groups; one is to use the squeeze film damper (SFD)
on the bearing to reduce the vibration at the source of the unbalance, and the
other is to employ the passive engine mount, through which the engine is at-
tached to the fuselage, to isolate the fuselage from the vibration of the engine.
SFDs are widely used for the vibration reduction of aircraft engines [14]. In
the passive engine mount application, different devices can be used, such as
solid blocks of rubber, fluid mounts, vibration absorbers, etc. Elastomeric
mounts serve to isolate an aircraft engine from its support pylon [20]. Fluid
mounts include fluids in elastomeric chambers, the fluids acting as additional
damping by resisting motion [37]. An adaptive improvement was found for
the fluid mount, i.e. the adaptive fluid mount, which reduces the vibration
in a broader frequency range by changing one or more effective variables [29].
The vibration absorber, utilizing the spring-mass system, works according to
a similar principle to that of the fluid mount. The tuned vibration absorber,
similar to the adaptive fluid mount, increases the operating frequency range
by adjusting the length of the spring [68]. These passive mount applications
have been improved in the last years in terms of the operating frequency
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range. However, they can still not avoid large mass increases, and the in-
crease of the operating frequency range is limited, because the extent of the
increase in operating frequency of the passive system depends on the physical
parameters of its own structure, e.g. the size.
These passive damping strategies yield good effectiveness at certain fre-
quencies. At the same time, they employ techniques which increase the mass
of the engine system, such as the addition of isolating springs and dampers,
or add difficulty to the design process, e.g. dealing with the non-linearity in
the SFD application [9]. Moreover, these passive techniques do not always
provide sufficient bandwidth or attenuation to damp the vibration. Recently
active methods have drawn much attention in overcoming the disadvantages
of the passive methods.
Various active methods are mainly focused on actuating the engine mount,
to build up an active isolation system. In such systems, higher forces can
be achieved and enhanced isolation over a broader frequency range can be
provided [62]. Active application on the mounting system between the fuse-
lage and the engine has been realized, e.g. the active mount application has
been developed and certified by Lord Corporation for the Cessna Citation
X and the McDonnell Douglass DC9/MD80 series [6]. While this applica-
tion improves performance in terms of isolation as mentioned above [62], its
downstream position (close to the fuselage) on the vibration transmission
path determines its ineffectiveness on the fatigue loading on the upstream
path (close to the vibration source) and that a great mount of effort needs
to be expended to control it.
In the realm of active vibration control for the aircraft, another approach
is the active structural control (ASC), in which the active vibration absorber
(AVA) or the actuator excites a structural component at a certain frequency
to cancel the input disturbance. The AVAs are often preferably attached to
the mount system, such as to the yoke [57] or to the fuselage, e.g. connecting
to the interior surface of an aircraft’s fuselage wall [16]. An example of the
ASC application with actuators can be found in [15], in which the actuators
are integrated in the floor structure to damp the floor vibration. And in some
of the ASC applications, the positioning of the actuators is more demanding
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than the AVA, e.g. it is stated in [58] that the actuators placed inside a
housing specifically built for this purpose along the side of the cabin exterior
provide optimal effectiveness in vibration reduction. Generally, ASC systems
provide larger dynamic forces, and the operating range is wider than the
passive control. They are normally easy to be retrofitted, and there is no
safety concern.
1.1.3. Potential improvement
As discussed in Section 1.1.2, passive methods usually suffer the disadvan-
tages of large mass, complex construction, insufficient bandwidth or atten-
uation, etc. Active techniques provide better solutions in these respects.
However, in past studies, the actuation positions of active systems were lim-
ited to the fuselage and the mount system, that is, outside the engine and
on the very downstream of the vibration transmission path. In these cases,
on the one hand, the negative effect caused by the vibration on the upstream
cannot be subject to targeted control; on the other, when the vibration is
already spread over a structure with complex dynamic behavior, such as over
the fuselage, the field of vibration will be complex and hard to deal with. This
has led engineers to consider other positions, e.g. on the upstream path, and
whether they would be more effective..
When the vibration is caused by the unbalance of the rotor, the main
vibration transmission path is shown in a simplified illustration (Fig. 1.1).
The double arrows indicate the possibility of actuation, the dotted arrows
represent the vibration flow originating from the rotor, and the circles are
the connecting points between different parts of this aircraft engine system.
Three segments of the transmission path can be recognized. Originating
from the rotor, the vibration will be transmitted through the bearings (1)
into the core engine. The engine housing is connected to the core engine by
supporting parts (2), which constitute the next segment of the path. At last,
the vibration enters the fuselage through the mount system (3). Relatively
upstream to the mount system and the fuselage are the first two segments
inside the engine, (1) and (2). The selection of the actuator positions will be
explained in detail in Section 3.2.
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The position at the bearing is the closest to the rotor. Aiming at the
vibration induced by the unbalance of the rotor, the actuation here would
stop or attenuate the vibration directly at the source. A comparatively minor
control effort would be expected to yield good effectiveness not only for the
fuselage but also for the inside of the engine. The positions labeled as (2)
are connected or close to the junctions in circles between the engine and
the mount system (Fig. 1.1). Therefore, the vibration, not only originated
from the rotor but also from other sources, would presumably be isolated
before being carried over into the mount system, and the dynamic loading
of the mount system could be reduced. Therefore, less control cost and
vibration reduction in more parts of the whole system should be expected
with the active control technique applied close to the vibration source. This
research has set its goal as confirming these assumptions and discovering
further advantages and/or disadvantages of these actuation approaches.
Figure 1.1.: Simplified illustration of vibration transmission path
1.2. Scope of research
In Section 1.1, the focus of the research has been narrowed down to the
improvement of the vibration-related comfort. In this section, the scope of
the research will be further elaborated based on the assumptions and research
resources.
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Research object A common type of jet engine, a twin-spool engine with
a low pressure rotor (LPR) and a high pressure rotor (HPR), is taken as our
investigation object. The relevant fundamentals about this type of engine will
be introduced in Chapter 2. All the research is based on a validated finite
element (FE) model of this type from Rolls-Royce Deutschland, in which the
main mechanical structural characteristics are included. The composition of
the model and its features will be presented in Chapter 3.
Targeted problem This work will consider the vibration caused by the
unbalance of the rotor, which is the main vibration source. The LPR can be
balanced after the assembly of the engine, while the unbalance of the HPR
cannot be dealt with, because it is not accessible after the assembly of the
engine [42]. Therefore, only the vibration due to the unbalance of the HPR
is targeted in this research.
Approaches to be studied Two actuator placement approaches inside
the engine (see the positions labeled as (1) and (2) in Fig. 1.1 and Section 3.2
for detail) were raised as the research focus. Since current practice encom-
passes the passive application with SFDs and the active solution with active
mounts (3), they should be also studied on the same system and compared
with the other new approaches as benchmarks.
Aim and tasks The aim of this research is to discover the advantages
and disadvantages of the passive and active vibration reduction methods
with different actuator placement approaches. Said investigation will use
the following factors as yardsticks in its analysis: The reduction level, the
parts in which the reduction is effective, the control algorithm applicable to
each actuation approach and its implementation. The purpose is to make a
proposal of an active vibration reduction method applied on the engine for
comfort improvement. The tasks to reach the goal are listed below:
1. As a simulation-based study starting from a validated model, a working
procedure should be developed to come to reliable conclusions.
a) Model generation: To find a method to generate such models on
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the basis of the FE model that either passive or active vibration
reduction methods can be applied. The control algorithm should
be able to be integrated in the model of the active system.
b) Evaluation: To select criteria to evaluate comfort and vibration.
c) Effectiveness: To find out the reduction level in terms of the se-
lected criteria with each approach based on the generated models.
2. The results generated through the above working procedure should be
organized and analyzed to answer the following questions:
a) To what extent can the current approaches reduce the vibration?
b) Under what conditions, e.g. based on which control algorithm,
can the proposed actuator placement approaches yield a better
performance than the current applications?
c) How different are the reduction levels with these actuation ap-
proaches?
d) Where does the difference come from? How does each actuation
approach influence the whole system?
3. A feasibility study should be carried out as a basis as suggestions for
the implementation on the engine in the future.
1.3. Structure of research
Aiming at comfort improvement through vibration reduction, it was decided
to use active methods, in which actuator placement and control design were
involved. Based on the evaluation of these two aspects, the mechanism of the
active systems was discovered and the implementation issues were clarified.
According to the structure of the project, the thesis is arranged as in
Fig. 1.2. Chapter 2 starts with the relevant fundamentals about aircraft
engines and the unbalance as vibration source. Several evaluation criteria
from standards and past studies will be reviewed. As the state of the art,
with respect to the application, the current techniques for vibration reduction
in the aircrafts will be introduced, while with respect to the research, the
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evaluation methods for actuator placement and control design in past studies
will be compared.
In Chapter 3, the aforementioned potential actuator positions will be first
described in detail. The original FE model will then be introduced, and
the working flow to generate models for further study will be explained,
including the theory behind each step. The models and validation results
will be presented last.
Figure 1.2.: Structure of the thesis
Based on the exploration of the state of the art in Chapter 2, an optimiza-
tion method was employed to study the ideal effectiveness in the frequency
domain. The adaption of this method to the aircraft engine and the results
will be presented in Chapter 4. To realize the effectiveness, several control
algorithms are selected and adapted to the large complex aircraft engine sys-
tem. The relevant control theories and results will be shown in Chapter 5.
The mechanism in the different active systems will be explained in Chapter
6, based on the results and comparisons with past studies.
Chapter 7 will give an overview how the actuator placement and control
strategies can be implemented in the real world to verify the results of the
proposed actuator placement approach.
In Chapter 8, the essence of the work and its main conclusions will be
summarized, and future research directions will be suggested.
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This chapter will at the beginning focus on introducing the relevant infor-
mation on aircraft engines and the vibrations therein, so as to allow a better
understanding of the research. Then the evaluation criteria will be discussed,
for they are to be used to assess the effectiveness of the actuator placement
approach and to decide which sensor signals should be fed into the controller.
Given a basic knowledge of the engine, the state of the art of the vibration
reduction techniques for aircraft will be elaborated in detail. In the end, the
current methods to study the performance of vibration reduction will be re-
viewed regarding two respects: Evaluation of actuator placement approaches
and control algorithms.
2.1. Introduction of jet engines and the
vibration cause
Modern passenger aircraft are mostly powered by jet engines. The jet engine
applies Newton’s third law of motion by forcing a fluid, whether liquid or
gaseous, in one direction so as to create an equal reaction, namely, a thrust,
propelling the engine and the vehicle it is attached to in the opposite di-
rection [56]. According to this working principle, the air through the jet
engine is compressed, combusted and expanded to generate the thrust. Cor-
responding to these three stages, the core engine consists of three main parts:
Compressor, combustor and turbine.
According to the type of compressors, jet engines can be categorized into
the following groups: Centrifugal flow and axial flow. The centrifugal flow
compressor works by compressing the air perpendicular to the longitudinal
axis of the machine and the axial compressor parallel to the longitudinal
direction. The axial flow compressor engines are able to handle large volumes
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of airflow and high pressure ratios [55]. Among the axial flow compressor
engines, the turbofan finds wide use in aircraft propulsion. Many turbofans
have a basic twin-spool configuration (Fig. 2.1), where the HP compressor
is driven by the HP turbine on the HPR (i.e. the HP spool in purple), and
both the fan and the LP turbine (i.e. the LP spool in green) are mounted on
the LPR, running concentrically with the HP spool. The turbine drives the
compressor on the same spool.
Figure 2.1.: Components of a jet engine [1]
In this research, a reference model of an engine with twin-spool configura-
tion is used. The HPR is supported by bearings 3 & 4 (indicated as B3 &
B4 in Fig. 2.2) and the LPR by bearings 1, 2 & 5 (indicated as B1, B2 &
B5 in Fig. 2.2). Bearings 1, 2 & 3 are located in the front part ahead of the
combustor chamber, that is, the cold-air area, and bearings 4 & 5 are in the
rear where the air heated by combustion passes. The compressors, combustor
and turbines, as the core engine, which is connected to the engine housing by
struts in the front and links in the rear. The casing in which these struts are
located in the front is called the intermediate casing (IMC), which supports
both the HPR and the LPR in the front through bearings 2 & 3. In the rear,
links in the shape of an ’A’ (A-frame) support the core engine, as marked
with the green boxes. These struts and links are also the only path for the
vibration going from the core engine towards engine housing.
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The joints highlighted by the blue circles in Fig. 2.2 are used to mount the
engine on the fuselage. They are connected to the front upper link (FUL),
the front lower link (FLL) and the rear mounting ring (RMR). They also offer
the only path for the vibration to go from the engine to the mount system.
As shown in Fig. 2.3, a mount system of a general structure is assumed,
consisting of two links in the front connecting the fuselage with the FUL and
the FLL (numbered as links 1 & 2), two links transmitting the thrust (as
links 3 & 4), and two links in the rear connecting the RMR with the fuselage
(as links 5 & 6).
Figure 2.2.: A twin-spool engine [42]
Figure 2.3.: Simplified illustration of the engine mount system
In this research, the unbalance of the HPR is assumed as the vibration
cause. Rotors should ideally rotate around the principal axis of inertia. When
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the rotation axis, due to the deficiency of production technology or wear, does
not overlap the principal axis of inertia, an unbalance appears. As for the
engine, the problem of uneven distribution of the HPR cannot be completely
avoided during the assembly. And since the HPR is not accessible after
the assembly, subsequent corrections with balancing methods, such as are
common for the LPR, cannot be implemented either.
The unbalance is quantified by the product of the amount of the mass m
which is unevenly distributed and eccentricity , i.e. the distance between
the center of gravity and the center of rotation. The vibration investigated
in this research is caused by the force funbalance generated by the unbalance
under the rotational speed of Ω in rad/s:
funbalance = mΩ
2 (2.1)
2.2. Evaluation of comfort and vibration
Evaluation of comfort is the basic aspect in this research. Some standard
evaluation systems of comfort related to vibration have been established for
different vehicles (road, air, rail and marine transport) [35][48] and build-
ings [12]. Further distinction has been placed on whether people are standing
or seated, leading to the development of different criteria with regard to these
scenarios, e.g. seat effective amplitude transmissibility index. Most of them
are derived from acceleration, which is the most common criterion of com-
fort. In the mid-1960s, the concept of absorbed power was first discussed as
an indicator of human response to whole-body vibration among a number of
researchers [50]. While acceleration-based criteria describe the vibration on
the vibration surface, the amount of energy (integral of power with respect to
time) into the body correlates well to the subjective discomfort according to
the experimental results [45]. Apart from acceleration and power, by summa-
rizing the investigation of vibration reduction strategies, it can be seen that
transmitted force also plays an important role in the vibrating system. The
evaluation criteria developed from these three variables will be listed below.
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Criteria based on acceleration [49]
The criteria based on acceleration have been standardized by International
Standard ISO 2631 (1997). The root-mean-square value (RMS) of the weighted
acceleration aw during T seconds (Eq. (2.2)) is suggested when subjects un-
dergo periodic whole-body vibration, which is the vibration transmitted to
the human body as a whole, due to the vibration of a surface supporting the
body [48]. In the time domain, the weighted RMS acceleration is expressed
as:
arms =
1
T
[∫ T
0
a2w (t) dt
]1/2
(2.2)
At a measurement point p, the comfort criterion can be calculated from the
RMS values in Eq. (2.2) in each direction:
ap =
(
k2xa
2
px + k
2
ya
2
py + k
2
za
2
pz
)1/2
(2.3)
where apx, apy and apz are RMS values of the weighted accelerations in x, y
and z directions, kx, ky and kz are weighting factors.
Another criterion, vibration dose value (VDV), accumulates the fourth
power of acceleration as shown in Eq. (2.4) and therefore is more sensitive to
shocks.
V DV =
[∫ T
0
a4w (t) dt
]1/4
(2.4)
Since this research is focused on the comfort influenced by the vibration
from the HPR unbalance, shocks are not of concern, and thus the RMS value
will be used as the criterion based on acceleration (Eq. (2.3)). The RMS
value at several points can be derived in a similar way, as shown in Eq. (2.5).
an =
(
k21a
2
p1 + k
2
2a
2
p2 + · · ·+ k2na2pn
)1/2
(2.5)
where ap1, ap2, · · ·, and apn are RMS values of weighted accelerations at n
points, k1, k2, · · ·, and kn are weighting factors for each degree of freedom
(DOF).
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Criteria based on power [3]
The mechanical power exerted on the object is generally defined as p = fv,
where f is the external force acting on the object and v is the velocity of
the object. In the time domain, it can be immediately applied in order
to calculate the transient power at each single time point with f and v.
However, f and v cannot simply be replaced by the amplitudes of force and
velocity in the frequency domain, for the phase shift between them should
not be neglected. Taking both amplitude and phase into consideration, the
power in the sinusoidal steady-state at a single frequency can be computed
as follows, starting with the complex quantities of force and velocity, denoted
as F and V .
Force and velocity can be first converted into the time domain, when the
sinusoidal steady-state case is assumed:
f (t) =
1
2
(
Fejωt + F ∗e−jωt
)
(2.6)
v (t) =
1
2
(
V ejωt + V ∗e−jωt
)
(2.7)
where j is the imaginary unit, ω is the circular frequency and the superscript
* indicates the complex conjugate of that value.
Then the power p can be derived from Eq. (2.6) and Eq. (2.7) as:
(2.8)
p (t) =
1
2
Re (F ∗V ) +
1
2
Re
(
FV ej2ωt
)
=
1
2
|F | |V | cosφd + 1
2
|F | |V | cos (φa + 2ωt)
where φa and φd are the addition and difference of the phase angles of force
and velocity, respectively.
Eq. (2.8) demonstrates that power can be divided into two components;
one is constant, while the other is a function of time at a doubled frequency.
The constant represents the time-average value of power Pav input into the
object, as shown in Fig. 2.4. The average power input depends not only
on the amplitudes of force and velocity but also on the difference between
their phase angles. When the phase difference is less than 90◦, the object
will absorb energy; otherwise, the object will emit energy back to the source.
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Furthermore, the amplitude of the sinusoidal term is half of the product
of the amplitudes of F and V . The shadowed portion above the 0 line in
Fig. 2.4 represents the energy entering the object in a period, and the negative
shadowed portion stands for the energy returned to the excitation source.
Figure 2.4.: Instantaneous power as a function of time
Borrowed from the concept in electrical engineering, the complex power P¯
is defined as:
P¯ =
1
2
F ∗V = Pav + j2ω (Uav − Tav) (2.9)
where Uav and Tav are the average potential and kinetic energies [3].
The real part, equal to Pav, is also the power absorbed by the object, and
the value in the imaginary part, called the reactive power in the electrical
research field, reveals to which extent the excitation source is called upon to
participate in the exchange of stored energy.
Moreover, power, as a scalar, allows describing the dynamics of the system
in a consistent manner. For example, to evaluate the vibration transmitted
into a body through several suspensions, the vibration described by power
through different DOFs at a particular or several positions can be summed
up.
Criteria based on force
Vibration is the reflection of the energy dissipated in a mechanical system,
normally induced by external forces. In past studies, although force is not
directly used as a standard criterion to describe comfort, it has frequently
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served as the sensor signal and fed into the controller. When the force within
the suspension link is zero, then no vibration will pass further into the down-
stream body. Hence, force should also be taken into account in the evaluation
of vibration transmission.
In Fig. 2.5, assuming that the vibration travels from body A to body B
through body X, the force applied by body X on body B at point b, i.e. the
internal force of body X, should be considered to evaluate the transmitted
vibration, under the condition that body X is connected only with body B at
point b, i.e. no other substructure bears the force from body X at point b.
Figure 2.5.: Simple illustration of transmitted force
According to Hooke’s law, the internal force of a spring can be calculated
as the product of stiffness and relative displacement between the two points.
In a vibrating system, it is worth noting that the dynamic stiffness Kdyn
should be used rather than its static counterpart Kst, which depends only
on the material and geometry. In dynamic analysis, the forces in the time
domain (f(t)) and in the frequency domain (F (ω)) are worked out as in
Eq. (2.10) and in Eq. (2.11). The dynamic stiffness can thus be extracted
from Eq. (2.11), as shown in Eq. (2.12).
f(t) = Mx¨ (t) +Dx˙ (t) +Kstx (t) (2.10)
F (ω) = (−ω2M + jωD +Kst)X (2.11)
Kdyn (ω) = −ω2M + jωD +Kst (2.12)
where M and D are mass and damping matrices, x and X are the displace-
ment in the time and frequency domains, respectively. The dynamic stiffness
is determined by mass, damping, static stiffness and frequency. In the time
domain, the internal force can be directly calculated from acceleration, ve-
locity and displacement. Therefore, the calculation of the dynamic internal
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force, either in the time or in the frequency domain, requires all the structural
information of body X and all the motion information of point a and point b.
2.3. State of the art
The state of vibration reduction techniques applicable to aircraft engines
has been discussed in Section 1.1.2 before making suggestions of potential
improvements (Section 1.1.3). Here, the applications which have been em-
ployed in the market will be elaborated. They will also be compared with
the proposed methods as benchmarks in this research.
The research is mainly divided into two parts: Evaluation of actuator
placement approaches and control design. The evaluation part will feature
comparisons of a number of methods, one of which will serve as the primary
focus of this investigation, considering its advantages in large and complex
systems. A wide selection of books has been written, presenting many vari-
eties of control design methods. Here the control algorithms which have been
applied successfully on large rotating machines will be discussed.
2.3.1. Applications of vibration reduction techniques
Both the engine manufacturer and the mount system provider have striven
to improve the comfort inside the fuselage by reducing vibration inside the
engine by applying SFDs and by isolating the vibration from the engine by
actuating the mount links, respectively.
Passive application: Squeeze film dampers
A typical SFD configuration is presented in Fig. 2.6. Outside the rolling-
element bearing is the journal, which is prevented from spinning with an anti-
rotation pin or a squirrel cage that forms a centering spring. The squeeze
film, normally less than 0.250 mm, is pressurized into the space between
the journal and the housing. The lubricant is displaced to accommodate the
motion of the journal due to dynamic forces, that is, the reaction forces on the
journal generated by the hydrodynamic squeeze film pressures attenuate the
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transmitted forces and reduce the amplitude of the rotor motion [2]. SFDs
have been employed successfully for many years to manage the vibrations of
gas turbine rotors [14].
Generally, SFDs are lubricated elements serving as viscous damping in
mechanical systems. When they are used around the bearings in rotating
machinery, they can provide structural isolation, attenuate the amplitudes of
the response of the rotor to the unbalance at certain frequencies and in some
instances assist to suppress rotordynamic instability.
This passive solution will be used as the benchmark in the discussion in
the following chapters.
Figure 2.6.: SFD configuration
Active application: Active mounts
The active system developed by Lord Corporation is taken as an example. It
consists of actuators, sensors and a controller. Electromechanical actuators
are located directly on the vibration path from the engine to the structure
They are driven by a central controller to generate counter-acting forces,
aiming to cancel the vibration before it arrives at the structure. Microphones
located in the cabin provide the controller with information about the noise
reduction performance. Reference signals, such as engine vibration signals
and tachometer signals, are also fed into the controller. Its design is based
on the classic time-domain filtered-U algorithm. They have been certified by
Lord Corporation for the McDonnell Douglass DC9/MD80 series.
This approach will be referred to as the active external suspension (ActEx-
Sus) approach in this study and be compared with the two proposed active
approaches, which are introduced in detail in Section 3.2.
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2.3.2. Evaluation of actuator placement approaches
Controllability, as an important property of a controlled system, represents
the ability to move the system to any position with certain manipulations.
Different criteria derived based on this principle, such as Gilbert, Kalman [25]
and index of the LQR (linear-quadratic regulator) optimal control, have been
commonly used to evaluate the positions of actuators. In past years, studies
were carried out on the optimization of actuator placement on a simple struc-
ture, such as a beam or a plate, targeting the above criteria using different
optimization procedures [26]. Their application is limited to structures of
simple geometries and features and guarantees that only the first few modes
could be well controlled. In addition, some of them are mainly focused on ef-
ficient optimization techniques concerning large structures or the parameters
of the structures in question [43]. However, these methods are not applicable
in this research, for two reasons: On the one hand, the engine is geometrically
complicated, and many eigenmodes other than the first few are of interest;
on the other, due to the size of the system, the large system matrices could
cause not only time-consuming computation but also numerical inaccuracy.
Another group of researchers, e.g. in [17], raised the concept of effectiveness
of active control strategies, which represents to which extent the actuation
forces can minimize the response of the system to the disturbance. This
method is flexible, as different variables, power, velocity, force in any direc-
tion, or any combination of them can be chosen to build the cost function.
It is generalized as Eq. (2.13) and Eq. (2.14): α, β and γ in Eq. (2.13) are
derived from the responses to the disturbance Zp and to the actuation forces
Zc, and the optimum can be reached by determining the optimized control
forces (Fc)opt according to Eq. (2.14). The calculation of this method should
be conducted at single frequencies in the frequency domain. The detailed
derivation for cost functions of squared acceleration, of squared force and of
power can be found in Appendix A.
J (ω) = F ∗c αFc + F
∗
c β + β
∗Fc + γ (2.13)
(Fc)opt = −α−1β (2.14)
This method has been used to study different active systems. In [33], ac-
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tive isolators to isolate the vibration from a rigid body to a thin supporting
cylinder shell were theoretically investigated based on this method. In [31],
the finite element method was used to predict the performance of an active
isolator between a vibrating source and a simply supported beam, and opti-
mal control forces were determined according to this method. In [18], with
the same method, different control strategies were applied on the mathemati-
cal model of a multi-degree-of-freedom system and compared; comprehensive
results yielded an insight into the vibration transmission in active systems.
[34] focused more on experiments: A feedforward controller was applied
on a beam rig for vibration control. Using the above method to predict the
active control performance presented good agreement with the experimental
results. Further experimental investigation in [32] showed different control
strategies tested both theoretically and experimentally. Commonly used in
simple structures in past studies, the method in question can also work for
large complex systems, because the cost function is based on the response of
the system and the size of the system is not critical regarding the computation
time during the optimization procedure.
In [67], this method was used on a commercial airplane system consisting of
an airframe ground test model and an analytical finite element model of the
engine. Different combinations of control variables, control forces and engine
unbalance configurations were tested, and the primary aim was to judge the
use of a minimum number of control variables when shakers near the engine
were used. This method is also reliable in the case of large and complicated
systems, since it is based on the frequency response of the original system.
Accordingly, mathematical errors or inaccuracy due to a calculation of large
matrices can be avoided. (see Appendix A for the exact derivation of the
optimal value)
In all these studies, different systems (beams or cylinder shells or large
airplane systems, with single, multiple or complex suspension) have been in-
volved, comparing theoretical, numerical and experimental results. The aim
of using this method was either to find the optimal control forces or to ac-
quire insight of the vibration transmission in the active system or to decide
on the optimal control strategy related to the formulation of the cost func-
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tion [18] or to minimize the number of sensors for practical installation [67].
The method in question has the advantages of flexibility, reliability and inde-
pendence of the complexity or size of the system, thus allowing many kinds
of investigation towards different aims; however, no investigation has been
reported exclusively for the evaluation of actuator placement approaches.
The result J in Eq. (2.13) shows the response of the closed-loop system
minimally excited with the help of optimal control forces (Fc)opt under the
disturbance Fp. Therefore, the comparison of the results of the optimized
closed-loop response reflects the effectiveness of the actuator placement ap-
proaches. In this way, this method can be used to evaluate the actuator
placement approaches. However, since the minimal response is not achieved
through a realizable control algorithm, it is only regarded as the ideal ef-
fectiveness. Although the experimental results from an actively controlled
beam rig were in good agreement with the optimization results based on this
method of the effectiveness of active control strategies in [34], its conclusion
from a simple beam system cannot yet be extrapolated to general systems.
The achievable effectiveness would be determined with the help of the real-
izable control algorithm, which will be introduced in the next section.
2.3.3. Control design for vibration reduction in rotating
systems
Control design methods have been extensively introduced in many text books
and further investigated in many studies. In this section, the scope is nar-
rowed down to those applied on an aircraft engine or similar large rotating
systems.
As discussed in the last section, the optimized results and experimental
results reach good agreement in a beam system in [34], and in the experi-
ments, a feedforward adaptive control algorithm, filtered-x least mean square
(FxLMS), was applied; it was also stated that conventional gradient descent
algorithms such as FxLMS would converge towards the global minimum.
Considering the state of the art of actuator placement approaches in air-
craft systems, it was found that the feedforward adaptive control algorithm
was commonly used in the active control systems of helicopters [58] [54]. [46]
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revealed that attenuations around 25 dB regarding displacement could be
obtained in the numerical simulations of the active vibration control system
with FxLMS applied on a fuselage section of an aircraft excited by white
noise, and this proved FxLMS as a valid choice for broadband excitation
signals. In [63], the feasibility and validity of FxLMS was verified experi-
mentally on an active vibration control system implemented on an aircraft
framework. While the studies listed above were focused on the application of
FxLMS on the airframe/fuselage, the results of the flight tests in [30] showed
that a reduction of up to 19.5 dB could be reached during the cruise with
FxLMS implemented on the active gearbox struts. In [6], the time-domain
filtered-U algorithm was applied on the active mounts of the aircraft engine,
and it was also stressed that the implementation issue needs to be resolved
because a potential long-term divergence of the algorithm could be caused
by ill-conditioned transfer function matrices. A similar conclusion was drawn
in [59], where several control algorithms were investigated on rotor systems:
A model of high accuracy would be required to avoid instability when imple-
menting the FxLMS algorithm on a large rotating system.
In [59], algorithms PDT1, LQG, H∞ and FxLMS were investigated theo-
retically and experimentally on a rotor system to reduce the vibration from
the unbalance of the rotor, respectively categorized as simple control, opti-
mal control, control in the frequency domain and feedforward control in the
time domain. It was found that the optimization of FxLMS was simpler than
the others and could bring about the best reduction effectiveness; notably,
sensor placement did not have a great effect on the optimization. However,
sensor signals were required to represent the global vibration behavior when
aiming for global reduction. There was not that much difference in reduc-
tion effectiveness based on the three feedback control algorithms as long as
sensors were placed suitably. The simple control PDT1 could bring little re-
duction effectiveness at both resonances when the sensors were improperly
placed. H∞ was proved to be advantageous when the control design was
tuned manually. Moreover, it could be transferred onto complex systems and
was verified experimentally, showing that as a model-based algorithm, its re-
quirement of the accuracy of the model was not so strict as FxLMS. It was
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recommended that a LQG should be considered when the manually tuned
H∞ was not sufficient in reduction, because a LQG had small sensitivity to
sensor placement.
[61] presented a comprehensive study of active noise control (ANC) and
active vibration control (AVC) in aircraft systems. According to the study,
most ANC systems employed an LMS algorithm, such as the FxLMS, and
that the basic principles of ANC could be applied to AVC. It was also pointed
out that the majority of customized control programs for AVC systems were
based on the Linear Quadratic Gaussian (LQG) algorithm. An active strut
member was shown to decrease vibration levels by 35 dB using a positive
position feedback (PPF) controller. Moreover, since the simulation results of
the H∞ controller applied on the airframe of helicopters showed a significant
decrease in vibration, parts of the theory were thus experimentally shown to
work.
In [7], the integral feedback force (IFF) was applied on the active bearing
of an aircraft engine, with the stability as the advantage of this algorithm
proved numerically and experimentally. It also showed that the model-based
feedforward control performed better than the IFF but the stability could
not be ensured. The study suggested that the feedforward control should be
used for the vibration reduction and the IFF as an emergency system.
In summary, the effectiveness of all sorts of control algorithms used for
vibration reduction in aircraft systems was investigated numerically and ex-
perimentally. Some algorithms proved advantageous, others disadvantageous
regarding implementation or stability issues. It can be seen that the feed-
forward adaptive algorithm has been studied the most for active vibration
control in aircraft systems. On the one hand, it showed promise regarding its
reduction effectiveness and flexibility; on the other hand, the issue of diver-
gence and instability should be taken into account during implementation.
Moreover, there were a number of in-depth studies on controlling the vibra-
tion from rotor unbalance [59], while others dealt with broadband excitation
as a vibration source [46]; yet others focused on either the control design for
active systems applied outside the engine [58] [54] [30] [6] or those applied
inside the engine [59] [7].
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Accordingly, investigations in the past found methods to design controllers
and/or suitable controllers for certain cases, some also providing suggestions
for their implementation. In this project, some of these controllers were
selected to be used for the vibration reduction in certain cases, i.e. with
different actuator placement approaches (see Section 3.2 for detail): on the
engine mounts, on the struts inside the engine and at the bearing. The control
design for the active system on the struts inside the engine is new, because this
actuator placement approach is innovative, while the positions on the engine
mounts and at the bearing have been studied, as listed above. Therefore, the
similar application in this project allows its results to be compared with and
verified by the results in those past studies.
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An FE model of the whole engine built in the finite element analysis program
Nastran served as the starting point. This chapter will propose the new actu-
ator placements, before introducing the model generation procedure in order
to facilitate the investigation of these approaches. Employing a controller on
a large FE model is possible but limited regarding the controller type [28]
and the computational efficiency [65]. For an efficient examination of the ac-
tively controlled engine, it is necessary to reduce the model and generate the
state space (SS) model, allowing a more flexible control design. The working
flow to generate SS models and the relevant background will be elaborated
subsequently. To prove the reliability of this model generation method, the
validation results will then be presented according to different criteria. The
current chapter will close by explaining the uses and different characteristics
of the generated models.
3.1. Introduction of the whole engine model
As shown in Fig. 3.1, the whole engine model (WEM) consists of a twin-
spool engine with an HPR and an LPR (see Fig. 2.1 for the components of
the engine), a section of the fuselage and the engine mount system (MNT),
connecting the first two parts. This model allows taking into consideration
the dynamic characteristics of the engine, the suspension and the fuselage
section related to unbalance excitation and includes the structures which
form the vibration transmission path. It has originally 34, 872 elements and
35, 519 nodes. Six DOFs have been assigned to most of the nodes and three
translational DOFs to the rest of them. Therefore, there are approx. 2 million
DOFs in the WEM, which should be reduced for computational efficiency.
From the forward direction indicated in Fig. 3.1, it can be inferred that
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this is the model of a left-hand engine. In the following study, for simplicity,
it is assumed that the structure, the unbalance excitation and the actuation
in the right-hand engine, which is not included in the model, are identical to
the left-hand engine. Therefore, the rim of the fuselage section in this engine
model is fixed as the boundary condition, due to the symmetric structure
and symmetric boundary condition.
Figure 3.1.: WEM colored according to the type of material
The first five eigenfrequencies of each part of the WEM and the WEM
as a whole listed in Table 3.1 show the comparable stiffness of each part,
compared with the other parts, and how the eigenfrequencies are shifted
when they are constructed as a WEM. According to a general statement
in [66] for a suspension system consisting of a machine, a vehicle and mounts,
the machine (corresponding to the engine here) is ordinarily much stiffer than
the vehicle (the fuselage), and the mount is in-between both of them with
respect to rigidity. However, the starting eigenfrequencies of the fuselage
here are higher than those of the engine and the mount. The reason for this
disagreement with the theory is that only a section of the fuselage is included
in the WEM. It is much smaller and not characterized by a low-frequency
behavior. But it is sufficient for this study, as it is mainly focused on the high-
frequency excitation of the rotor unbalance. The first four eigenmodes of the
WEM belong to the MNT, because there is no deformation of the engine and
fuselage in these mode shapes. Accordingly, the engine and fuselage can be
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regarded as rigid bodies for these frequencies. The deformation of the engine
begins to take effect starting with the fifth eigenmode. Since this study is
designed for the high-frequency range, all these three parts must be regarded
as flexible bodies, and none of them should be simplified as a rigid body. This
fact is one of the reasons for the necessity of model reduction (Section 3.3).
(in Hz) Engine MNT Fuselage WEM
1 20.33 10.91 48.61 6.33
2 28.64 13.35 65.73 8.71
3 31.38 17.39 95.52 15.22
4 33.13 30.68 95.69 19.43
5 34.54 56.65 97.71 24.01
Table 3.1.: First five eigenfrequencies of the original WEM
3.2. Proposed actuator placement approaches
Considering the limited space inside the engine and along the main vibration
transmission path, it has been learned that the space 1) at the bearing, 2)
inside the hollow struts within the intermediate casing and 3) around the
A-frame links in the rear shows good potential as actuator positions [42],
corresponding to segments 1, 2 (front) and 2 (rear) on the transmission path
in Fig. 1.1.
Active internal suspension
The position and the role of the struts in the IMC are illustrated in a front
view of IMC (Fig. 3.2a). The engine mount system holds the engine in the
front through the FUL and the FLL. The two struts immediately underneath
these two links are hollow, while the other struts are occupied by supply
lines for lubricating oil, SFD, sensor units and so on. They are connected
sequentially with the bearing chamber of bearings 2 and 3 (see also Fig. 2.2).
They are thus responsible for passing on the force from the front bearings.
Bearing 3 carries the vibration from the HPR unbalance, wherefore these
struts inside the IMC are on the main vibration transmission path.
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Fig. 3.3 shows the cross-section A-A (Fig. 3.2a) of the original and modified
sketch of the hollow strut underneath the FUL and FLL. To support the
actuation, a stiffener can be constructed crosswise inside the strut (see the
right hand side in Fig. 3.3). The double arrows in Fig. 3.2 & 3.3 indicate the
actuation of actuators. One end of the actuator is attached to the supporting
structure and the other end to the engine housing collocated with the FUL
and the FLL. The supporting structure should be stiff enough, so that the
actuation force effects on the side of the junction to the mount system.
(a) Front view of IMC (b) Rear view of A-frame
Figure 3.2.: Actuator placement in the approach of active internal suspension
The front active application can be reinforced by also actuating the rear
part. Fig. 3.2b shows the rear view of the A-frame. Unlike the front struts,
there is no hollow structure in the rear to directly house the actuators. But
they can be attached to the links inside the engine as the arrows indicate,
connecting the engine housing with the core engine, close to the RMR. One
of the applications of the piezoelectric actuators attached to links is patented
under the title ’piezoelectric extension actuator’ [4] and will be introduced in
the feasibility study (Chapter 7).
This approach is called active internal suspension (ActInSus), because it
actuates the inside suspension between the engine housing and the core en-
gine. Its goal is to reduce the vibration at the front and rear links of the
mount system on the engine side and eventually at the fuselage. Its advan-
tages lie in smaller mass increase and wider operating range, compared with
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the passive methods, and also maintains the benefits of earlier control of the
vibration, compared with other existing active methods. No additional safety
issues are triggered by this parallel configuration both in the front and the
rear, and the case of overload is of no concern.
Figure 3.3.: Left: Original strut in IMC; Right: Strut in IMC with actuator
installed
Active bearing
With the help of a CAD analysis of the engine components (Fig. 3.4), the
front bearing chamber (FBC) was identified as the appropriate space for the
actuators. Taking this illustration as example, bearings 2 and 3 (their struc-
tures are not shown in detail, and only their positions are indicated) are
encompassed in the FBC and the FBC is partly surrounded by the IMC (see
also Fig. 2.2 for the corresponding positions of these components in the en-
gine). The hollow space in the strut of the IMC is available for placement. In
other words, part of the actuator can protrude into the strut. The actuation
force can be transmitted through the common bearing chamber of bearings
2 and 3, influencing the vibration both on the HPR and on the LPR. The
other end of the actuator should be attached to a stiff support in the strut
of the IMC. The cooling system will be explained in Chapter 7.
An alternative implementation only targets influencing bearing 3. In such
an application, the bearing chamber should be drilled so that the actuator
can directly exert force on the squirrel cage (SC) of bearing 3, rather than
the common bearing chamber of bearings 2 and 3. Additionally, the contact
face on the SC should be thus sufficiently stiffened to support the effective
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actuation. The other end of the actuator should be positioned and affixed as
described above.
Figure 3.4.: Possible position in a twin-spool engine for the active bearing ap-
proach [42]
Actuators placed at the rear bearing were not proposed, due to its sur-
rounding of high temperature. The detailed discussion and the description
of the identified possibility of a cooling system in Fig. 3.4 can be found in
the feasibility study (Chapter 7).
Generally, it would be expected that the active system at the bearing of
the HPR, abbreviated as ActBrg, could reduce the vibration not only in the
fuselage but also inside the engine, due to its effect on the vibration source.
3.3. Generation method of state space models
Different models are to be generated on the basis of the WEM introduced
above, as necessary for the study of passively and/or actively damped sys-
tems. Also considering the necessity of model order reduction and the capa-
bility to integrate the control algorithm, the model generation method has
been developed as shown in Fig. 3.5.
The procedure starts with two types of files from Nastran and goes respec-
tively through two series of procedures, until the stiffness and mass matrices
are obtained. These are documented for the future study which requires a
similar model conversion. The common input file (*.dat or *.bdf) of Nastran
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can be transferred into an *.inp file which can be further imported into AN-
SYS for model reduction and matrix extraction (Section 3.3.1). Meanwhile,
matrices can be directly extracted from the matrix file *.mtx without being
imported into ANSYS (see Appendix B for the detailed procedures).
Figure 3.5.: Working flow to generate state space models
As for this model, the non-rotating part (the engine without rotors, the
MNT and the fuselage) is saved in the *.inp file, and the *.mtx files rep-
resenting the rotating parts (HPR and LPR) were generated through static
model reduction and validated by the partner company. The extracted ma-
trices are denoted as [KnoRot], [MnoRot] and [KRot], [MRot], respectively. It
is mentioned here as a general note that the matrices generated from ANSYS
are in the Harwell-Boeing format and can be converted into a full matrix
with MatLab functions [8]. The non-rotating and rotating parts can be con-
nected through different bearing configurations (Section 3.3.2). Due to the
presence of rotors, the gyroscopic effect should be included in the form of
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a gyroscopic matrix [G], which can be created from the moment of inertia
of the rotors (Section 3.3.3). Structural damping is defined in this case as
being proportional to mass and stiffness, although also permitting other def-
initions (Section 3.3.4). In the final step, the SS model can be produced with
the system information in the form of matrices as described above and the
user-defined settings according to the scenario, that is, the selection of the
actuator position and direction as well as the sensor position, direction and
type (Section 3.3.5).
3.3.1. Model reduction and matrix extraction
Model reduction - CMS
In [40], different model reduction techniques were compared for large me-
chanical systems, and it was concluded that Component Mode Synthesis
(CMS) promises good correlation for high frequency motion. Therefore, the
CMS method was selected as the model reduction technique in this study. It
reduces the system matrices to a smaller set of master DOFs between sub-
structures and truncated sets of normal mode generalized coordinates [11].
To apply CMS, all the DOFs are divided into two groups: Master DOFs
(the DOFs whose physical motion are required to be observable) and slave
DOFs (the interior DOFs which should be reduced and estimated by the
physical coordinates of master DOFs and the truncated set of modal coor-
dinates). They are assigned the subscripts m and s. The undamped system
can be expressed as:[
Mmm 0
0 Mss
]{
x¨m
x¨s
}
+
[
Kmm Kms
Ksm Kss
]{
xm
xs
}
=
{
F
0
}
(3.1)
where x and F denote the displacement vector of all the DOFs and the
external force vector applied on the system, respectively.
Assuming that x¨s = 0, i.e. the movement of slave DOFs is considered as
static, then
Ksmxm +Kssxs = {0} (3.2)
xs = −K−1ss Ksmxm (3.3)
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Assuming that xm = 0, i.e. master DOFs are fixed, then
Mssx¨s +Kssxs = {0} (3.4)
The solution of xs in Eq. (3.4), denoted as φs, represents the normal modes
of slave DOFs when the master nodes are fixed.
Combining Eq. (3.3) and a truncated set φsδ of φs, the transformation
between original and reduced coordinates can be expressed as:{
xm
xs
}
=
[
I 0
−K−1ss Ksm φsδ
]{
xm
yδ
}
(3.5)
where yδ is a vector of the truncated set of generalized modal coordinates.
This is the transformation used in the CMS method. The reduced order
depends on the truncation of φs, i.e. the number of columns of φsδ. The
truncation is determined by the frequency range to be considered.
Replacing the coordinates in Eq. (3.1) with Eq. (3.5) allows the reduced
system to be written as:
(3.6)
[
Mmm 0
0 φTsδMssφsδ
]{
x¨m
y¨δ
}
+
[
Kmm −KmsK−1ss Ksm 0
0 φTsδKssφsδ
]{
xm
yδ
}
=
{
F
0
}
For this study, the nodes which may potentially serve as positions for ac-
tuators and sensors as well as the interface nodes between the substructures
of rotors, engine, MNT and fuselage are defined as master nodes. The HPR
unbalance is the disturbance source to be investigated. The maximum rota-
tional frequency is 260 Hz at the take-off phase. By experience, to ensure the
accuracy of the model up to a certain frequency, the truncation frequency
should be at least 2-3 times as high as this frequency. Therefore, the fre-
quency range of 0 − 600 Hz was set for the truncation of the normal modes
of slave DOFs for this investigation.
3.3.2. Bearing configurations
The installation of actuators attached in parallel to the mount links [36] or to
the stiff struts inside the engine can hardly change the structural integrity of
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the system, due to the high stiffness of the links and struts, while the SFDs
and actuators installed at the bearings can indeed alter system behavior,
because of their low stiffness and/or the serial connection. Therefore, five
models with five types of bearing configurations were generated. Fig. 3.6
shows the configurations of bearing 3 which is available for both SFDs and
actuators. The settings of the other bearings where only SFDs should be
introduced can be found in Tables 3.2 & 3.3. The models of SFDs are
simplified and linearized as parallel springs and dampers, and actuators are
added as springs.
(a) Model 1 (b) Model 2 (c) Model 3
(d) Model 4 (e) Model 5
Figure 3.6.: Five configurations of bearing 3
1. quasi-rigid connections
2. actuators applied
3. SFDs applied
4. SFDs and actuators applied in series
5. SFDs and actuators applied in parallel.
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Here the casing indicates the non-rotating part of the engine. m1 − m4
represent the masses of the interface nodes on the casing, the bearing and
the HPR, and m0 and m01 the masses of an additional node due to the intro-
duction of the SFD and/or the actuator. kr, kact and ksc are the stiffnesses
of the quasi-rigid bearing, the actuator and the SC, respectively. k1 and
k2 are the stiffnesses of the boundary element on the casing and the HPR,
respectively. dsfd is the damping of the SFD.
In Model 1 and Model 3, no actuator is installed at the bearings. The
connections at the bearings in Model 1 are rigid, and there is no SFD. This
will be called a dry case in the following discussion. Model 3 is a reference
model since it represents the state of the current engine: Passive damping
with SFDs. The other three models have actuators in two perpendicular
directions to the rotation axis at bearing 3, the front bearing of the HPR.
Model 2 is obtained by introducing actuators in the dry case, and Model
4 and Model 5 in the reference case. The difference between Model 4 and
Model 5 is: In Model 4, the SFD and the actuators are serial and in Model
5 parallel. The connection methods are illustrated and the matrices at the
connection point are calculated in Appendix C.
The bearings are all ball bearings, handling both the radial and the thrust
load at B1 and B3, which are the most forward bearings of the LPR and the
HPR, respectively, but are confined to managing only the radial load at B2,
B4 and B5. The stiffness and damping at bearings are listed in Tables 3.2
and 3.3 (proportional damping is not considered here). The values in merged
cells are shared by different models and DOFs. None of the models show
any difference in the rear bearings (B4 and B5) or in the x-direction (the
direction of the rotation axis). The differences in stiffness and damping at
B1 and B2 and in damping at B3 are related only to the presence of the
SFDs. The stiffness at B3 varies according to the installation and connection
method of the SFDs (ksc = 2.5e4 N/mm) and actuators (kact = 2.3e5 N/mm,
see Chapter 7 for the selection of actuators). The quasi-rigid bearings are
simulated as springs with the stiffness of kr = 1e6 N/mm.
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Stiffness (N/mm)
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5
x y z y z x y z y z y z
Model 1
1.0e6
1.0e6 1.0e6
1.0e6
1.0e6
1.0e6
Model 2 1.9e5
Model 3
5.0e4 0
2.5e4
Model 4 2.3e4
Model 5 2.6e5
Table 3.2.: Stiffness of bearings of the HPR and LPR
Damping dsfd (Ns/mm)
B1 B2 B3 B4 B5
x y z y z x y z y z y z
Model 1
0
0 0
0
0
0
Model 2 0
Model 3
100.0 50.0
50.0
Model 4 50.0
Model 5 50.0
Table 3.3.: Damping of bearings of the HPR and LPR
3.3.3. Gyroscopic effect
Based on the theory described in [47] and the introduction method of the
gyroscopic effect in [5], the gyroscopic matrix for this study is generated as
follows.
For each stage with 6 DOFs, the gyroscopic effect can be presented as
Fugx
Fugy
Fugz
Mθgx
Mθgy
Mθgz

= Ω

0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 −Ix
0 0 0 0 Ix 0


u˙x
u˙y
u˙z
θ˙x
θ˙y
θ˙z

= ΩGstage

u˙x
u˙y
u˙z
θ˙x
θ˙y
θ˙z

(3.7)
where Ix is the mass moment of inertia of each stage about the rotation axis
and Ω the rotational speed of the rotor.
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The gyroscopic matrix can be formulated for the whole rotor system as
G =
 0 0 00 GHPR 0
0 0 GLPR
 (3.8)
where the first rows of zeros correspond to all the non-rotating DOFs, GHPR
is generated as in Eq. (3.7) for all the stages of the HPR and GLPR for those
of the LPR.
3.3.4. Damping
The damping in the WEM system is simplified and assumed to be propor-
tional damping. Thus the damping matrix consists of structural damping
proportional to the mass and stiffness and the damping due to the SFD (see
Appendix C for the generation of DSFD).
D = µM + ηK +DSFD (3.9)
3.3.5. State space model
In the previous steps, mass, stiffness, damping and gyroscopic matrices were
respectively calculated for the whole system. The model can be written as
Mx¨+ (D + ΩG) x˙+Kx = f (3.10)
For the further study of the whole system, the model needs to be re-
constructed as a state space model. Velocity and displacement constitute the
states, and the motions of DOFs of interest are set as the outputs.{
x¨
x˙
}
= Assm
{
x˙
x
}
+Bssmf (3.11)
xout
vout
aout
 = Cssm
{
x˙
x
}
+Dssmf (3.12)
where the system matrix is
Assm =
[
−M−1(D + ΩG) −M−1K
I 0
]
(3.13)
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If the inputs f are forces acting directly on each coordinate of each node,
then the input matrix Bssm = [M
−1; 0]. However, this system was to be
built for the analysis of the effectiveness of the actuators in each approach,
where actuation forces are applied in an arbitrary direction. Bssm should be
formulated so that the forces generated by the actuators can be resolved into
x, y and z coordinates, as shown in Eq. (3.14). Tres1 and Tres2 are used to
resolve the unbalance forces and the actuation forces, respectively.
Bssmf = M
−1
[
Tres1 Tres2
0 0
]{
funbalance
fact
}
(3.14)
Tres1 is different according to the analysis domain. In the time domain, the
unbalance force should be exerted along the y and z coordinates (the rotation
axis is parallel to the x-coordinate, see Fig. 3.1) at the unbalance position as
cosine and sine functions defined by the magnitude of the unbalance and the
rotational speed, as shown in Eq. (3.15).
Tres1(time)funbalance =

...
...
...
0 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
...
...
...


0
|Funbalance| cos(Ωt)
|Funbalance| sin(Ωt)

(3.15)
Tres1(freq) |Funbalance| =
[
· · · 0 1 −j · · ·
]T
|Funbalance| (3.16)
The unbalance affects the system in such a way that the excitation in one
coordinate is the same as that in the other coordinate with the lag of 90◦
in the frequency domain. Thus the transformation matrix can be defined as
a real unit and an imaginary unit in one column, as shown in Eq. (3.16).
With the minus sign, the excitation in z direction lags behind that in y
direction. And this corresponds to the formulation of the gyroscopic matrix
in Eq. (3.7). In other words, if the two non-zero elements in the gyroscopic
matrix in Eq. (3.7) swap, the minus sign in Eq. (3.16) should be removed.
Assuming that tnx, tny and tnz are the factors to resolve the n
th actuation
force into the x, y and z directions, then the transformation matrix for the
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actuation forces is
(3.17)Tres2
=

t1x t1y t1z −t1x −t1y · · · 0 0 0 0 0 0
...
...
...
...
...
. . .
...
...
...
...
...
...
0 0 0 0 0 · · · tnx tny tnz −tnx −tny −tnz

T
The output matrix Cssm and the feedthrough matrix Dssm can be ex-
pressed as in Eq. (3.18) and Eq. (3.19). I is the identity matrix, and the
subscript part denotes that only parts of the rows are selected from that
matrix. Without an external force acting on the DOF, its corresponding row
of acceleration in Dssm is a row of zeros.
Cssm =
 0 IpartIpart 0
−M−1part (Dpart +G(ω)part) −M−1partKpart
 (3.18)
DssmAcc =
[
0 0 M−1partTrespart
]T
(3.19)
The model is designed to measure the motion of observation points and
sensor points as well as the internal force in the elements on the vibration
transmission path, e.g. at the bearings and in the suspension links (FUL,
FLL, RMR and MNT links). When only accelerometers are selected to col-
lect the signals, representing the vibration level and being fed back into the
controller, velocity and displacement can be derived from the acceleration in
the frequency and time domains, respectively, according to Eq. (3.20) & (3.21)
and Eq. (3.22) & (3.23). The displacement and velocity at a discrete time
point can be approximated according to the rectangle method at the left-
point in the numerical integration or other methods [24]. The force can be
derived from these three variables according to Eq. (2.11) and Eq. (2.10).
V (ω) = A(ω)/(jω) (3.20)
X(ω) = A(ω)/(jω)2 (3.21)
v(tn) ≈ v(tn−1) + a(tn−1)∆t (3.22)
x(tn) ≈ x(tn−1) + v(tn−1)∆t (3.23)
where ∆t = tn − tn−1.
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3.4. Model validation
In order to check if this generation method is able to reproduce the model,
model validation should be performed. Model 1 was generated with this
method and is the state space (SS) representation of the original FE model.
The SS Model and the FE model should be compared for validation purposes.
Three criteria based on the results from modal analysis, harmonic analysis
and transient analysis are used. The criterion based on modal analysis should
provide a global indicator of the level of correlation, while the other two
are related to certain inputs and outputs. The criterion based on harmonic
analysis is dependent on the frequency, while that based on transient analysis
in the time domain considers all the frequencies.
3.4.1. Validation based on modal analysis
Modal analysis is used to find the frequencies at which the system natu-
rally resonates and their mode shapes, with the overall mass and stiffness
of the structure. Results from the modal analysis are eigenfrequencies and
eigenmodes. Fig. 3.7 shows good agreement in eigenfrequencies between two
models. However, a good eigenfrequency-correlation does not always imply
the analogous eigenvector-correlation. [40]
Figure 3.7.: Comparison of eigenfrequencies of the original model and the gener-
ated SS model (Model 1)
The modal assurance criterion (MAC) is defined as in Eq. (3.24) [52], to
find the correlation between the eigenvectors of two models. V eigi and Vˆ
eig
j
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represent the ith and jth eigenvectors of two models. The MAC values range
between 0 and 1. The two extremes correspond to the case of orthogonal
eigenvectors and that of identical eigenvectors, respectively. In other words,
larger values indicate a higher similarity.
MACij =
({
V eigi
}T {
Vˆ eigj
})2
({
V eigi
}T {
V eigi
})({
Vˆ eigj
}T {
Vˆ eigj
}) (3.24)
In the calculation of eigenvectors, different formulations can be employed,
for example, the two shown in Eq. (3.25) (normalized to unit) and Eq. (3.26)
(normalized to mass), where [V eig] is the matrix consisting of all eigenvectors.
Using the formulation in Eq. (3.25), it would be expected that all the MAC
values generate a matrix approximately equal to the identity matrix when
two models are well correlated: The ith eigenvector of one model has a high
similarity to the ith eigenvector of the other, and the ith of one model is
orthogonal to the jth eigenvector of the other.[
V eig
]T [
V eig
]
= I (3.25)[
V eig
]T
M
[
V eig
]
= I (3.26)
When the eigenvectors are mass-normalized as in Eq. (3.26), the definition
of the MAC can be modified as in Eq. (3.27).
MACij =
({
V eigi
}T
M
{
Vˆ eigj
})2
({
V eigi
}T
M
{
V eigi
})({
Vˆ eigj
}T
M
{
Vˆ eigj
}) (3.27)
The correlation between the full and the reduced model faces a problem of
different sizes of matrices. As discussed in [39], the reduced matrices should
be expanded to the original dimension via the transformation matrix or the
opposite. However, the size of the transformation matrix (approx. 2 million
DOFs in the full model of WEM) makes this process practically infeasible.
Therefore, the application of this criterion was adjusted to the case in this
project. Without the transformation matrix, no consistent mass matrix can
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be found for both models. The problem of the inconsistent size of eigenvectors
could be solved by selecting all the common DOFs from the eigenvectors of
both models (Eq. (3.28)). It would be expected in the well-correlated case
that the diagonal elements of the MAC values should be close to 1 but the
non-diagonal values could not be ensured to be low because the orthogonality
is not observable through part of the elements in the vectors.
MACii =
({
V eigi(sel)
}T {
Vˆ eigi(sel)
})2
({
V eigi(sel)
}T {
V eigi(sel)
})({
Vˆ eigi(sel)
}T {
Vˆ eigi(sel)
}) (3.28)
Applying the adjusted criterion (Eq. (3.28)), the diagonal MAC values are
shown in Fig. 3.8. A good correlation can be seen until the 600th eigenmode,
which corresponds to approx. 300 Hz. This criterion could not be employed
strictly, providing the global indicator, but it showed the correlation of the
common DOFs, i.e. the master DOFs (refer to Section 3.3.1).
Figure 3.8.: MAC values according to the adjusted criterion
3.4.2. Validation based on harmonic analysis
Harmonic analysis or frequency response analysis is used to calculate the
steady-state response of a linear structure to a sinusoidal excitation of a
certain frequency. The frequency response assurance criterion (FRAC) shows
how the individual DOFs contribute to the overall modal vector correlation.
It can be calculated, according to Eq. (3.29), based on the frequency responses
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of two models from input p to output q in the frequency range of interest
between ω1 and ω2.
FRACpq =
∣∣∣∣ ω2∑
ω=ω1
Hˆpq (ω)H
∗
pq (ω)
∣∣∣∣2
ω2∑
ω=ω1
Hˆpq (ω) Hˆ∗pq (ω)
ω2∑
ω=ω1
Hpq (ω)H∗pq (ω)
(3.29)
With this criterion, the correlation between the generated SS model and
the original FE model up to 260 Hz was evaluated. The unbalance excitation
and the actuation along the vibration transmission path from the rotor to
the fuselage in the front and in the rear (as shown in Fig. 1.1) were selected
as inputs (Table D.1) and the acceleration and force at these relevant DOFs
as outputs (Table D.2). The FRAC values (Table D.3) are listed in Ap-
pendix D.1, and the minimum and average values are extracted in Table 3.4.
Referring to Table D.3, it could be found that all the minimum values corre-
spond to the 6th DOF, rotational DOF around the z-coordinate (see Fig. 3.1
for the definition of the coordinate system), at the junction between link 4
of the MNT (transmitting thrust) and the fuselage. The response from the
actuation of the front link of the MNT to the 6th DOF of link 4 is presented
in Fig. 3.9 as an example. The correlation is good, and thus it could be
inferred that the small FRAC value may result from the small deviation in
the low frequency response. The response of the 6th DOF at link 4 is roughly
one fifth of the response of the 5th DOF, the rotational DOF around the
y-coordinate (Fig. 3.1). According to the high average FRAC values and the
small values of minima due to the minor deviation in the low response at a
certain DOF, it can be concluded that the generated model is well correlated
to the original.
Input 0 1 2 3 4 5 Min
Min 63.79% 74.14% 68.10% 65.22% 61.77% 64.18% 61.77%
Average 97.23% 97.53% 96.58% 97.97% 97.54% 97.27% 96.58%
Table 3.4.: The minimum and average values of FRAC extracted from Ta-
ble D.3
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Figure 3.9.: Frequency response from the actuation of the front link of the
MNT to the 6th DOF of link 4 of the MNT in acceleration
3.4.3. Validation based on transient analysis
With FRAC, the correlation in a certain frequency range can be considered.
As in the section above, the FRAC values up to 260 Hz were investigated, and
a good correlation has been proved. Taking the other frequencies also into
consideration, the time response should be investigated. Here the Pearson’s
correlation coefficient (Eq. (3.30)) was applied to evaluate the correlation of
the data from the transient analysis. Ranging from 0 to 1, the higher this
coefficient is, the better correlation is indicated.
ρX,Y =
E[(X − µX)(Y − µY )]
σXσY
(3.30)
where X and Y are two series of data, E( ) computes the expectation, and
µX and σX are the mean and the standard deviation of X.
The transient analyses were conducted under the excitation of unbalance at
150 Hz and 260 Hz, representing the idle state and the max. take-off frequency
of the engine, which are also the minimum and maximum of the frequency
range of this investigation. The sampling rate was 10 kHz, and the data up
to 0.5 s were collected to calculate the correlation coefficient. The results
are listed in Appendix D.2. The lowest levels of correlation are indicated
by a coefficient of 92.51% and 91.67% for the two excitation frequencies,
respectively. With the correlation coefficient at such high values, it can be
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concluded that the model is verified and this model generation procedure is
reliable.
3.5. Generated models and discussion
As discussed in Section 3.3.2, five models should be generated according to the
bearing configurations (Fig. 3.6). The integrated damping methods and the
use of each model are listed in Table 3.5. How these different configurations
influence the system will be discussed first with respect to the structure of
SFDs and the installation of both SFDs and actuators. Since the investigation
is focused on the vibration originating from the rotor, the gyroscopic effect
of the rotors in this model is also an important aspect to observe. Finally, it
will be discussed how the unbalance at different positions affect the response
of the system.
No. Bearing configuration Passive Active Used for
Model 1 Rigid No No
ActInSus w/o SFD
ActExSus w/o SFD
Model 2
Actuators installed at
bearing 3
No Yes ActBrg w/o SFD
Model 3 SFD applied at bearings Yes No
ActInSus with SFD
ActExSus with SFD
Model 4
SFD and actuators app-
lied in serial connection
Yes Yes ActBrg with SFD
Model 5
SFD and actuators appl-
ied in parallel connection
Yes Yes ActBrg with SFD
Table 3.5.: Summary of the use of five models with different bearing configura-
tions
3.5.1. Gyroscopic effect on the model
The gyroscopic effect is caused by the inertial property and changes the
resonating behavior of the rotating system. A Campbell diagram is a tool
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to describe the change of eigenfrequencies with the increase of the rotational
speed of the rotor due to the gyroscopic effect.
On the HPR with both ends fixed
Since the behavior of the WEM is complex, a simplified scenario is firstly
considered: The HPR with both ends fixed, excluding the non-rotating parts
and the LPR. The Campbell diagrams of the five models below 260 Hz are
shown in Fig. 3.10 (no eigenfrequencies within the range between 200 Hz and
260 Hz, wherefore this range in y-axis is not included in the figure). The lines
are split with the increase of the rotation frequency of the HPR, representing
the frequencies related to the bending modes. The line going up stands for
the forward whirl mode and that heading down for the backward whirl mode
(see [64] for a detailed explanation). The two flat lines with constant values
of 130.8 Hz and 132.1 Hz (five lines corresponding to the five models overlap
each other at these two values, respectively) represent the translational and
torsional modes, which are neither affected by the rotational frequency of
the rotor nor by the different bearing configurations. Below 260 Hz, the
translational and torsional modes and two bending modes can be observed
on Models 3 & 4, and the translational and torsional modes and one bending
mode on Model 1, 2 & 5. The bending eigenfrequencies of the former are
lower than those of the latter, which may be due to the different values of
stiffness at the front bearing (Table 3.2). The black dotted line corresponds
to synchronous excitation, that is, the analysis frequency is equal to the
excitation frequency. The intersection points between this and the other
lines represent the eigenfrequencies at which the resonances of the rotating
system are excited.
To further investigate the response of the rotor with the influence of gyro-
scopic effect, the frequency response analyses were performed to determine
the bearings’ reaction to the unbalance applied in the middle of the HPR
(at the 6th stage) which is synchronous with the speed of rotor. Fig. 3.11
shows the responses in x, y and z coordinates at B3 of Model 1, comparing
the behavior of Model 1 with and without the gyroscopic effect. The two res-
onances at B3 on the x-coordinate represent the bending and translational
modes, and both are much lower than the response over the whole frequency
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Figure 3.10.: Campbell diagrams of the HPR with both ends fixed
range in the y and z directions. Due to the symmetry of the rotor, the re-
sponses in the y and z directions are the same at both bearings, where only
the bending mode is visible at around 100 Hz.
The gyroscopic effect can be observed by comparing the case without the
gyroscopic matrix and the case with the gyroscopic matrix. The first res-
onance of the former case corresponds to the first bending mode of Model
1 when the rotor is at standstill. It corresponds to the first eigenfrequency
on the y-axis in Fig. 3.10. Since the unbalance triggers the forward whirl
mode influenced by the gyroscopic effect [64], the first resonance of the latter
case corresponds to the intersection point between the line of synchronous
excitation and the forward whirling line of Model 1 in Fig. 3.10. Generally,
the gyroscopic effect does not affect the translational mode and shifts the
bending eigenfrequency toward the right side.
Fig. 3.12 shows the response in Model 3 under the same excitation as above.
Since SFDs are added, the bending resonances are almost fully damped, and
the translational mode is not affected. In this case of a fixed HPR, the
gyroscopic effect is not evident as the lines representing the two cases almost
overlap each other.
On the HPR connected with the WEM
The same analysis as above was also conducted on the WEM without the
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gyroscopic effect, with that of the HPR alone, with that of the LPR alone
and with that of both rotors. The comparison among these cases in different
frequency ranges can be found in Appendix E and that of the high frequency
range 150 Hz− 260 Hz is shown in Fig. 3.13.
Figure 3.11.: Frequency response of HPR (Model 1) to the unbalance showing
gyroscopic effect
Generally, the gyroscopic effect of both rotors on the WEM is complicated,
especially in the frequency range above 120 Hz. Between 0 and 80 Hz, the
gyroscopic effect of the HPR has little influence on the whole system, but
around 95 Hz, it starts to become involved. In the rear at B4, several rel-
atively high resonances around 160 Hz and in the range above 230 Hz are
shifted and increased by the gyroscopic effect of the HPR, while at B3, the
resonance around 250 Hz is critically changed by this effect as can be seen in
Fig. 3.13. The gyroscopic effect of the HPR shows its greater effect in the
range around 250 Hz compared with other ranges.
In these analyses of the reaction of the synchronously excited systems with
the HPR, the interaction between the LPR and the HPR reduces the res-
onance amplitudes: those around 160 Hz and above 230 Hz in the rear and
around 250 Hz in the front.
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Figure 3.12.: Frequency response of HPR (Model 3) to the unbalance showing
gyroscopic effect
Figure 3.13.: Frequency response of HPR (Model 1) to the unbalance showing
gyroscopic effect of the HPR and LPR (150 Hz− 260 Hz)
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3.5.2. Effect of squeeze film dampers and their squirrel
cage
SFDs are modeled with a spring element and a damping element, represent-
ing the SC and the oil film, respectively (see Section 2.3.1 for the structure of
SFDs). The same synchronous analysis as above was conducted on the fixed
HPR of Model 1, of Model 1 with only the SC but without a damping ele-
ment in the front and of Model 3 in which both elements are included in the
front. Fig. 3.14 shows the response at B3 in the above cases. The introduc-
tion of the SC shifts the bending eigenfrequencies to the left and increasing
the resonance amplitudes, especially at B3 in the front. The decrease of the
eigenfrequencies result from the smaller stiffness of the SC compared with
the rigid bearing. The decrease of stiffness at B3 causes the vibration to be
transmitted more through B3. With the damping element additionally intro-
duced, the resonances are completely damped. With both elements included,
the shift of frequencies is not evident but only the damping effect.
Figure 3.14.: Frequency response of HPR (with both ends fixed) to the unbal-
ance showing the effect of SC alone and SFD
Fig. 3.15 shows the response at B3 under the same excitation as above,
when the analysis is carried out in the environment of the WEM. The blue
and black lines represent the systems with the SFDs applied at the front
bearing of the HPR and that without the SFDs. The same as concluded
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in the last paragraph, little frequency shift is visible, but only the damping
effect. When SFDs are also introduced at the front bearings of the LPR, the
response at B3 will be further reduced and that at B4 is scarcely altered.
3.5.3. Effect of squeeze film dampers and installed
actuators at the bearings
To investigate the influence of the installation of SFDs and actuators, when
they are not activated, the synchronous analyses as above were undertaken
for the five models. The response at B3 can be found in Fig. 3.16 and in
Fig. 3.17 when the two boundary conditions (fixed or connected with the
WEM) are applied on the HPR, respectively. As seen in Fig. 3.16, they can
be categorized into three (Model 1, Models 2 & 5, Models 3 & 4) and two
groups (Models 1 & 2 & 5, Models 3 & 4), according to the front and rear
responses, respectively. The difference between Models 1 & 2 & 5 and Models
3 & 4 is the effectiveness of the damping element of the SFDs. In Model 5,
although SFDs are being used, the damping element is not effective due to
the parallel connection with stiff actuators. The difference between Model 1
and Models 2 & 5 in the front result from the installation of the SC, which
decreases the stiffness and increases the response at the front bearings.
Figure 3.15.: Frequency response of HPR (connected with the WEM) to the
unbalance showing the effect SFDs on the HPR and LPR
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Considering the whole engine system (Fig. 3.16), similar conclusions can be
drawn for the rear reaction. In the front, the responses can be categorized into
three groups (Models 1 & 2, Model 5, Models 3 & 4) in the frequency range
below 150 Hz. SFDs in Model 5 are relatively effective in the low frequency
range in spite of a parallel connection with stiff actuators, compared with the
models without SFDs. With an increasing frequency, the response of Model 5
approaches that of Models 1 & 2 up to 245 Hz. Around 220 Hz, the response
varies little among all five models, while all of them differ from each other at
the resonance around 250 Hz, shrinking with the decrease of the stiffness at
B3 when SFDs are present.
3.5.4. Unbalance position
The synchronous excitation of unbalance at the 6th stage was applied in the
above analyses, to observe the first bending mode. Fig. 3.18 displays different
lines representing the responses of the HPR with both ends fixed in Model 1
to the unbalance at different positions. The lines of different blue colors not
listed in the legend represent the other stages except the 6th and the bearings.
At the first bending frequency, the unbalance at the bearing positions excites
the system the least and that at the 6th stage the most.
When the SFD is introduced, the maximum resonance at the first bending
frequency is still caused by the unbalance at the 6th stage (Fig. 3.19). The
response to the excitation at B3 is similar to that at the 6th stage, due to the
lower stiffness at B3. The response at B4 to the excitation at all positions does
not differ significantly, due to its relatively high stiffness. The unbalance at
the 6th stage of the HPR is the most critical, because it triggers the system’s
greatest response at the first bending eigenfrequency. This excitation has
been used for all the investigations presented in the following chapters.
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Figure 3.16.: Frequency response of the HPR (with both ends fixed) to the un-
balance (five models)
Figure 3.17.: Frequency response of the HPR (connected with the WEM) to the
unbalance (five models)
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Figure 3.18.: Frequency response of the HPR (Model 1) to the unbalance at
different positions
Figure 3.19.: Frequency response of the HPR (Model 3) to the unbalance at
different positions
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approaches in the aircraft engine
system
As discussed in Section 2.3.2, there are criteria 1) used to evaluate the con-
trollability of a control system and 2) allowing the evaluation of the actuation
positions with the optimized closed-loop response. In this chapter, the re-
sults from and discussion about the three actuator placement approaches
with the second evaluation method will be presented, because a) there are
comparatively few actuation positions to be studied, b) this method provides
the information of the frequency response at frequencies of interest and c) it
permits various settings for the closed-loop system, with which some relevant
issues to control design can be studied initially, such as the type and number
of sensors.
4.1. Suspension systems and evaluation
criterion
Three suspension systems, consisting of vibration sources, transmission sus-
pensions and vibration receivers, have been identified corresponding to the
three actuator placement approaches (see Section 2.3.1 for the ActExSus ap-
proach and see Section 3.2 for the ActInSus and ActBrg approaches), so that
they can be compared with the conclusions from some past studies on the
suspension systems of simple structures (Section 6.1).
Generally, the positions of actuators are assumed as suspension, the part
close to the HPR serving as vibration source and the part at the other end
as vibration receiver, as listed in Table 4.1 and shown in Fig. 4.1. The
arrows in the figure represent the actuation along the suspension and the
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circles indicate the targeted positions in optimization. To investigate the
effectiveness of ActExSus, the links of the MNT are actuated to reduce the
vibration from the FUL, FLL and RMR to the fuselage; the vibration at the
junctions of the MNT links with the fuselage (JntFL) should be optimized.
ActInSus is designed to attenuate the vibration of the junctions between
the MNT and the engine (JntENG) by actuating the internal struts, as the
double arrows indicate. In the approach of ActBrg, the HPR is set as the
source due to its unbalance and the other part of the engine as the receiver.
B3 and B4 connect them as suspension, and only B3 is actuated aiming at
achieving optimal vibration reduction at both B3 and B4 (JntB34).
Appr. Source Suspension Receiver Opt. at
1 ActExSus FUL FLL RMR MNT Fuselage JntFL
2 ActInSus Core engine Internal struts FUL FLL RMR JntENG
3 ActBrg HPR B3 and B4 Engine JntB34
Table 4.1.: Three suspension systems corresponding to the three actuator place-
ment approaches
The results in this chapter will be mainly presented in terms of power
(the power in the following text, if not specified, refers to the average power,
see the constant part in Eq. (2.8) or the real part in Eq. (2.9) or Pav in
Eq. (A.21) in Appendix A), since power corresponds to the vibrational energy
carried along the transmission path. Acceleration is an important evaluation
criterion of the sensed comfort in the vehicle [41]. However, before reaching
the comfort-sensing position, where passengers are located, the vibration is
passed on as energy, and the analysis of acceleration on the transmission
path is insufficient to come to any conclusion. In this study, the sensors are
placed to measure the acceleration at the junctions between the fuselage and
the MNT (JntFL). Nevertheless, the JntFL are not the end of the vibration
transmission path, for the vibration will be further spread over the fuselage as
vibrational energy to the seats. It is stated in [17] that different mechanisms
in the vibration transmission may be compared by using a power approach
and that vibrational power has been used in past studies, such as in a series
study [21][22][23] and in [38]. The comparison of power on the upstream and
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(a) Active external suspension
(b) Active internal suspension
(c) Active bearing
Figure 4.1.: Three suspension systems corresponding to the three actuator
placement approaches
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downstream path also indicates how the vibration is transmitted. Moreover,
this single parameter can be used to describe the dynamics of the system in
a consistent manner [17]. The acceleration is evaluated in different degrees of
freedom at each junction, while, considered in terms of power, the vibration in
different degrees of freedom can be compared or added up as one, indicating
the transmitted vibration at a single or several junctions. The comparison of
the vibration through axial forces and through moments is also possible.
4.2. Damping effect of the open-loop systems
Before discussing the optimized active systems and evaluating the actuation
approaches, the damping effect of the open-loop systems will be presented
here.
In the following tests, a constant unbalance of the HPR is assumed to be
the vibration cause. The excitation increases with the rotational speed of
the HPR as expressed in Eq. (2.1). The rotational speeds of two rotors are
plotted in Fig. 4.2. As labeled, the engine is in the idle state, when the HPR
rotates at 150 Hz, and the HPR is accelerated from 150 Hz to 260 Hz to take
off. The rotational speed of the LPR is 0.2 of the HPR in the idle state and
increases linearly from 30 Hz to 120 Hz during the acceleration to take off.
Figure 4.2.: Rotational speed of HPR & LPR
Fig. 4.3 shows how the vibrational power due to the unbalance (1000 gmm)
at stage 6 (see Section 3.5.4 for relevant reason) travels from the HPR to the
JntFL in terms of the total power through forces and moments in Model
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1. Four stages have been identified to describe the power flow in the WEM
due to the unbalance of the HPR: 1) The input power by the unbalance, 2)
the power transmitted through B3 & B4, 3) through the FUL, FLL & RMR
and 4) through the MNT. The input power is computed with the unbalance
forces and velocities at the unbalance position. The power through B3 and
B4 is only slightly lower than the input power, which means that there is
little damping effect on the HPR and its bearings, and the same applies
to the MNT, through which rather little vibration is damped, considering
the power transmitted through the FUL, FLL and RMR and that through
the MNT. And the effect of the structural damping of the engine cannot be
neglected according to the difference between the power through B3 and B4
and that through the FUL, FLL and RMR.
Figure 4.3.: Vibration transmission in terms of power in Model 1 due to the
unbalance
To study the robustness of the five systems, i.e. how robust the systems can
be when the actuators are installed but fail to operate, the power transmitted
through the MNT into the fuselage is assessed in five uncontrolled systems in
Fig. 4.4. It proves comparable to the result in terms of acceleration at both
HPR bearings in Fig. 3.17. The highest vibration produced at the end of
the transmission path, at the JntFL, is in Model 1 without passive or active
damping. With the installation of the actuators, the stiffness at bearing 3 is
reduced, and the vibration in terms of power is slightly reduced in the high
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frequency range above 200 Hz as seen from the Model 2. Model 5 with SFDs
and actuators installed in a parallel connection has better performance than
Model 2 in most of the frequency ranges. Model 4 with SFDs and actuators
installed in a serial connection is slightly better than Model 3 with SFDs,
and both of them vastly outperform the other three.
Figure 4.4.: Power transmitted through the MNT into the fuselage in five un-
controlled systems due to the unbalance
From the results above, it can be inferred that installing the actuators re-
duces the stiffness at the bearing together with the vibration. In Model 5,
although the stiffness is increased due to the parallel connection of actua-
tors and SFDs compared with Model 2, the vibration is attenuated more by
the damping effect of the SFDs. In the presence of SFDs, the parallel con-
figuration of Model 5 shows the worst robustness, presumably because the
high stiffness hinders the damping effect of the SFDs. Accordingly, the serial
configuration proves to be the best. Therefore, it can be concluded that a
low stiffness at the bearing and the damping element of the SFDs play an
important positive role regarding the robustness of the system. In terms of
the power transmitted into the fuselage, the models can be categorized into
three groups from the best to the worst: Models 3 and 4 with SFDs, Model
5 with SFDs in parallel with actuators, Models 1 and 2 without SFDs.
The introduction of SFDs and/or actuators alters the vibration transmis-
sion through the bearings and eventually through the MNT into the fuselage.
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Figure 4.5.: Illustration of the vibration transmission path from the upstream
to the downstream in the WEM
To find out if the change at the bearings also influences the structural damp-
ing effect of the MNT, the engine and the rotor, the ratio ηdmp of the power
difference between the upstream and the downstream positions to the power
at the upstream position (Eq. (4.1)) is calculated to indicate the damping
effect of each part. Fig. 4.5 shows the upstream and downstream positions
of each part. The damping effects of the MNT, of the engine and of the
rotor are plotted in Fig. 4.6. The first two are of the same magnitude in the
five systems. Models 1 and 2 without SFDs overlap each other, and Models
3, 4 and 5 with SFDs overlap each other at most of the frequencies. Thus,
the damping effects of the MNT and of the engine are only slightly affected
by the presence of SFDs. As for the damping effect of the bearings of the
HPR, Models 3 and 4 are identical with high damping over 0.5 at most of the
frequencies, especially high in the low frequency range, while the other three
models mostly show a value below 0.5. It can be concluded that the effective
SFDs (the SFDs in Model 5 can be counted as ineffective) affect the damping
effect of the HPR and that the presence of SFDs has a slight influence on the
damping effect of the engine and of the MNT.
ηdmp =
Powerups − Powerdns
Powerups
(4.1)
4.3. Optimization of the closed-loop systems
Based on the method of optimizing the closed-loop response introduced in
Section 2.3.2 and the minimization calculation of the quadratic cost functions
in Appendix A, not only can the three actuator placement approaches be eval-
uated, but several other aspects can also be studied, such as the sensor type.
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Figure 4.6.: Damping effect of the HPR, the engine and the MNT in five uncon-
trolled systems
This section will focus on comparison of the three approaches and relevant
factors which can influence the reduction effectiveness of each approach.
The system is assumed to undergo the vibration caused by an unbalance
of 1000 gmm at the 6th stage of the HPR. Assuming that translational ac-
tuators are used, the actuation are force pairs in opposite directions along
the suspension and are set as the variables in the optimization calculation.
The target is to minimize the physical quantities measured at that end of the
suspension (in circles in Fig. 4.1), aiming at minimizing the vibration carried
into the receiver. These settings are summarized in Table 4.2. In the last
physical quantity of target, k is a scaling factor to combine the two quantities,
squared force and squared velocity. The scaling factor in this investigation
was adjusted as one constant for all the frequencies, aiming at minimizing
the highest resonance.
With these optimization settings, five groups of simulations were carried
out. First of all, it was designed to find out how the cost functions of different
physical quantities (Eq. (A.13), (A.14) & (A.21)) influence the effectiveness
of the vibration reduction. Then, selecting one of the optimization quantities
as a preliminary decision for the sensor type, the three actuator placement
approaches should be compared. The vibration is transmitted by forces in
the form of translational (Tr.) movement and moments in the form of rota-
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Physical quantity Position
Excitation Unbalance 1000 gmm at the 6th stage of HPR
Variable Actuation forces on suspension
Target
Power P = FV
at the suspension end
close to the receiver
Squared force F 2
Squared acceleration A2
Combination (F 2 + kV 2)
Table 4.2.: Summary of optimization settings
tional (Ro.) movement. It was stated in [31] that when only the translational
power transmitted through translational DOFs is minimized, the overall per-
formance of the active isolator can be worse than without control in its beam
system. Therefore, it is worth finding out for the three suspension systems
in the WEM if the measurement of both, the translational and the rotational
DOFs, is necessary for the reduction in the whole vibrational power. In
Chapter 3, it was explained how the gyroscopic effect influences the uncon-
trolled system, and in this chapter, a group of simulations was also designed
to observe how this effect interacts with the active system. The previous
section demonstrated how SFDs affect the damping of passive systems, and
this section will examine if they influence the active system differently and
how this passive damping interacts with the actuation of the active method.
For the above purposes, groups of simulations are listed in Table 4.3.
Section
4.3.1
Section
4.3.2
Section
4.3.3
Section
4.3.4
Section
4.3.5
Physical quantity Approach Ro. DOFs Gyroscopic effect SFDs
P = FV
F 2
A2
F 2 + kV 2
ActBrg
ActInSus
ActExSus
Only Tr.
Tr. & Ro.
Considered
Not considered
With
Without
Table 4.3.: Summary of comparison groups in the optimization study
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4.3.1. Optimization of different physical quantities
The original system Model 1 without any damping techniques was selected
for the study on physical quantity to be optimized, not considering any effects
from the SFDs or the gyroscopic effect for simplicity. In the optimization,
both the translational and rotational DOFs were considered. Four quantities
will be compared: Power, squared force, squared acceleration and the com-
bination of squared force and squared velocity. These quantities reflect the
sensor type and/or number used in the future control design and implemen-
tation. Since the results are evaluated in terms of power, it is expected that
using power as the optimization objective will yield the best performance.
Therefore, optimizing power is used as a benchmark in this section, and it
will not be selected for the following investigation because the reduction ef-
fectiveness based on this strategy could be very sensitive to the measurement
accuracy of sensors [18]. From the open-loop response in Fig. 4.4 it can be
seen that the high excitation appears mainly above 100 Hz. So the results
are restricted to 100 Hz− 260 Hz in this section.
In the suspension system of ActExSus, the total power, both translational
and rotational, through links of the MNT is estimated for each frequency
and compared with the open-loop system in Fig 4.7. Optimizing the squared
forces yields small improvements at most of the frequencies, but worse perfor-
mance in some frequency ranges, e.g. around 160 Hz. Optimizing power is, as
expected, the best among them. The other two show slightly less effectiveness
than optimizing power.
As for the ActInSus system in which the actuated suspension connects the
core engine and the outside mount links (FUL, FLL and RMR), Fig. 4.8
shows the optimized results in terms of total power through the FUL, FLL
and RMR. It allows similar inferences as above in the MNT suspension sys-
tem, except that optimizing power here brings approximately ten times bet-
ter performance than the other three, and optimizing the squared force is
comparable with optimizing the squared acceleration.
In the ActBrg system consisting of the HPR as the source and the rest of
the engine as the receiver, the trend of each optimized result is different from
those of the two suspension systems above. As shown in Fig 4.9, optimiz-
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ing power and optimizing squared acceleration are similar and approx. 100
times lower than the other three in the frequency range below 200 Hz, while
optimizing the squared force provides little improvement to the uncontrolled
system and optimizing the combination reduces the power roughly by ten
times. In the frequency range above 200 Hz, all of them show good effec-
tiveness with the following ranking from best to worst: Optimizing power,
squared acceleration, combination, squared force. It is worth noting that
at 260 Hz, the max. take-off frequency, optimizing the squared acceleration
or squared force alone does not yield any improvement, and optimizing the
combination or power reduces the power by half from around 2000 Nmm/s
to 1000 Nmm/s.
Figure 4.7.: Power transmitted through the MNT when optimizing four quanti-
ties at the links of the MNT
In summary, optimizing power always provides the best result, as expected.
The performance of the closed-loop system, when optimizing the squared ac-
celeration, is the second best at most of the frequencies in the three suspension
systems. Especially in the first suspension system and the third suspension
system in the low frequency range, it shows almost the same performance as
optimizing power. However, at certain important frequencies it can be inef-
fective, e.g. in the third suspension system at the max. take-off frequency.
Optimizing the squared force leads to the worst performance in the first and
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Figure 4.8.: Power transmitted through the FUL, FLL and RMR when optimiz-
ing four quantities at the FUL, FLL and RMR
Figure 4.9.: Power transmitted through B3 and B4 when optimizing four quan-
tities at B3 and B4
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third systems, and it presents even greater vibration in terms of power than
the uncontrolled system at some frequencies. However, its comparable results
in the ActInSus system with optimizing the squared acceleration indicate the
importance of forces in transmitting the power through FUL, FLL & RMR.
Optimizing the combination of the squared force and squared velocity has the
same effectiveness in vibration reduction in power as optimizing the squared
acceleration in the first two suspension systems. It can also avoid the ineffec-
tiveness of optimizing the squared acceleration alone at certain frequencies
in the third suspension system, although compromising for a lower reduction
in the low frequency range.
4.3.2. Damping effect of different actuator placement
approaches
Based on the analysis in the last section, optimizing the combination of the
squared force and squared velocity was selected to study different actuation
approaches. Both the translational and rotational DOFs were considered in
the optimization calculation. The effects from the SFDs and gyroscope were
not considered in this section, either.
Damping effect of the MNT, engine and HPR in active systems
As can be seen in Fig. 4.6, the damping effect defined in Eq. (4.1) is limited
between 0 and 1, since the power is always positive and decreases along the
transmission path from the HPR as the source to the fuselage in the passive
systems. However, it is not the case in the active system due to the active
elements at a certain section of the vibration transmission path. Thus the
damping effect is no longer limited to 0 − 1. The meanings of the values in
different ranges are listed in Table 4.4. The categorized cases are described
below:
 (1) Powerups and Powerdns are both negative (deduced according to
the equations below), and Powerups is larger than Powerdns, i.e. the
absolute value of Powerups is smaller than that of Powerdns. It means
that the power flows in fact from the afore-defined downstream to the
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upstream and is reduced, when going through this part. In other words,
this part in this case dissipates the energy from downstream.
Based on
Powerups > Powerdns <=> Powerups − Powerdns > 0 (4.2)
and
ηdmp =
Powerups − Powerdns
Powerups
< 0 (4.3)
it is derived that
Powerups < 0 (4.4)
i.e.
Powerdns < Powerups < 0 (4.5)
 (2) Powerups and Powerdns are both positive (similar deduction to case
(1)), and Powerups is larger than Powerdns, i.e. the absolute value of
Powerups is larger than that of Powerdns. It means that the power
flows in fact from the afore-defined upstream to the downstream and
is reduced, when going through this part. In other words, this part in
this case dissipates the energy from upstream.
 (3) Powerups is positive and Powerdns negative (similar deduction to
case (1)). It means that Powerups flows from the afore-defined up-
stream to this part and Powerdns also from the afore-defined down-
stream to this part. In other words, this part in this case dissipates the
energy both from upstream and downstream.
 (4) Powerups and Powerdns are both positive (similar deduction to
case (1)), and Powerups is smaller than Powerdns, i.e. the absolute
value of Powerups is smaller than that of Powerdns. It means that the
power flows in fact from the afore-defined upstream to the downstream
and is increased, when going through this part. In other words, this
part in this case works as an additional source towards downstream.
 (5) Powerups and Powerdns are both negative (similar deduction to
case (1)), and Powerups is smaller than Powerdns, i.e. the absolute
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value of Powerups is larger than that of Powerdns. It means that the
power flows in fact from the afore-defined downstream to the upstream
and is increased, when going through this part. In other words, this
part in this case works as an additional source towards upstream.
 (6) Powerups is negative and Powerdns positive (similar deduction to
case (1)). It means that Powerups flows from this part to the afore-
defined upstream and Powerdns also from this part to the afore-defined
downstream. In other words, this part in this case dissipates works as
an additional source both towards upstream and downstream.
This indicator ηdmp indicates not only the magnitude of the damping
through a certain part but also the direction of the energy flow and the
function of this part either as damper or as energy source. When the up-
stream power is larger than the downstream, energy is always dissipated from
one side (i.e. upstream or downstream) with the value less than 1 or from
both sides with the value larger than 1. When the upstream power is less
than the downstream, that part works as an additional source toward one
side with the value smaller than 1 or toward both sides with the value larger
than 1.
ηdmp
Powerups >Powerdns Powerups <Powerdns
Dissipating energy from Additional source toward
(-inf, 0) downstream (1) downstream (4)
[0, 1) upstream (2) upstream (5)
[1, inf) down- and upstream (3) up- and downstream (6)
Table 4.4.: Interpretation of values of the damping effect due to an active con-
trol systems
Based on the principle described above, the functions of the MNT, the
engine and the HPR with the three approaches applied in the system are
summarized in Tables 4.5, 4.6 and 4.7. The simulation has been carried out
in the frequency range of 0 − 260 Hz with an interval of 0.5 Hz. The total
number of frequencies is 520. The number in the tables means how many
frequencies belong to the corresponding case. The number in the merged cell
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indicates the total number of frequencies belonging to the three cases. These
cases under the condition of Powerups > Powerdns are not divided, because
the dissipation is generally regarded as positive and it is not necessary to
distinguish them in this investigation.
MNT
active
Powerups >Powerdns Powerups <Powerdns
(-inf, 0)
459
3
[0, 1) none
[1, inf) 58
Engine
passive
Powerups >Powerdns Powerups <Powerdns
(-inf, 0)
520
none
[0, 1) none
[1, inf) none
HPR
passive
Powerups >Powerdns Powerups <Powerdns
(-inf, 0)
441
71
[0, 1) none
[1, inf) 8
Table 4.5.: Damping effect of the HPR, the engine and the MNT with active
external suspension
It can be inferred that with the active external suspension (Table 4.5),
the MNT dissipates the energy at most frequencies and works as a source
toward the upstream and downstream at some frequencies. It is acceptable
since the vibration in power at these frequencies is less than that in the
uncontrolled system. The damping effect through the actuated MNT on the
original vibration source attenuates the original vibration to a larger extent
than the vibration generated by the actuated MNT as a source. The engine
in this system works only as a passive damping part, which dissipates the
vibration from both sides. While the role of the engine is unchanged through
this actuation method, the HPR is forced to act as a source toward the
downstream and upstream at some frequencies. The role of the HPR in the
active case is to transmit the vibration, which comes from the unbalance
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position and is reduced by the actuated MNT, and at the same time act
as an additional source. In other words, the vibrational energy does not
originate concentrated from the unbalance position at these frequencies, but
is distributed along the HPR due to the actuated MNT.
MNT
passive
Powerups >Powerdns Powerups <Powerdns
(-inf, 0)
520
none
[0, 1) none
[1, inf) none
Engine
active
Powerups >Powerdns Powerups <Powerdns
(-inf, 0)
483
none
[0, 1) none
[1, inf) 37
HPR
passive
Powerups >Powerdns Powerups <Powerdns
(-inf, 0)
440
70
[0, 1) 5
[1, inf) 5
Table 4.6.: Damping effect of the HPR, the engine and the MNT with active
internal suspension
With the active internal suspension approach (Table 4.6), the engine dissi-
pates the vibrational energy at most frequencies and acts as a source toward
the upstream and the downstream parts at the other, but it is acceptable for
the same reason as in the ActExSus approach. Similar to the approach above,
the active part between the core engine and the MNT also turns its upstream
part, the HPR, into a source at some frequencies, so that the vibration source
is not concentrated but distributed along the HPR. This approach does not
affect the role of the MNT as a passive damping structure.
The active bearing approach (Table 4.7) activates the front bearing of the
HPR. As the active part effecting directly the original vibration source, it
dissipates vibrational energy from both sides. The MNT and the engine work
as normal passive damping parts. In other words, the ActBrg approach does
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MNT
passive
Powerups >Powerdns Powerups <Powerdns
(-inf, 0)
520
none
[0, 1) none
[1, inf) none
Engine
passive
Powerups >Powerdns Powerups <Powerdns
(-inf, 0)
520
none
[0, 1) none
[1, inf) none
HPR
active
Powerups >Powerdns Powerups <Powerdns
(-inf, 0)
520
none
[0, 1) none
[1, inf) none
Table 4.7.: Damping effect of the HPR, the engine and the MNT with active
bearing
not change the role of other parts, due to its effectiveness at the beginning
of the transmission path.
This indicates that the role of the HPR can be changed from a passive
to an active part when the internal struts or the MNT are actuated (in the
ActInSus and ActExSus approaches), while the passive damping effect of the
internal struts and the MNT would not be changed when the HPR serves
as the active part in the system (in the ActBrg approach). A reasonable
inference for the role change of the HPR is that the HPR is the source of the
original vibration and has to be affected directly (in the ActBrg approach)
or indirectly (in the ActInSus and ActExSus approaches), no matter which
part of the system is actuated.
Damping effect on translational and rotational power in the front
and in the rear
While the discussion above shows how the actuated part influences the damp-
ing effect of each part in the WEM, the paragraph below will investigate how
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these active systems reduce the vibration transmitted through different DOFs
and positions. Fig. 4.10 shows how the power is transmitted through the front
and rear links as translational and rotational power in the uncontrolled sys-
tem and how the transmission mechanism is changed in the active systems
with the three approaches.
In the uncontrolled system, the power from the HPR is transmitted mainly
as translational power through the rear bearing B4, and in the high frequency
range, the front bearing B3 absorbs energy as displayed by the negative blue
line in Fig. 4.10a. There is little rotational power through all suspension
except for few frequencies through the FUL and FLL and the high frequency
range above 130 Hz through the RMR, as the red lines show. The rotational
power through the MNT is approximately one tenth of the translational power
through the MNT.
Comparing Fig. 4.10a and Fig. 4.10b, there is little change in the transla-
tional power through the bearings and in the rotational power through the
FUL and FLL; primarily, rotational power through the RMR is reduced with
the ActExSus approach. At a closer look, it can be found that the trans-
lational power through the RMR slightly increases and the power in both
translational and rotational DOFs through the MNT is diminished. Accord-
ingly, it shows that this approach leads to the vibration at the end of the
transmission path, i.e. at the JntFL, being attenuated by restraining the
rotational movement of the RMR, the rear junction between the MNT and
the engine.
With the active internal suspension approach (Fig. 4.10c), the rotational
power of the FUL, FLL and RMR is largely lessened, as well as its trans-
lational counterpart, which can be seen under greater magnification. At a
higher magnification, the plots also show that the power through the MNT
is reduced in all DOFs, which can also be inferred based on the conclusion
from the preceding discussion that the MNT functions as passive damping
when the ActInSus approach is applied in the system: The power through the
FUL, FLL & RMR is largely reduced, and so is the power at the downstream
position through the MNT. The translational power through the bearings is
reduced in the middle frequency range of 100 Hz − 200 Hz. In the high fre-
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quency range the roles of the front and rear bearings are swapped at 240.5 Hz.
In other words, the front bearing transmits and the rear bearing dissipates
vibrational energy. With the ActInSus approach, not only can the vibration
at downstream positions be reduced, but also that at the source, the HPR,
especially in the middle frequency range.
With the active bearing approach (Fig. 4.10d), the power in both forms at
all positions is reduced. The front bearing transmits vibration with a positive
value of power in the high frequency range, rather than dissipating energy as
in the uncontrolled system. In this active system, both bearings carry less
energy in all the frequency range, thus diminishing the total energy into the
downstream part through this actuation approach.
In summary, with the ActExSus approach, the vibration is attenuated at
the end of the transmission path by restraining the rotational movement of
the RMR, while the ActInSus approach affects the power transmission at all
positions by reducing the absolute value of power in both forms, i.e. less
transmission and also less absorption. In this respect, the ActBrg approach
is similar to ActInSus, with the exception that the attenuation of the vibra-
tion transmitted through the front links is generally greater than that with
the ActInSus approach, and its effectiveness on the rear links is less than
ActInSus. The translational power through the front links of the MNT and
through the FUL and FLL is reduced to a negative value in some frequency
ranges. Consequently, the ActBrg approach reduces the total power trans-
mitted into the fuselage by having the front internal and external suspension
absorb energy due to its lesser effect on the rear links.
4.3.3. Importance of rotational degrees of freedom in
cost functions
As discussed above, the vibration is transmitted through translational and
rotational DOFs. All the tests above took both into consideration in opti-
mization. In this section, it will be discussed if or in which case the rotational
DOFs can be ignored. This question is related to the decision about the num-
ber of sensors.
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(a) in uncontrolled system
(b) with active external suspension
(c) with active internal suspension
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(d) with active bearing
Figure 4.10.: Power transmission through front and rear links in terms of trans-
lational and rotational power
No rotational power is transmitted through B3 and B4 in these systems.
The importance of rotational DOFs of the internal and external suspension
can be seen in Fig. 4.11: The effectiveness of optimizing a physical quantity
only in translational DOFs is compared with that in both translational and
rotational DOFs in the ActExSus and ActInSus approaches. All the plots
are results in terms of power in all DOFs at each suspension position.
With the ActExSus approach (Fig. 4.11a), the optimization position is
JntFL. When the power should be optimized, optimizing only the transla-
tional power is insufficient in the frequency range of 100 Hz − 150 Hz, yet
there is little difference in the high frequency range. Thus, it appears that
the rotational power through the MNT in the high frequency range is much
lower than the translational power so that it can be neglected in the opti-
mization, and the rotational movement of the MNT above 150 Hz is much
less pronounced than that in the frequency range below 150 Hz. The second
column of Fig. 4.11a shows that rotational DOFs are not critical when opti-
mizing the squared acceleration, because the rotational acceleration is much
lower in value than the translational one. Although the rotational accelera-
tions scarcely count in the computation due to their low value, the results in
terms of power in both translational and rotational DOFs are not worsened
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considerably, comparing column 1 and column 2 in Fig. 4.11a. Considering
the combination of forces and velocities as the objective, the system can be
slightly less attenuated without considering rotational DOFs in the optimiza-
tion, also in the high frequency range. This is probably due to the fact that
the sum of the squared moment and the scaled squared rotational velocity in
this objective function could not be neglected in the optimization computa-
tion as was possible for the squared rotational acceleration in optimizing the
squared acceleration.
Different from the ActExSus approach, the results of the ActInSus ap-
proach shows that optimizing power only in translational DOFs through the
FUL, FLL & RMR is not acceptable in the whole frequency range. This may
be due to the non-negligible rotational movements of the FUL, FLL & RMR.
When optimizing the squared acceleration with the ActExSus approach, it
is not critical in the selection of translational or both translational and rota-
tional DOFs for objective function. From the non-negligible rotational power
and negligible rotational acceleration, it can be inferred that the moments
are large and the rotational movements are small. The optimization strategy
in the last column in Fig. 4.11b indicates that when considering rotational
DOFs, it would even yield disadvantages in the high frequency range around
240 Hz, presumably because the high values of the moments or the high scaled
rotational velocities are weighted too much in the optimization cost function
and the actual power transmitted in rotational DOFs is relatively low. This
can be improved by adjusting the scaling factor of the velocities.
Based on the analysis above, it can be concluded that the importance of
rotational DOFs is different for two approaches and also for different op-
timization strategies. The different characters of the internal and external
suspensions can be summarized as follows: The FUL, FLL & RMR transmits
power both in translational and rotational forms, neither of which should be
neglected in the whole frequency range, while the rotational power may be
ignored through the external suspension in the high frequency range. In other
words, the MNT would not be much rotationally excited but on the FUL,
FLL & RMR translational and rotational movements are always coupled.
Regarding the three control strategies, optimizing power with the ActExSus
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(a) Active external suspension
(b) Active internal suspension
Figure 4.11.: Power transmission (N*mm/s) showing the importance of rota-
tional DOFs: Column 1 - optimizing power; Column 2 - optimizing the squared
acceleration; Column 3 - optimizing combination of the squared force and
squared velocity; Tr. - considering only translational coordinates; Tr.and Ro.
- considering both translational and rotational coordinates
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approach at high frequencies and optimizing the squared acceleration with
both approaches show flexibility in selecting the DOFs to be optimized, and
acceleration as the objective variable would be the best choice in the further
study because it yields good effectiveness and does not require measurement
in rotational DOFs. With the ActInSus approach, though, optimizing power
is very sensitive to the rotational DOFs. Optimizing the combination has
opposite results with two approaches, which may be due to the scaling factor
and was not further investigated in this study. Comparing all of the plots in
Fig. 4.11, optimizing power in all DOFs with the ActInSus approach brings
about the best result. Optimizing the squared acceleration with the ActInSus
approach is also better than that with ActExSus at most of the frequencies,
but has a higher peak around 240 Hz.
4.3.4. Gyroscopic effect on active systems
The analyses until now have not taken the gyroscopic effect into considera-
tion, so as to observe the influence of single factors, such as physical quan-
tities or rotational DOFs. Here the gyroscopic effect will be discussed as a
single variable. In Fig. 4.12 the power transmission at four stages and in
uncontrolled and controlled systems is presented in rows and in columns,
respectively, when optimizing the squared acceleration.
In the uncontrolled system, the response in power with the gyroscopic effect
is basically shifted to the right compared with that without the gyroscopic
effect, and the magnitude is increased between 150 Hz and 200 Hz.
In the active system with ActExSus, the gyroscopic effect has influence
on the system similarly to the uncontrolled system with respect to the input
power and the power through B3 & B4, since the actuation is outside the
engine and far away from the rotor. With the ActInSus approach, the power
from the rotor is reduced even to negative values due to the gyroscopic effect
at the resonances around 240 Hz (see rows 1 & 2, column 3 in Fig. 4.12). The
gyroscopic effect does not influence the system with the ActBrg approach
much below 190 Hz, but shifts the resonance around 200 Hz to the right and
reduces the highest resonance around 235 Hz. The reduction could result from
the interaction between two rotors when the gyroscopic effect is considered
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(Section 3.5.1).
The gyroscopic effect shifts the response of the uncontrolled system and
increases it at some frequencies. Its influence on the controlled systems are
mainly the following: When the actuation is outside the engine (ActExSus),
the gyroscopic effect influences the system similarly to the uncontrolled sys-
tem; when the actuation is inside the engine (ActInSus & ActBrg), it makes
the part upstream to the actuated part absorb energy actively at the reso-
nances around 240 Hz (rows 1 & 2, column 3 and row 1, column 4 in Fig. 4.12).
Moreover, regarding these resonances, the ActInSus and ActBrg approaches
prove to be more effective on the upstream positions in a rotating system
(with gyroscopic effect) than in non-rotating system (without gyroscopic ef-
fect).
Figure 4.12.: Power transmission (N*mm/s) in Model 1 showing the gyroscopic
effect: Column 1 - Uncontrolled; Column 2 - Active external suspension; Col-
umn 3 - Active internal suspension; Column 4 - Active bearing; with G - con-
sidering gyroscopic effect; w/o G - considering no gyroscopic effect
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4.3.5. Interaction between squeeze film dampers and
active systems
In Section 3.5.3, the effect on the system due to the installation of SFDs
and actuators was discussed. Here the effects of the passive SFDs and the
activated actuators will be compared.
To investigate the effect of the SFDs and the interaction with the actua-
tion in active systems, the responses in the power transmitted through the
MNT in seven systems are compared: Three systems without SFDs with
three actuator placement approaches applied and four systems with SFDs
with the three approaches applied (two of them are for ActBrg approach;
in one, SFDs and actuators are in a parallel connection and in the other in
a serial connection). And Fig. 4.14 magnifies the plots of the three ActBrg
approaches. The gyroscopic effect is considered in all the systems. Fig. 4.13
shows the comparison in terms of the power transmitted through the MNT
into the fuselage.
Generally, SFDs as passive damping attenuate further the vibration which
is reduced by active methods, comparing the dotted lines and the solid lines.
It is worth noting that the resonance at 237 Hz is increased by the actua-
tion of both ActInSus cases (red). This may be due to the inconsistency
between the evaluation variable (power through the MNT) and the optimiza-
tion objective (the sum of the squared accelerations at FUL, FLL & RMR).
At these resonance frequencies, the acceleration alone on the engine side can-
not well represent the transmitted vibrational energy and the force plays a
non-negligible role, which is consistent with the conclusion in Section 4.3.1.
To find out if the improper sensor placement strategy (insufficient types of
physical quantities or improper sensor positions) is the cause of the increase
of resonance at 237 Hz, different control strategies with ActInSus and SFDs
were tested and compared with the uncontrolled system with SFDs and the
controlled system with ActExSus and SFDs (Fig. 4.15). As discussed above,
optimization of the squared acceleration at the FUL, FLL and RMR brings
about more vibration in terms of the power transmitted into the fuselage at
237 Hz (comparing the blue line and the black line in the left plot). From the
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Figure 4.13.: Power transmitted through the MNT in systems with different
damping methods
Figure 4.14.: Power transmitted through the MNT in systems with active bear-
ing approach
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red lines, it can be inferred that this worsening phenomenon can be avoided by
changing the targeted positions of optimization to the MNT on the fuselage
size, because this is at the end of the transmission path and the power there is
also used as the evaluation criterion. Comparing the blue lines in both plots,
it can be seen that when using a collocated control strategy, i.e. actuating
the internal suspension and feeding back sensor signals at the FUL, FLL &
RMR, optimizing both the squared force and squared velocity (blue line in
the right plot) can avoid the worsening phenomenon. Comparing the red and
the green lines, it can be seen that the ActInSus approach is more effective
than the ActExSus approach, when the MNT is targeted in the optimization.
Figure 4.15.: Power transmitted through the MNT in systems with ActInSus
and ActExSus, with different optimization targets applied
In the case of ActExSus without SFDs, a increased resonance also appears
around 250 Hz (green dotted line in Fig. 4.13). Comparing the green lines in
both plots in Fig. 4.15, it can be seen that the performance of the system
with ActExSus cannot be improved by additional force sensors when only a
simple scaling factor k is used in the optimization target. This worsening
phenomenon shown by the green dotted line could be presumably avoided
when a suitable scaling method is found for the strategy of optimizing the
combination of the squared force and squared velocity or when the strategy
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of optimizing the power is applied. This will not be discussed further, since
the ActExSus system without SFDs will not be on the focus in this study.
The effectiveness of ActBrg is the same either with actuators and SFDs
in a parallel connection or in a serial connection (see the overlapping dark
green and blue solid lines in Fig. 4.14), only that the actuation effort is
higher with the parallel configuration, since the actuation forces need to
overcome more stiffness. Comparing them with the case without SFDs, as
shown with the blue dotted line, it can be inferred that the active method
to reduce the vibration is dominant in almost the whole frequency range,
and additional SFDs only bring attenuation to the active system at around
235.5 Hz. Between 159 Hz and 182 Hz and above 250 Hz, the additional SFDs
have a negative effect on the system response. The reason could be that
these SFDs were designed for the system without actuators installed at the
bearings and could not exert the same effect on the systems with the active
bearing.
4.4. Questions and discussion
In this section, conclusions will be summarized by answering or discussing
several questions.
How should the robustness of the passive systems be evaluated?
(Fig. 4.4)
The robustness of the systems with SFDs is higher than that without SFDs,
and the effectiveness of the SFDs could be weakened by the parallel installed
actuators with high stiffness. Moreover, the lower the stiffness of the bearing
is, the more robust the system could be. However, a soft bearing is not
advantageous to generate effective actuation. Assuming that the robustness
of Model 3 is the standard, which is the current state of the engine, only
Model 4 with actuators and SFDs installed in series can meet the standard,
and the others all need additional measures to ensure the operation of the
activated actuators or to improve the robustness of the inactivated system.
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Which physical quantity in which situation should be used in the
cost function? (Section 4.3.1)
If the sensor techniques allow measuring both forces and velocities or accel-
erations with high precision, the power generated in all DOFs would be sug-
gested as the controlled physical quantity for the generally best performance
among the four quantities. If both forces and velocities can be measured
but the accuracy of the phase difference cannot be ensured, then power can-
not be precisely computed, and the combination of the squared force and
squared velocity would be the choice as the targeted quantity, because of its
better performance than optimizing the squared acceleration, e.g. Fig. 4.15.
It would be suggested that the scaling factor should be adjusted. If the sig-
nals of the forces are not available, then acceleration would be suggested.
Optimizing the squared force alone is not recommended for the ActBrg and
ActExSus systems, due to its little improvement or negative effectiveness on
the system at most of the frequencies.
How should the three actuator placement approaches generally be
judged? (Section 4.3.2)
The ActExSus approach works in restraining the rotational movement of the
RMR and prevents the power being transmitted further into the fuselage. Al-
though the MNT is not directly connected to the vibration source (the HPR),
the actuation of the MNT effects the vibration source in such a way that it
makes the power input due to the unbalance from one position distributed
along the HPR. The ActInSus approach is effective at all positions along the
transmission path. It provides attenuation not only to the downstream part
but also to the vibration source in the low frequency range below 220 Hz,
and it exerts its effect not only on the input power but also on the power
transmitted through B3 and B4. ActBrg reduces the vibration at the source
and thus the power transmission at all positions along the transmission path.
Due to its position at the front, it has less influence on the power transmitted
through the rear links and effects the front links so that they absorb energy
with power in a negative value, and the total power transmitted is reduced.
Generally, the optimized actuation through the MNT prevents rotational
movement of the whole engine, exerting little influence on the power trans-
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mission inside the engine, while the ActInSus and ActBrg approaches exert
the effect of vibration reduction on more positions of the transmission path.
ActBrg is more effective than ActInSus in the frequency range above 220 Hz
and vice versa. It could be inferred that at the frequencies above 220 Hz, the
eigenmodes of the HPR are more involved, which corresponds to the con-
clusion about the influence of the gyroscopic effect of the HPR (Fig. 3.13),
and the lower frequencies are more strongly related to the eigenmodes of the
engine. ActBrg reduces the vibration at the source, but does not have any
further effect when the vibrational energy is spread in the engine and excites
the eigenmodes of the engine. On the contrary, ActInSus can effect the res-
onances of the HPR less than ActBrg, but has more potential to attenuate
the vibration at the eigenfrequencies where the eigenmodes of the engine are
more involved.
Are the sensor signals of rotational DOFs necessary in the active
control system? (Section 4.3.3)
It depends on the actuator placement approach and the control strategy.
When optimizing power, they are necessary in the frequency range of 100 Hz−
150 Hz with the ActExSus approach, while the necessity is expanded to the
whole frequency range with the ActInSus approach. When optimizing the
squared acceleration, they are not required, and the same for optimizing the
combination of the squared forces and squared velocities.
What kind of role does the gyroscopic effect play in the actively
controlled system? (Section 4.3.4)
When the actuation is outside the engine as with ActExSus, the gyroscopic
effect does not interact with the actuation and influences the system similarly
to the passive system without actuation. However, when the actuation is
inside the engine as with ActBrg or with ActInSus, the interaction between
the gyroscopic effect and the actuation makes the parts which are located
upstream to the actuated part actively absorb the energy at the resonances
around 240 Hz.
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How should the seven active systems be judged based on the anal-
ysis in this chapter? (Section 4.3.5)
The seven active systems rank according to the absolute power transmitted
through different suspension parts in the frequency ranges lower than 220 Hz
and higher than 220 Hz, as listed in Tables 4.8 & 4.9. The best effectiveness
in vibration reduction is numbered as 1 and so forth. The reduction values
in dB in terms of the power transmitted into the fuselage are acquired by
comparing each active system with the current state of the engine, i.e. the
open-loop system of Model 3 with SFDs. This evaluation of the reduction
level at the end of the transmission path will be compared with the results
based on different control algorithms in Chapter 5, while the reduction values
in terms of the power transmitted through the other parts are not quanti-
tatively examined. The ActBrg approach without SFDs is the best overall.
When the SFDs designed for the original system are added in this ActBrg
system, i.e. ActBrgPara and ActBrgSerial, there is no further reduction ex-
cept at the resonance around 235 Hz. It could be inferred that these SFDs
are not adapted for the ActBrg system. If the system is intended to replace
the passive damping with the active method, it can be seen among the first
three systems that ActBrg is the best.
System
Ranking Reduction in dB
<220 Hz >220 Hz <220 Hz >220 Hz
dry ActExSus 6 7 4.4 -7.4
dry ActInSus 7 6 2.2 -3.6
dry ActBrg 2 1 17.5 23.8
SFD ActExSus 1 4 18.5 2.4
SFD ActInSus 5 5 7.5 -2.2
SFD ActBrgPara 2 2 17.9 19.5
SFD ActBrgSerial 2 2 17.4 19.1
Table 4.8.: Ranking of seven active systems with respect to the transmitted
power through MNT
ActBrg either with or without the SFDs is optimal among all systems.
ActInSus and ActExSus have their advantages and disadvantages, mainly
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System
thr. FUL FLL RMR thr. B3 & B4
<220 Hz >220 Hz <220 Hz >220 Hz
dry ActExSus 7 7 7 7
dry ActInSus 5 6 6 5
dry ActBrg 3 1 1 1
SFD ActExSus 6 4 4 5
SFD ActInSus 4 4 4 4
SFD ActBrgPara 1 2 2 2
SFD ActBrgSerial 1 2 2 2
Table 4.9.: Ranking of seven active systems with respect to the transmitted
power through FUL, FLL & RMR and through B3 & B4
concerning the vibration transmission inside the engine and at the end of
the transmission path. ActExSus is the closest to the evaluation points,
the MNT, which causes its good effectiveness in the low frequency range,
however, when the mode of the HPR is more involved in the high frequency
range, it is much weaker than ActBrg.
The controls in the systems ranked here are all designed as collocated
configurations. As discussed in Section 4.3.5, if the sensor signals at the MNT
or the signals in force additional to the signals in acceleration at the FUL,
FLL & RMR can be fed back in the application of ActInSus, it would be even
better than ActExSus (Fig. 4.15). Therefore, it is expected that ActInSus
would outperform ActExSus with proper sensor placement strategies, e.g.
with the presence of sensors at the MNT or an observer with which the
response at the MNT can be estimated or additional force sensors at the
FUL, FLL & RMR.
Can the present application of the SFDs be completely replaced by
the active control method? (Section 4.3.5)
Regarding the robustness, it is not recommended to replace the SFDs com-
pletely without implementing further measures, because only the system with
SFDs and actuators installed in serial is comparable to the current system
only with SFDs (Fig. 4.4). However, the optimized responses of the closed-
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loop systems show that all the actively controlled systems with or without
SFDs are comparable to the current system exclusively with SFDs (Fig. 4.13).
Based on these optimization results, it is suggested to replace the SFDs when
the robustness of the system can be ensured by other measures, in case that
the active system fails.
If only the front side or rear side of ActInSus is activated, would
the effectiveness be severely affected?
This question is raised for an inside view of the ActInSus approach and to
find out if the number of actuation positions can be reduced when applying
this approach.
As shown in Fig. 4.16, the rear actuation alone is generally better than
the front actuation alone and almost overlaps the result of actuating both
the front and the rear, except for the frequency range above 250 Hz. The
effectiveness of ActInSusFront is comparable above 200 Hz to the case of
ActInSus in which both sides are actuated, but a lot worse in the lower
frequency range. It can be inferred that the effect of the rear actuation is
dominant below 200 Hz, the effect of the front actuation above 250 Hz and
with both of them between 200 Hz and 250 Hz.
Figure 4.16.: Power transmitted through the MNT with active internal suspen-
sion showing the respective importance of front and rear actuation
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Which cases should be selected for the further study on control
design?
Based on the analysis and discussion on robustness, physical quantities, ac-
tuator placement approaches, the importance of rotational DOFs, the gyro-
scopic effect and the effect of the SFDs and actuation, the following decisions
are made for the further investigation in control design.
 The translational acceleration should be the main sensor signal and the
force signal should also be additionally collected when it yields better
performance.
The optimal results with acceleration as the physical quantity in the
cost function are almost as good as those with power, and accelera-
tion is not sensitive to the rotational DOFs. However, the as good
effectiveness of optimizing the squared forces as optimizing the squared
acceleration in the ActInSus system shows the potential of forces as
sensor signals to reduce the vibration. In the collocated system with
ActInSus (Fig. 4.15), the additional force signals render the active sys-
tem more effectiveness. Under such conditions, force sensors should
also be taken into consideration.
 Collocated control should be mainly considered, as described in Ta-
ble 4.1 & shown in Fig. 4.1, and non-collocated control should be con-
sidered for ActInSus.
On the one hand, the investigation above is mainly focused on the op-
timization of collocated suspension systems (Table 4.1), on the other
hand, collocated control design is easier, and the stability can be rela-
tively easily ensured. However, since the non-collocated actuators and
sensors can bring about more effectiveness in the application of ActIn-
Sus (Section 4.3.5), non-collocated control should also be considered for
this approach.
 Three actuator placement approaches with SFDs working together should
be investigated, and the parallel configuration of the ActBrg approach
should not be considered.
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SFDs should remain, not only for the interest of robustness, but also to
provide more attenuation in the active systems with the ActInSus and
ActExSus approaches, so that the gap with respect to the effectiveness
of the vibration reduction is not too large between them and ActBrg,
with reference to Table 4.8. The parallel configuration has the same
effectiveness as the serial one but costs more actuation effort and thus
should not be considered.
 The gyroscopic effect should not be neglected in the numerical analysis
of the vibration transmission of active systems.
In the previous chapter, the importance of the gyroscopic effect in the
simulation on the passive systems of WEM was proved. Here for ac-
tive systems, while it does not significantly influence the end of the
transmission path outside the engine, its effect inside the engine is not
negligible.
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This chapter concentrates on implementing vibration reduction through ac-
tive methods: Control design. Several control algorithms have been studied.
Some of these will be selected and presented here, while the reasons for ex-
cluding the rest will be explained. The results will be shown for each actuator
placement approach with different types of controllers and be compared with
the results in Chapter 4. They are presented mainly in terms of power trans-
mitted or acceleration at MNT junctions.
5.1. Comparison of control algorithms
In the current application of the active engine mount approach, Filtered-x
Least Mean Square (FxLMS) algorithm and Filtered-u Least Mean Square
have been successfully implemented for the active damping on the fuse-
lage [6][57]. The FxLMS algorithm applied on WEM in this study also shows
good effectiveness of vibration reduction. However, it depends highly on the
precision of the model as a model-based control algorithm.
Using the H∞ method, another model-based control algorithm, the preci-
sion of the model required for a good effectiveness is lower than that with
the FxLMS algorithm, according to [59]. Its disadvantage is that a large
number of iterations are needed to find the solution, therefore rendering the
computation effort too great for large models.
Integral Force Feedback (IFF) controllers would be preferred when the
stability is aimed, because it can be ensured by collocated pairs of actuators
and sensors using IFF. This algorithm itself is very effective in reducing the
forces which are fed back into the controller; however, the reduction in terms
of acceleration cannot be guaranteed and neither can the vibration in terms
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of power at the end of the transmission path.
The Linear Quadratic Regulator (LQR) seeks the optimal solution based
on a quadratic function. The solution is dependent on the weighting matrix.
More details on this algorithm will be provided in the next section. It suffers
an implementation problem as it requires all states of the system to be fed
back. Theoretically, this may be solved by an observer, however, that would
create a new problem in designing such an observer for large systems.
Instead of requiring information on all states, only a number of outputs
should be measured and returned to the output feedback control. The op-
timization procedure to find the optimal solution with this control algo-
rithm [44] has been tested on the WEM, and the computation time turned
out to be very long. On the one hand, each iteration took long due to the
size of the system, on the other hand, the step size has to be small enough
to ensure convergence, which may also be affected by the system’s size..
These algorithms are summarized in Table 5.1 (listed in alphabetic order).
Weighing their advantages and disadvantages, FxLMS, IFF and LQR were
selected to be applied on the WEM, and the results will be presented here.
LQR requiring all the states be fed back mainly cannot be implemented in
reality and serves as a benchmark here: Because it seeks the optimal using
the information of all the states, it is expected to give the best performance
with appropriate weighting matrices.
5.2. Application of selected control algorithms
on the whole engine system
The fundamentals of the aforementioned control algorithms can be found in
the common respective literature about control, e.g. [51] [60] [44]. This sec-
tion will mainly deal with the processes of how the three selections (Table 5.1)
have been adapted to this study and applied on the WEM.
FxLMS
As shown in Fig. 5.1, the FxLMS algorithm filters the reference input through
W (n) to generate such actuation forces u(n) (Eq. (5.1)) at the time step n
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Algorithm Advantages Disadvantages
Selected
or not
FxLMS Good effectiveness
High model precision
is needed
Yes
H∞
It yields good effectiveness,
and the model precision
requirement is not high
Difficulty in finding
the solution for
large models
No
IFF
Stable as long as sensors and
actuators are collocated
Collocation is not
always possible
Yes
LQR
The solution can be adjusted
with weighting matrices
All states are required
to be fed back
Yes
Output
feedback
control
Only outputs are required
to be fed back
Optimization procedure
could take a long time
No
Table 5.1.: Advantages and disadvantages of control algorithms tested on the
WEM
that the errors can be minimized, which is consistent with the optimization
target in the study on ideal effectiveness in the last chapter. The adaptive
filter W (n) is updated in each step by the product of errors and the estimated
reference input (Eq. (5.2)), based on the least mean square algorithm. ρ is
the step size, which determines the property of convergence. x˜(z) is acquired
by filtering the discrete-time signal x(z) through the estimated secondary
paths S˜(z), which is the estimation of the secondary paths S(z) representing
the transfer function from the actuation to the sensor positions.
u (n) = W (n)x (n) (5.1)
W (n+ 1) = W (n) + ρe (n) x˜ (n) (5.2)
In the application of the FxLMS algorithm to reduce the vibration caused by
the unbalance, the unbalance forces are set as the reference input x(z). In the
time domain, this can be represented by two sine wave signals with the am-
plitude of the unbalance force and the phase difference of 0.5pi. The ns errors
in acceleration are measured at the receiver in each approach (see the circles
in Fig. 4.1 for the positions of accelerometers). Each actuation approach
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Figure 5.1.: The FxLMS algorithm adopted on the engine under the excitation
of unbalance
provides different numbers of actuation forces (na), and correspondingly the
size of the filter W (z) changes.
This algorithm has been tested with the steady-state excitation, i.e. both
rotors rotating at constant speeds.
IFF
This algorithm requires a displacement actuator and a force sensor to be
collocated. The interlacing pole-zero configuration on the imaginary axis
starting with a zero arises in the system controlled by IFF. All the loops in
the root locus diagram are located in the left half plane, which ensures the
unconditional stability of the closed-loop system with all values of the gain
g (Eq. (5.3)).
CIFF (s) = −g/s (5.3)
As depicted in Fig. 5.2, the signals of the force sensors Fsen, collocated both
in position and in direction with the corresponding actuators, are fed into
the controller, and the actuation forces Fact are generated and fed into the
system. All outputs yout in acceleration and force at suspension positions
should serve as the outputs for the calculation of the transmitted power.
LQR
The LQR algorithm is one of the optimal control algorithms. As in Fig. 5.3
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Figure 5.2.: Simple illustration of the IFF control algorithm
indicates, states of the system x are returned to the controller KLQR to gen-
erate the actuation forces Fact as in Eq. (5.4), which is designed to minimize
the value of the cost J defined in Eq. (5.5). The cost function considers both
the outputs yout and the actuation effort Fact with the weighting matrices Q
and R.
Figure 5.3.: Simple illustration of the LQR control algorithm
Fact = −KLQRx (5.4)
Substituting yout = Cssx+DssFact for the general case where the feedthrough
matrix Dss is not zero, Eq. (5.5) can be re-arranged as
J =
∫ ∞
0
(
yout (t)
T
Qyout (t) + Fact (t)
T
RFact (t)
)
dt (5.5)
J =
∫ ∞
0
(
x (t)
T
Qxx (t) + Fact (t)
T
RFact (t) + 2x (t)
T
NFact (t)
)
dt
(5.6)
Then KLQR can be computed by
KLQR = R
−1 (BTssPr +NT ) (5.7)
in which Pr can be found by solving the continuous time algebraic Riccati
equation Eq. (5.8).
ATssPr + PrAss − (PrBss +N)R−1(BTssPr +NT ) +Qx = 0 (5.8)
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In the application of the LQR in this study, the weighting matrices Q and R
are set as diagonal matrices, and Q is defined so that the targeted outputs
can be kept as low as possible, under the condition that R guarantees the
amplitudes of the actuation forces to stay below 10 kN . Presumably, this
represents the limit of the potentially applicable piezoelectric actuator (the
reason for selecting the limit of a piezoelectric actuator as the standard will
be explained in Chapter 7).
5.3. Achievable vibration reduction with
different actuator placement approaches
The three suspension systems corresponding to the three actuator placement
approaches introduced in Table 4.1 were further investigated with the three
aforementioned types of controllers applied.
With the LQR
The states in each system are fed back into the controller KLQR. For the
systems with ActBrg, with ActInSus and with ActExSus, the sizes of the
controllers are 2 × 3790, 4 × 3768 and 3 × 3768, respectively. (There are 12
more states in the system with ActBrg, because of the serial connection be-
tween actuators and SFDs, for which additional nodes and DOFs are added,
referring to Fig. 3.6)
Initially, constant weighting matrices Q and R with only diagonal elements
were used, resulting in the actuation forces remaining below 10 kN . An
overview of the effectiveness of each approach employing the LQR in terms of
the transmitted power at the four stages is displayed in Fig. 5.4. ActExSus
and ActInSus scarcely affect the vibration source as seen in the two plots
above (the input power generated by the unbalance forces and the power
transmitted through bearings), while ActBrg with its actuator positions at
the bearings shows its ability to reduce the vibration at the source (see the
blue lines). ActExSus reduces the vibration at the end of the transmission
path in such a way that it changes the role of FUL, FLL & RMR to absorbers,
especially between 150 Hz and 200 Hz (see the green line in the left bottom
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plot).
Figure 5.4.: Power transmission at four stages with the three actuation ap-
proaches when the LQR is applied
The power transmitted through the MNT into the fuselage is a consistent
criterion to evaluate these three approaches, as depicted in the right bottom
plot in Fig. 5.4. Generally, ActInSus & ActExSus present similar perfor-
mance in the low frequency range below 200 Hz and prove to be better than
the ActBrg approach, while all of them have high resonances which are only
slightly lower or even higher than those of the uncontrolled system in the high
frequency range above 230 Hz. ActBrg underperforms the optimization re-
sults. ActInSus and ActExSus stay in line with the expectations in Fig. 4.13:
Good attenuation in the low frequency range and slight reduction or slight
increase at resonances in the high frequency range.
Sensors and actuators are collocated in the ActInSus & ActExSus ap-
proaches, while ActBrg uses actuation only at B3 to control the acceleration
both at B3 and B4 (Fig. 4.1). Lacking actuation in the rear but having the
same weight in the weighting matrix for the front and rear at all the frequen-
cies could account for ActBrg’s general bad performance. It can be improved
by adjusting the weighting matrices. Fig. 5.5 shows the power at the end of
the transmission path, when R is kept the same as above, and the weight is
assigned equally to the front and rear in Q as above (blue) or almost only
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to the front (red) or to the rear (green). The performance in this critical
frequency range 220 Hz− 260 Hz, for example, can be enhanced by assigning
more weight in the weighting matrix to the front below 237 Hz and by as-
signing more weight to the rear above 237 Hz. However, all of these three are
still not comparable to the optimized result in Fig. 4.13, and the weighting
matrix should be adjusted further for a significantly better performance.
Figure 5.5.: Power transmitted into the fuselage when the LQR is applied with
different weighting matrices in the active bearing approach
The advantage of ActBrg from the optimization results cannot be made full
use of, when the LQR algorithm is applied without tuning the weighting ma-
trices specifically. However, the conclusions about the other two approaches
do not deviate much from those in Chapter 4. In Fig. 5.6 different optimiza-
tion strategies are compared based on the optimization in Chapter 4 and the
LQR. The green lines almost overlap each other, indicating that the potential
of the ActExSus approach can be fully exploited with the LQR. The reso-
nance around 240 Hz is shifted in the ActInSus system based on the LQR,
compared with the optimization results. The frequency shift and the lower
resonance in the ActInSus system with the LQR compared with the optimal
result can be attributed to the change of the system’s dynamic characteristics
when the LQR is integrated. The performance improvement by replacing the
targeted points at the FUL, FLL & RMR with those at the MNT is still true
when employing the LQR, as concluded from the optimization results. The
ranking among these three actuator and sensor placement strategies also re-
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mains as it was in Chapter 4: ActExSus is better than ActInSus when using
the collocated control, while ActInSus yields a better reduction effectiveness
than ActExSus when the MNT is targeted instead of the FUL, FLL & RMR.
Figure 5.6.: Power transmitted through the MNT in systems with ActInSus and
ActExSus: Results based on the optimization (Chapter 4) and on the LQR
algorithm
With the IFF control
Implementing the IFF control requires the collocated sensor and actuator
pairs to be used to guarantee stability. The ActBrg approach was tested only
with the front bearing actuated and collocated force sensors applied, and the
power transmission was much reduced in the front but much increased in the
rear. It was inferred that the vibration through the rear bearing cannot be
neglected and the control in the front alone is not sufficient. Thus only the
other two approaches are presented here with the IFF control. Force sensors
are collocated with actuators at the FUL & FLL and the A-frame links 1 & 2
in the ActInSus approach and the two rear links of the MNT in the ActExSus
approach.
The sensors are placed on the A-frame links 1 & 2 (in green boxes of
Fig. 2.2) instead of on the RMR, so as to be collocated with the actuation.
Only the two rear links of the MNT are actuated in the ActExSusRear ap-
proach. The reason can be seen in Fig. 5.7 (refer to the numbering of links
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in Fig. 2.3): The blue lines represent the power through the six links of the
MNT when link 2 in the front and links 5-6 in the rear are all actuated, i.e.
except the links which transmit the thrust (links 3 & 4) and the yoke (link
1), and the red lines represent only the links in the rear being actuated. Ac-
cording to that figure, there is little difference in terms of the power through
links 2-6 between these two actuation approaches, while link 1 is more ex-
cited around 250 Hz when the front link, i.e. link 2, is excited. It means that
the effort at link 2 to attenuate the local force can lead to a greater power
transmission at link 1, which represents the connection between the yoke and
the fuselage. Therefore, it was decided to use the results from the case with
only rear actuation in the ActExSus approach when investigating the IFF
control.
Figure 5.7.: Power transmitted through each link of the MNT when different
actuation strategies of ActExSus are applied, based on the IFF control
As depicted in the two plots above in Fig. 5.8, under the IFF control, there
is little effect on the power transmission on the HPR with either of these two
actuation approaches. ActExSus is capable of attenuating the power through
FUL, FLL & RMR at two resonances, 184 Hz and 237 Hz, but not much at
other frequencies, while ActInSus is effective over a wider range. At the end of
the transmission path, i.e. through the MNT, they share the same tendency
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as through FUL, FLL & RMR. Generally, the ActInSus approach is superior
to ActExSus regarding the effective frequency range and the magnitude of
attenuation.
Figure 5.8.: Power transmission at four stages with ActInSus and ActExSus
when the IFF control is applied
With the FxLMS algorithm
The time responses of each active system to the steady-state excitation of
the unbalance of 1000 gmm with rotors rotating at constant speeds, based
on the FxLMS algorithm, are recorded and processed with the Wattmeter
method [13] to extract the information in the frequency domain at the fre-
quency of the HPR’s rotational speed. The sampling rate is 7000 Hz. The
results are recorded until they converge. The rate of convergence depends on
the step size ρ (Eq. (5.2)). Here, the step size is tuned for each frequency
so that the active system is kept stable and the results converge as fast as
possible. Generally, the higher the rotational speeds are, the faster it will
converge. Among these three approaches, it converges much faster with Act-
Brg (0.5 s − 1.5 s) than with the other two (1 s − 4 s with ActExSus and
5 s−7 s with ActInSus). The accelerations at B3 & B4, at FUL, FLL & RMR
or at the MNT, respectively, are considered as the errors to update the filter
coefficients (Eq. (5.2)), when ActBrg, ActInSus or ActExSus is employed.
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Based on the settings described above, the frequency response to the un-
balance can be generated, as presented in Fig. 5.9 in terms of the transmitted
power at the four stages. Similar to its LQR counterpart, the actuation in
the ActExSus approach rarely acts on the beginning of the transmission path
(see the green lines in the two plots at the top) and causes the FUL, FLL &
RMR to absorb energy at some frequencies (see the green line in the plot at
the left bottom). Unlike the LQR, the reduction at the HPR with ActInSus
can be achieved to some extent (see the red lines in the two plots at the top),
and the relative flat blue lines in all plots indicate ActBrg’s best performance.
Figure 5.9.: Power transmission at four stages with the three actuation ap-
proaches when the FxLMS algorithm is applied
In order to learn to which extent the FxLMS algorithm can exploit the
potential of each actuation approach, the results are compared with those
based on the optimization in terms of the transmitted power through the
MNT, as shown in Fig. 5.10. The generally similar trends and comparable
amplitudes between the solid and dotted lines highlight a good agreement
between the achievable and the ideal effectiveness with the help of the FxLMS
algorithm. A noticeable difference, though, is the worsening phenomenon
with ActInSus (refer to Section 4.3.5) appearing in a wider frequency range,
230 Hz− 240 Hz, when the FxLMS algorithm is applied.
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Figure 5.10.: Power transmitted through the MNT in systems with three actu-
ation approaches: Results based on the optimization (Chapter 4) and on the
FxLMS algorithm
Apart from ActBrg with its absolute advantage in nearly the whole fre-
quency range, it is worth comparing the ActInSus and ActExSus approaches
under the same condition. Fig. 5.11 presents the power transmitted through
the MNT in the higher frequency range, where higher resonances manifest,
under different sensor placement strategies. When ActInSus is used to control
the acceleration at the FUL, FLL & RMR, it underperforms the open-loop
system in the range of 230 Hz − 240 Hz. However, using the accelerations
at the MNT as error signals considerably improves the effectiveness of the
ActInSus approach, surpassing even ActExSus, without the worsening phe-
nomenon.
5.4. Vibration reduction effectiveness with
different controllers
The previous section explored how effective the three approaches can be with
different controllers. Here, the results will be compared to determine which
controller achieves the best reduction performance for each approach. The
three approaches with the sensors at the same stage of the actuator positions
and the ActInSus approach with the sensors placed at the MNT have been
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Figure 5.11.: Power transmitted through the MNT in systems with ActInSus
and ActExSus and different sensor placement strategies: Results based on the
optimization (Chapter 4) and on the FxLMS algorithm
studied.
Reduction levels
Different reduction values are listed in Table 5.2. Regarding the reduction
at the cruise phase (225 Hz), which is the most relevant to the passenger
comfort, FxLMS performs the best with ActBrg and the worst when ActInSus
collocated system is applied. It yields the comparable effectiveness with the
LQR in the other two actuation approaches. LQR in brackets in the tables
means that it gives good results but not feasible in reality. The ActInSus
system controlling the FUL, FLL & RMR has the best performance with the
IFF control with a very low reduction level. But when the acceleration at
the fuselage side is fed into the FxLMS algorithm, ActInSus performs almost
as well as ActBrg, 4 dB better than ActExSus.
Regarding the highest resonance amplitude above 150 Hz, it shows that
the FxLMS algorithm is advantageous for most of the actuation approaches,
while LQR is the weakest. Up to 17.35 dB can be achieved with the FxLMS
algorithm applied in ActBrg, which also provides the best case with the high-
est reduction among all the combinations of approaches and controllers. With
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ActInSus, the FxLMS algorithm raises the resonance even above that of the
uncontrolled system, while the IFF control yields a reduction of 7.22 dB, ap-
prox. 40% of the best case. The ActInSus and ActExSus systems controlling
the acceleration at the MNT show approx. 20% of the reduction of the best
case under FxLMS.
Besides the cruise frequency, the highest resonance frequency and the high
frequency range, several other frequencies are also noticeable when compar-
ing those actuation approaches in Fig. 5.12. While ActBrg showing a good
reduction almost over the whole frequency range keeps a resonance at 200 Hz,
both ActInSus approaches eliminate this resonance at 200 Hz. The reason is
that this is an eigenfrequency of the non-rotating part of the engine close to
the FUL, FLL & RMR, other than the HPR. It can be proved by Fig. 3.17, in
which it shows that different bearing configurations do not alter the resonance
around 200 Hz. The worsening phenomenon with ActInSus when applying
the FxLMS algorithm is similar to the optimization results in Fig. 4.15. In
this frequency range, the deformation of the mount system including the
FUL, FLL & RMR is more involved in the excited mode, so that the forces
cannot be controlled by reducing the accelerations at the junctions between
the MNT and the engine and the energy flow cannot be attenuated. This
can also be confirmed by the good effectiveness of ActExSus in this range.
Moreover, ActInSus can be improved by directly reducing the acceleration
errors at the fuselage side, as shown in the plot on the right hand side in
Fig. 5.12. The incapability of ActExSus around 250 Hz can be explained
with the help of Fig. 5.7: Links 2, 5 & 6 are actuated but can hardly reduce
the power through link 1, which represents the connection between the yoke
and the fuselage. It can be inferred that the dynamics of the yoke is more
excited around 250 Hz and can hardly be controlled by actuating MNT. It
can be improved by reducing the vibration earlier in the upstrem part, e.g.
with ActBrg or with ActInSus.
An overview of the vibration in terms of the power carried through the
MNT can be found in Fig. 5.12. Comparing the frequency responses of the
closed-loop system and the open-loop system at each frequency, the average
reduction values in the critical range 220 Hz−260 Hz are listed in Table 5.2c.
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Reduction at
225 Hz (dB)
ActBrg
ctrl B3&B4
ActInSus ctrl
FUL FLL&RMR
ActExSus
ctrl MNT
ActInSus
ctrl MNT
LQR -5.24 1.92 10.21 16.34
IFF - 1.59 6.25 -
FxLMS 17.07 0.34 10.15 14.06
Best FxLMS IFF/(LQR) FxLMS/(LQR) FxLMS/(LQR)
(a) The reduction during the cruise
Reduction of the high-
est resonance(dB)
ActBrg
ctrl B3&B4
ActInSus ctrl
FUL FLL&RMR
ActExSus
ctrl MNT
ActInSus
ctrl MNT
LQR 1.44 1.87 1.47 4.28
IFF - 7.22 1.01 -
FxLMS 17.35 -4.50 3.03 4.89
Best FxLMS IFF FxLMS FxLMS
(b) The reduction of the highest resonance
Average
reduction (dB)
ActBrg
ctrl B3&B4
ActInSus ctrl
FUL FLL & RMR
ActExSus
ctrl MNT
ActInSus
ctrl MNT
LQR 1.16 6.26 9.60 10.08
IFF - 4.71 6.90 -
FxLMS 29.06 2.44 9.93 12.97
Best FxLMS IFF/(LQR) FxLMS FxLMS
(c) The average reduction in the range of 220 Hz− 260 Hz
Table 5.2.: Reduction in terms of the power transmitted through the MNT,
with different actuator placement approaches, based on LQR, IFF & FxLMS,
respectively
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Similar to the investigation above, most of the best results are based on the
FxLMS algorithm, and ActBrg with FxLMS proves to be the best case. The
ActInSus and ActExSus approaches with FxLMS show approx. 40% of the
reduction of the best case. In terms of the average reduction, the ActInSus
approach is more effective with the LQR algorithm than with the other two,
indicating a reduction of approx. 20% as the best case. Considering the
reduction values in both criteria in the two tables, it is suggested that the
IFF control be more suitable for ActInSus when designed to control the
vibration at the FUL, FLL & RMR.
Figure 5.12.: Power transmitted through the MNT with the three actuation
approaches based on the LQR, IFF & FxLMS
To sum up, since the FxLMS algorithm works well for most of the actuation
approaches in this investigation, it proves very promising for the application
of active systems on aircraft engines. Comparing the three approaches for
which the FxLMS algorithm is the most effective control algorithm, it leads to
the following ranking from the best to the worst: ActBrg, ActInSus control-
ling the acceleration at the MNT and ActExSus. When ActInSus controlling
the vibration at the FUL, FLL & RMR with the IFF control is added, it ranks
the second regarding the reduction of the highest resonance and the last re-
garding the average reduction and the reduction during the cruise. LQR’s
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poor performance is due to the rough tuning of the weighting matrices. As a
state feedback control algorithm requiring full states to be observable, it can
be used with well-adjusted weighting matrices for performance evaluation on
the simulation level, instead of being implemented.
Model uncertainty in the FxLMS algorithm
It is stated in [59] that high accuracy of the secondary model estimation is re-
quired for good performance of the FxLMS algorithm. Here it will also discuss
how the uncertainty of the model will influence the reduction effectiveness
through this algorithm. Phase and amplitude uncertainties were separately
introduced into the secondary path and the results from three active systems
to which this algorithm provides good performance are presented in Fig. 5.13,
in terms of the power transmitted into the fuselage.
Generally, this algorithm is much more robust to amplitude errors than to
phase errors when applied on the WEM. It was found through the manually
tuning process that with higher phase errors in the model, it needs smaller
step sizes to ensure stability and accordingly longer time to converge. The
ActInSus system is more sensitive to model uncertainty compared with the
other two. The tests of uncertainty on this system were only performed until
20%, because it was very difficult to converge or convergence became too slow
since 20% of phase error. And compared with the uncontrolled system, this
phase uncertainty results in 1.5 dB less reduction than the ActInSus system
without phase error. The ActExSus system can endure the phase error until
40% with 1.5 dB less reduction and the ActBrg system until 30% with 3 dB
less reduction.
5.5. Questions and discussion
How were the control algorithms selected for investigation? (Ta-
ble 5.1)
Several common control algorithms were explored and compared. Generally,
not all of them are suitable for the aircraft engine system, mainly due to
its computational complexity. FxLMS, IFF and LQR were selected, because
the control design based on these algorithms could be carried out on the
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Figure 5.13.: Power transmitted into the fuselage during the cruise with model
uncertainties in the FxLMS algorithm
large model and a certain effectiveness in the vibration reduction could be
achieved.
What is the suitable control algorithm for each actuator placement
approach?
The FxLMS algorithm is suitable for ActBrg and ActExSus, but not for
ActInSus at some frequencies when targeting the acceleration reduction at
the FUL, FLL & RMR in the closed-loop system. However, when the signals
at the MNT on the fuselage side can be fed into the controller, i.e. ActInSus
controlling the MNT, the FxLMS algorithm proves also able to cause the
active system to attenuate the vibration effectively at all frequencies. Other-
wise, the IFF control is appropriate for ActInSus controlling the FUL, FLL
& RMR.
According to the achieved reduction effectiveness based on the con-
trol algorithm, how are the three approaches evaluated?
ActBrg yields at least more than twice the reduction of its counterparts (Ta-
ble 5.2). ActInSus has no absolute advantage against ActExSus, when it is
designed to control the vibration at the FUL, FLL & RMR: Regarding the
reduction of the highest resonance, ActInSus doubles the reduction of ActEx-
Sus, while ActExSus is twice as effective as ActInSus regarding the average of
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reduction. However, under the same condition of the sensor placement, i.e.
controlling the vibration at the MNT, ActInSus shows its absolute advan-
tage (approx. 1.5 of the reduction of the ActExSus approach), considering
the reduction of the power transmitted into the fuselage.
What are the advantages and disadvantages of the suitable control
algorithm for each approach?
The advantage of the FxLMS algorithm lies firstly in coming close to achiev-
ing the ideal optimal effectiveness discussed in Chapter 4. The numerical
uncertainty study shows that it can tolerate at least 20% phase error. Its
requirement of the model precision should be further investigated, when it
is implemented in practice. Moreover, the step size needs to be tuned for
several frequency ranges, and its rate of convergence depends on the actua-
tion approaches and tends to be slow. Therefore, the basic FxLMS algorithm
cannot produce a stable attenuation in an average run-up test, in which the
rotational speeds rise within a relatively short time and the frequency of
the unbalance excitation changes, but it is only effective in a test where the
excitation is steady-state, i.e. the rotational speeds are constant.
IFF has the stability advantage, due to the collocation of actuators and
sensors, and it benefits from the easy manual tuning of the controller gain.
When employed with the ActInSus approach, four actuators and four sensors
should be attached to the FUL & FLL and the two A-frame links close to the
RMR. The implementation is easy, but the reduction effectiveness is much
lower than the other approaches based on FxLMS during the cruise.
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vibration control methods in an
aircraft engine system
Chapter 2 summarized the state of the art in two respects: Applications
to reduce the vibration from the engine and research methods on an active
system. In the analysis in Chapters 4 & 5, the current applications, i.e. SFDs
as a passive damping method (open-loop system of Model 3) and active engine
mounts (ActExSus) as an active reduction method, were each compared with
the two proposed active approaches. In this chapter, the research methods,
with which the results in Chapters 4 & 5 were generated, will be discussed
in comparison with the results from past studies.
6.1. Active suspension systems
Before discussing the systems in past studies and here, it is worth distin-
guishing the working principles of passive and active mounts. Generally, an
ideal vehicle mount should be capable of transmitting low-frequency forces,
but incapable of doing so for high-frequency forces. The former forces refer
to the static loads to maintain the alignment specification due to the vehi-
cle acceleration, and the latter to the vibratory forces. In other words, the
stiffness of the mount should be large enough to support static loads and low
enough for dynamic loads. Thus, the passive mount should reach a compro-
mise to achieve a certain vibration isolation. Since the damping of the mount
can prevent excessive vibration at the resonance while at the same time de-
grading the high-frequency isolation performance of the passive mount [66],
the expectation of its effectiveness should not be high. The benefit of active
mounts is that they are not limited by these theories, because they do not
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respond passively to the excitation.
Past studies using the same optimization method to study active suspen-
sion systems as in Chapter 4 were briefly reviewed in 2.3.2. Their main
conclusions are listed below and compared with the results of the three sus-
pension systems (Table 4.1) in the previous chapters:
1. The strategy of optimizing the total power, both linear and rotational
power, is ideally the best. [18] [33] [31] [32]
This statement is also true for the three suspension systems in this
investigation as shown in Fig. 4.7, 4.8 & 4.9. It was also stated in [18]
that this strategy can yield an average power reduction of 30 dB, in
which a two-mount suspension system with multiple degrees of freedom
was investigated. 43.0 dB, 17.9 dB and 14.3 dB can be achieved in the
ActExSus, ActInSus and ActBrg systems, respectively. Moreover, it
was demonstrated in [33], investigating the power transmission from a
rigid body to a cylindrical shell, that the power transmission can be
completely canceled when the moments are not present. The ActBrg
system using only linear bearings as the suspension and cylindrical
engine as the receiver can be seen as a comparable system. However, the
power transmitted through the bearings is not eliminated completely,
yet it reaches a reduction of 17.1 dB regarding the highest resonance
within the frequency range of interest. The reason could be that only
the front bearing is actuated.
2. Controlling the power transmitted only through part of the DOFs can
bring about power circulation, i.e. the control forces reduce the mea-
sured power at the expense of increasing the power through other DOFs.
This is also why the strategy of optimizing the power is sensitive to
flanking paths, through which the vibrational power travels in addition
to the main transmission path but is not measured, even if the power
through flanking paths is low in the open-loop system. [18] [31] [32]
This conclusion holds true with the two active suspension systems in
which both the linear and rotational power are involved in the vibration
transmission through the suspension. The cost function accepts nega-
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tive values indicating that the power is absorbed from the receiver, and
this absorbed power can be supplied to the receiver through the DOFs
which are ignored in the optimization. Fig. 4.11 shows that ActExSus
is sensitive only in the low frequency range, while the performance of
ActInSus is far worse than the passive system in the whole frequency
range, when only linear power is targeted in the optimization. The ro-
tational DOFs are not easily excited at the MNT above 150 Hz. This is
different from the conclusion in [17] that the power transmitted through
moments in that simple system can be neglected at low frequencies, but
that it increases with the frequency. It can be inferred that the DOFs
which are difficult to excite can be neglected in optimizing the power,
however, this condition cannot always be guaranteed in a real system.
3. The results from optimizing the combination of the squared force and
squared velocity is comparable with those from optimizing the power.
In addition, they have the advantage of robustness to measurement
errors, e.g. phase errors, regarded as a more reliable and practical
solution. [18] [33] [32]
It was explained in [18] that optimizing the forces and velocities si-
multaneously yields a good effectiveness in their suspension system,
because the resonances are excited at different frequencies when they
are minimized separately and optimizing the combination can avoid this
problem. This improvement can be clearly seen at the max. take-off
frequency in the ActBrg system. However, such a better performance
is not generally present in Fig. 4.7 4.8 & 4.9: To be precise, the op-
timization of the combination can only improve the result from the
optimization of the squared acceleration alone at several resonances.
The main reason is that the scaling factor in this investigation was
only adjusted as one constant for all the frequencies, aiming at mini-
mizing the highest resonance and also ensuring that it was not so large
as to yield the same performance as optimizing the squared acceler-
ation. Considering the similarity of results of optimizing the squared
acceleration and optimizing the combination leads to the inference that,
unlike the conclusion above for the simple suspension systems, the ex-
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cited frequencies from optimizing the squared force and the squared
velocity do not differ much. Furthermore, the force in the optimization
does not always prove beneficial in reducing the highest resonance in
these three systems.
4. The minimization of the squared linear acceleration or the squared lin-
ear force performs nearly as well as the minimization of the total power,
even with the presence of rotational moments. [18] [31]
It was proved on a simple system in [31]: An adaptive control method
was used to achieve the optimal reduction and a locus of filter coef-
ficients indicating the 0 power could be drawn, on which the points
representing the optimal set of filter coefficients corresponding to the
minimization of the square acceleration and of the squared force can
be found. Optimizing the squared acceleration yields similar results to
optimizing the power in the ActBrg and the ActExSus system, while
in the ActInSus system, there is a difference of approx. 20 dB. This
gap indicates how important the contribution of the force is to the
optimization and the necessity of an optimal scaling factor for opti-
mizing the combination of the squared force and squared velocity with
the ActInSus approach. The respective improvement can be seen in
Fig. 4.15 displaying the responses of the systems with SFDs while con-
sidering the gyroscopic effect. Fig. 4.11 proves that the minimization
of the squared linear acceleration reaches nearly as good a performance
as the minimization of the total power with the ActExSus approach
with the presence of moments, but not so good with the ActInSus ap-
proach. Optimizing the squared force yields the worst performances in
the ActBrg and ActExSus systems, showing lesser effectiveness and/or
negative influence in most of the frequency range. For example, there
is almost no improvement in the ActBrg system in the low frequency
range. In other words, the motion of the junctions between the HPR
and the other parts of the engine is still much excited, although the
forces at the bearings are minimized. This indicates that the other
parts, excluding the rotor, are much involved in the modes of these
frequencies. Similar reasons can be used for the other systems.
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5. The control effort to minimize the power is less than that needed to
minimize the acceleration or the force. [31]
Due to the poor results from optimizing the squared force, said option
will be excluded from this discussion. Comparing the effort to mini-
mize the power and the squared acceleration, this conclusion applies
only to the high frequency range of the ActBrg system. However, it is
noticeable that the optimization of the combination of the squared force
and squared velocity, yielding similar results to the optimization of the
squared acceleration, requires less effort in the low frequency range of
the ActExSus system and in the whole frequency range of the ActBrg
system.
6. The actuation should be applied near the source, while sensors near
that source are not effective in controlling the downstream; instead,
using signals directly from the fuselage is more effective. [67]
Fig. 4.13 shows that among these three approaches, ActBrg is the most
effective, in which the actuation is at the source. In Fig. 4.15, it can be
seen that directly targeting the vibration at the MNT close to the fuse-
lage side improves the performance of ActInSus. This agrees with the
conclusion in [67] that accelerometers near the engine-to-pylon interface
(corresponding to the FUL, FLL & RMR) appear to be ineffective while
those at the pylon-to-wing intersection (corresponding to the MNT) are
effective.
7. Large reductions occur not uniformly at all sensors, but at individual
spots. [67]
This holds generally true for the multi-input multi-output system. For
example, Fig. 5.7 shows that the reduction at link 5 is different from
that at link 6 in the range of 150 Hz− 200 Hz.
6.2. Performance of control algorithms
The application of controllers on a rotating system was discussed in Sec-
tion 2.3.3, and will be compared with the results from Chapter 5 as follows.
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1. A feedforward adaptive control system, e.g. the FxLMS algorithm,
provides the potential to bring about the maximum achievable perfor-
mance. [33] [34] [46] [30] [61]
As shown in Table 5.2 and Fig. 5.12, the FxLMS algorithm represents
the best control algorithm in the selection. The reason is that a con-
ventional gradient descent algorithm would converge towards the global
minimum. In [34], it was stated that the experimental results from an
actively controlled beam rig with an FxLMS implementation showed
good agreement with the optimization results. It was proved numer-
ically in this investigation that, as compared in Fig. 5.10 & 5.11, the
results based on the FxLMS algorithm can well represent the optimum.
2. Due to the inaccurate estimation of the secondary path, it converges
slowly or may even easily become unstable. [34] [59]
In this investigation, the slow convergence was also present in the three
active systems with the three approaches. The uncertainty study nu-
merically shows that the FxLMS algorithm applied in the whole engine
system can endure up to 20% phase errors in the model with a compro-
mise of 3 dB less reduction. And the higher the errors are, the slower
the results converge and easily go unstable.
3. The stability of the IFF control applied on the active bearing of an
aircraft engine was proved numerically and experimentally on a test rig
of a rotating machine. [7]
In [7], the IFF control was applied on a test rig of a rotating system.
Only one end of the rotor was actuated by the IFF control. The reduc-
tion effectiveness at the active bearing and at a sensor position close to
the active bearing showed good performance. However, the vibration
at the passive bearing through which the vibration was further trans-
mitted was not discussed. Moreover, the rotor in that experiment had
fixed boundary condition, while the HPR in this study is connected
with a flexible whole engine system. Therefore, it is stated based on
the numerical analysis that the IFF control is not applicable to the
ActBrg approach in the WEM when only the front bearing is actuated.
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However, this study proves that this unconditionally stable control al-
gorithm is applicable to the ActInSus and ActExSus approaches, as
long as actuators and sensors are collocated, and it provides ActInSus
with good performance.
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This chapter will focus on the implementation of the active methods on the
aircraft engine, investigating potential problems and/or suggestions regarding
the selection and integration of the hardware, the design of the controller for
a real engine system, etc.
7.1. Space and environment of active internal
suspension approach
Taking a twin-spool engine for example, the space at the three positions is
shown in Fig. 7.1 & 7.2, respectively. The hollow area is 100 mm wide and
300 mm long. The cross-section resembles a convex lens, in which an actuator
with a diameter of 25 mm can be fitted. As for the rear, the application in [4]
can be used, that is, three piezoelectric stack actuators (Fig. 7.2) are attached
to the link so that they are at 120◦ angles to each other and the extension
direction is along the length of the link (see the right hand side in Fig. 7.2).
The forces and even bending moments can be introduced into the link: A
deflection in the longitudinal direction, a lateral bending deflection in any
direction and the torsion of the link. As an application in the actuation
system in the engine, the torsional DOF will not be considered but the other
two can be used.
The temperature changes with the measurement point in the engine and
with the phase of the flight. The flight can for example go through the
following phases: Taxi, take-off, climb, cruise, step climb, cruise, descent,
approach, thrust reverse and taxi. It is supposed that the struts directly after
the fan share the temperature of the bypass flow. It is ca. 20 ◦C − 35 ◦C
during the cruise phase, considered a stationary state and most relevant to
passenger comfort. Regarding the transient operation, the extremes occur
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Figure 7.1.: Left: Original strut in IMC; Right: Strut in IMC with supporting
structure [42]
Figure 7.2.: Left: Rear actuation (indicated as double arrows); Right, top: Ac-
tuator application on the link; Right, bottom: Invention of piezoelectric exten-
sion actuator [4] (numbers will not be explained, except 31, 32 and 33 - piezo
stack actuators)
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at the end of the take-off phase, ca. 80 ◦C, and at the end of descent, ca.
−15 ◦C.
In the rear, the links for actuator placement are surrounded by the bypass
flow, emitted from the struts in the IMC. Since it is neither further com-
pressed after the fan nor does it pass through the combustor chamber, the
temperature of the flow should not to be much higher than at the exit of
fan. Because of the great mass of this bypass flow, the influence on the links
from the hot components of the core engine through heat convection is very
limited. However, when the engine stops the operation, the heat convection
from the hot core engine will be dominant without bypass flow.
7.2. Space and environment of active bearing
approach
As described in Section 3.2, the bearing chamber is connected in series with
the IMC through bolted junctions in the current passive configuration. The
space for actuators was identified, and two alternatives to integrate actuators
were proposed, either influencing both B2 and B3 or B3 alone. In case of over-
load, for the former, the overload protection housing (not shown in Fig. 3.4)
is necessary, which should operate in parallel to the actuator, while it is not
required for the latter, because the force would be transmitted through the
small gap of the SFD between the SC and the IMC, so that the actuator can
be relieved, avoiding mechanical damage through the high forces. Otherwise,
another concept introduced in [10] can also be considered, in which vibra-
tion isolators are mounted on the engine case and coupled to a rotor bearing
assembly disposed within the engine case, rather than directly affecting the
rotor.
As mentioned in Section 2.1, the temperature in the rear area, where B4
lies, is much higher than in the front, where B3 is located. Taking a twin-
spool engine for example, it can reach 220 ◦C at B4, while B3 it is does not
encounter more than 90 ◦C, during the phase of climb. The temperature
would be lower during the cruise phase, when it is less loaded, compared
with climb phase. The temperature range from −15 ◦C to 80 ◦C at the exit
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of the fan can be referred to as the temperature at B3 as well, for B3 is at
the entry of the HPC, following the exit of the fan (see Fig. 2.1 for engine
structures).
Therefore, application at B4 is not feasible without a cooling system, since
the operating temperature of actuators generally does not exceed 200 ◦C
(refer to [19]) and actuators cannot perform well or last a long time under high
temperatures. This research gives preference to an application of actuators
at B3, which was analyzed in the previous chapters.
7.3. Actuator selection
As stated in [66], if an actuator is attached to a link or a strut in series, it is
required to provide a low-frequency stroke and high-frequency force. An elec-
trodynamic actuator might be suitable. Otherwise, when in parallel, a stiff,
low stroke actuator, e.g. a piezoelectric actuator, can satisfy the force/deflec-
tion requirements. The actuator placement approaches in this study employ
a parallel configuration (although ActBrg uses a serial connection with B3,
it is parallel to B4, which is also integrated into the mount between the HPR
and the other part of the engine). Therefore, the piezoelectric actuators are
selected. Moreover, a piezoelectric actuator has also the advantage of small
size and fits the small installation space inside the engine. Other advantages,
such as high force generation and rapid response, will also yield benefits to
the system.
The actuators should be chosen according to the dimensions and operating
temperature range. They should fit into the space without much construction
cost. The resulted temperature on the actuator depends on the environment
and the operating condition, bringing with it different effects of self-heating.
This is an important factor, because the thermal depolarization of the piezo-
ceramic material will occur under high temperatures, while the low temper-
atures might, for instance, damage the glue between the piezoelectric discs.
Considering these factors, the two types of piezoelectric actuators listed in
Table 7.1 are selected for the two approaches inside the engine. Compared
with ActInSus, more efficient actuators should be used for ActBrg, because
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they are normally difficult to cool down. Actuators for the rear of ActIn-
Sus and ActExSus are not determined, since there is considerable freedom
for their application on the links. The blocking force of the smaller one is
14 kN . The limit of actuation forces in Chapter 5 was assumed based on this
value.
Approach ActInSus (front) ActBrg
Order number P-025.80P P-035.80P
Displacement (mm) (0-1000V) -10/+20% 0.12 0.12
Diameter OD (mm) 25 35
Length L (mm) +/- 0.5 113 114
Blocking force (0-1000V) (N) 14000 28000
Stiffness (N/mm) 120000 230000
Capacitance (nF) +/-20% 2600 5200
Resonant frequency (kHz) 10 10
Operating temperature range -20 to 85 ◦C -20 to 85 ◦C
Table 7.1.: Parameters of selected actuators
A cooling system for the actuators at B3 and in the front IMC struts can
be designed, if the body heat of actuators should not be neglected due to the
hysteresis effect. As presented in Fig. 3.4, the relatively cool air flows into
the actuator from the front and out of the engine through the hollow space
of the IMC strut. As for the rear A-frame links, a cooling system should be
designed to ensure that the actuators are not damaged due to the high heat
convection from the core engine after shut-down, without cool air flow.
7.4. Sensor selection and placement
Generally, sensors should be collocated with the actuators in each approach.
As stated in [67] and proved in this investigation, sensors should be addition-
ally placed at the fuselage side, for a better reduction effectiveness, although
this may not be practical due to the complexity of installation, such as wire
connection. As a rotating system, the information on the HPR’s rotation
is also necessary for some control algorithms, e.g. FxLMS. Therefore, a
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tachometer at the HPR which is normally present is also essential in these
active vibration control systems.
As concluded in [67], the most effective control pickups are the direct quan-
tities being minimized. Here in this investigation, the acceleration was chosen
as the optimizing target based on the analysis in Chapter 4, and accelerom-
eters should be selected. For the IFF control, force sensors should certainly
be used.
7.5. Implementation of controllers
In Chapter 5, the advantages and disadvantages of several control algorithms
were discussed. Some experience regarding their implementation was also
collected from past studies:
1. In [6], the time-domain filtered-U algorithm was employed on the active
mount of the aircraft engine, and it was stressed that the implementa-
tion issue should be taken care of because a potential long-term diver-
gence of the algorithm could be caused by the ill-conditioned transfer
function matrices.
In the process of designing the FxLMS algorithm for this engine system,
it was found that manually tuning the step size for a stable and fast
convergence was already difficult at some frequencies on the simulation
level, especially when the actuators and the sensors are not collocated,
such as in the case of ActInSus controlling the vibration at the MNT.
This may be due to the unstable interaction with lightly damped res-
onances. When implemented, the step size should be kept relatively
small, and it can also avoid the unwanted response to noise.
2. Due to the good effectiveness of the FxLMS algorithm and its instabil-
ity, it was suggested that the feedforward control should be used for the
vibration reduction and an additional IFF controller as an emergency
system in [7].
These properties of the FxLMS algorithm and the stability of the IFF
control were also proved in this investigation. As long as the imple-
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mentation of both algorithms is possible, this combination could be
employed to ensure a good and stable reduction.
Therefore, with the ActInSus and ActExSus approaches, FxLMS and IFF
would be recommended to act in tandem so as to compensate for each other’s
drawback based on the following working logic: The FxLMS algorithm is
active for the reduction, and in case the system goes unstable, the IFF control
should be activated. Typically, a FxLMS control system would require DSP
(digital signal processor) with the ability of operate at 106 cycles per second,
a low-pass filter, an A/D converter and a D/A converter [61]. As for the IFF
control, the collocated actuators and force sensors are required.
The stability of the FxLMS algorithm with the ActBrg approach is rel-
atively easy to achieve, based on the experience of the FxLMS design for
ActBrg in this study, and its high reduction effectiveness makes it highly rec-
ommendable to implement the FxLMS algorithm with the ActBrg approach
to reduce vibration in the engine. The stability issue should be resolved by
generating accurate secondary paths or by other measurements, e.g. using
the IFF control as an emergency system.
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Conclusion
This work was initiated by new actuator placement approaches inside the
aircraft engine to actively reduce the vibration transmitted from the engine
into the fuselage. A model generation procedure was developed to start
the investigation of active systems applied on aircraft engine system. To
study the effectiveness of these approaches, different positions on the vibra-
tion transmission path were identified (at the source, upstream inside the en-
gine and downstream outside the engine close to the fuselage) and compared
regarding the ideal optimal reduction level and the achievable reduction level.
After employing different control algorithms with each of these approaches,
suitable types of controllers were determined. Since the system can be seen
as different active suspension systems with those actuation approaches, the
simulation results were compared with the research on different suspension
systems in past studies for verification. Based on the past experimental expe-
rience with different suspension systems, the feasibility of each approach and
its corresponding control implementation were studied, leading to suggestions
on their appropriate use.
Five state space models with different bearing configurations were gener-
ated based on the developed model generation method. This method was
verified by comparing the results of modal, harmonic and transient analyses
from Model 1 with those from the original FE model, according to adjusted
MAC, FRAC and Pearson’s correlation coefficient, respectively. By analyz-
ing the frequency response to the synchronous excitation of unbalance of the
HPR under different conditions in these models, it was found that the res-
onance around 250 Hz is important in the unbalance study and belongs to
the HPR, It was further determined that the interaction between the LPR
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and the HPR proves to be positive in the vibration reduction at some reso-
nances when the system is excited by the latter’s unbalance, and the bearing
configurations influence the response of the HPR differently under various
boundary conditions (fixed at the ends or connected to the WEM).
According to the three actuator placement approaches, three suspension
systems were defined in the WEM. The average power was selected as the
main evaluation criterion. Four stages were identified to represent the power
transmission in the WEM: The input power by the unbalance of the HPR,
the power through B3 & B4, the power through FUL, FLL & RMR and the
power through the MNT.
The robustness of the passive systems in terms of the power transmitted
into the fuselage shows the importance of the SFDs. Replacing them com-
pletely with the active methods is not recommended without implementing
measures to ensure the functionality of the active system.
Minimization of the quadratic cost functions of several variables at different
positions with the help of an optimal actuation force vector was used to learn
the ideal effectiveness of reduction in the active systems.
Several variables were investigated as the optimization target for the three
systems. Among these variables, acceleration can represent the vibration in
the ActBrg and ActExSus systems well, while force and acceleration are both
important to reduce the transmitted power in the ActInSus system. Because
of the generally good performance of optimizing the squared acceleration in
all cases without considering the rotational DOFs, this optimization strategy
was selected for further investigation.
The non-negligible gyroscopic effect was stressed in the controlled systems:
The actuation outside the engine does not interact with this effect (ActEx-
Sus), while it causes the relatively upstream part to the actuated part, when
that is inside the engine (ActBrg and ActInSus), to absorb energy actively
around the resonance of 240 Hz.
The damping effect of each actuation approach on the system was deter-
mined: ActBrg reduces the vibration at the beginning of the vibration path
and does not change the role of the MNT and the engine as passive parts,
while ActExSus and ActInSus affect the HPR and lead to the concentrated
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excitation of the unbalance being distributed along the HPR. ActExSus re-
duces the vibration transmission mainly through restraining the rotation of
the RMR and hardly modifies the power transmitted from the HPR. ActIn-
Sus proves its effectiveness at all positions, while ActBrg reduces the total
power transmitted into the fuselage by making the front suspension absorb
energy, due to its lesser effect on the rear links.
The study on the ideal effectiveness of all the systems with different bear-
ing configurations and actuator placement approaches showed that ActBrg
yields good results either with or without SFDs and that ActExSus with
SFDs performs even better in the low frequency range (below 220 Hz), while
ActInSus is relatively weak without sensor signals at the fuselage side. How-
ever, the performance of ActInSus can surpass ActExSus either by additional
sensors at the junctions between the MNT and the fuselage or by additional
force sensors at the FUL, FLL & RMR.
Based on the conclusions from the optimization results, different controllers
were tested on the active systems. LQR, FxLMS and IFF were chosen because
of their relatively easy design for large systems and their good reduction
effectiveness. The performance of LQR is generally not good, although all the
states are fed back. It can be improved by adjusting the weighting matrices.
The best reduction is achieved with the FxLMS algorithm for three of the
systems: ActBrg, ActExSus and ActInSus controlling the MNT. Moreover,
the IFF control is suitable for the ActInSus system controlling the FUL,
FLL & RMR. With their own suitable control algorithms, these four active
systems, i.e. ActBrg controlling B3 & B4, ActInSus controlling the FUL,
FLL & RMR, ActInSus and ActExSus controlling the MNT, can achieve
a reduction of 17.35 dB, 7.22 dB, 4.89 dB and 3.03 dB, respectively, with
regard to the highest resonance. ActBrg shows its absolute advantage, and
ActInSus ranks the second with 10 dB less reduction. The two actuation
approaches controlling the MNT are even weaker, although they target the
evaluated positions, the JntFL. Considering the comfort during the cruise,
ActBrg, ActInSus and ActExSus controlling the vibration at the fuselage side
can reduce the vibration by 17.07 dB, 14.06 dB and 10.15 dB, respectively,
based on the FxLMS algorithm. The numerical uncertainty study shows that
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it can tolerate at least 20% phase error. The uncertainty study of secondary
paths used in the FxLMS algorithm shows that it can endure at least 20%
phase error with a compromise of 3 dB less reduction. Based on the process
of the control design, it was found that the only gain of the IFF algorithm is
easy to tune manually and can be applied for all the frequencies, thanks to its
unconditional stability with collocation configurations, whereas the step size
of the FxLMS algorithm needs to be adjusted differently for several frequency
ranges, and the stability of a run-up test cannot be ensured due to the slow
rate of convergence.
The conclusions based on simulations were compared with those from past
studies, considering the active suspension systems and the control algorithms
for large rotating machines. Some were verified, proving that those conclu-
sions based on simple suspension systems are applicable to the complex sys-
tem, e.g. optimizing the power through some of the DOFs has no advantage
but causes power circulation, or determining which of the suspension systems
identified in the aircraft engine system can be seen as a simple suspension
system. The latter applies for instance in the ActExSus system, where the
minimization of the squared linear acceleration indeed performs nearly as well
as the minimization of the total power, even with the presence of rotational
moments, but this does not hold true to the ActInSus system. There was
disagreement between the present simulation and past conclusions in other
cases, showing that those conclusions cannot be generalized, e.g. it was found
only in the high frequency range of the ActBrg system that the control effort
to minimize the power is less than that to minimize other variables, which
was stated in past studies for simple suspension systems.
As the last part of this investigation, a feasibility study was carried out,
considering the packaging and selection of actuators for ActBrg and ActInSus,
the placement and selection of sensors and the implementation of controllers.
With respect to the space and temperature, two types of piezoelectric actu-
ators were selected for ActBrg and the front actuation of ActInSus, and an
invention of piezoelectric extension actuators are applicable to the actuation
of the rear links of ActInSus and the links of ActExSus. As for the sensor
placement, placing accelerometers at the collocated positions with the actu-
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ators is the main principle for each approach. Apart from that, additional
accelerometers at the fuselage side are needed for ActInSus when the FxLMS
algorithm is applied, and force sensors should be used when the IFF control
is applied. The design of the IFF control is relatively easy, whereas the slow
converging speed and instability of the FxLMS algorithm needs to be dealt
with by using small step sizes, or by accurately estimating secondary paths or
by using the IFF control as an emergency system. Based on the experience of
control design and the results of reduction effectiveness in this investigation,
it was recommended that ActBrg should be employed with FxLMS, together
with the IFF control acting as an emergency system.
Outlook
Based on this investigation, the future work would be recommended to head
in two directions: Further numerical investigation, which will be elaborated
below, and experimental validation the necessity of which is self-evident.
The results of this work were generated mainly from the state space models.
Based on these models, it was straightforward to learn about the motion of
all DOFs and internal forces of some elements, such as the bearings of spring
elements and the links of beam elements, with the help of their structural
information, i.e. mass and stiffness. Subsequently, the power transmitted
through certain elements could be further computed to describe the power
flow in respective parts of the system. Furthermore, the active control can
be integrated in the state space model. However, some information required
for a decision on the implementation is not available, for example, in order
to select the proper material, it is essential to be aware of how the stress
is distributed when a specific actuator placement approach with a certain
control algorithm is applied on the system. To extract more information
from the actively controlled system, ANSYS as a FE analysis software is
advisable. Moreover, the visualization module of the FE analysis software
makes the presentation of the information easy and straightforward. The
possibility of integrating the active control in a model in ANSYS was proved
by past studies to reduce the vibration of a cantilever beam, and the results
were validated experimentally [65]. However, it was predicted that a long
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processing time would be needed for a large and complex model, since a
full transient analysis should be carried out when integrating controllers.
Therefore, whether it is worth such a long computational time to acquire
more detailed information from the actively controlled WEM depends on
the cost of immediately constructing a test rig and assessing all considered
aspects through experiments. As part of future work, the cost of tests and
the aspects to be verified should be learned. If said cost is high or too many
aspects are of interest, it would be recommended to take the time to test them
in ANSYS in advance, rather than waste time and money on the experimental
tests.
In addition, optimizing the combination of the squared force and squared
velocity was discussed in many sections here and in past studies, revealing
some of its advantages for this engine system while others may yet lie hidden
due to the non-optimal scaling factor. This prospect is worth further inves-
tigation, because of the already discovered benefits, e.g. that this strategy
does not require any additional accelerometers on the fuselage side for the
ActInSus approach to achieve a good reduction level and that the complex
wire connection or observer design can be avoided. Furthermore, the control
effort of this strategy is less than that needed to minimize the acceleration,
and this strategy works as effectively as optimizing the power at the max.
take-off frequency in the ActBrg system, whereas the other strategies have
no effect at all at this frequency.
With regard to the control application, the stability of the FxLMS algo-
rithm should be improved. In [69], an adaptive algorithm, using simultaneous
equations method without the model of secondary paths, was developed, and
its advantages in converging speed and stability were validated experimen-
tally. This method could be employed on the engine as an alternative to
FxLMS.
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A. Cost functions and optimization
Assuming that the responses in terms of acceleration and force with respect
to frequency in complex plane are
Arsp (jω) = Zap (jω)Fp (jω) + Zac (jω)Fc (jω) (A.1)
Frsp (jω) = Zfp (jω)Fp (jω) + Zfc (jω)Fc (jω) (A.2)
where Fp and Fc are the primary force (or the disturbance) and control force,
respectively, and Zij is the transfer function between acceleration or force, i,
and disturbance or control force, j.
The quadratic cost function in terms of acceleration is
Asq (ω) = A
∗
rspArsp = Re
(
A∗rspArsp
)
(A.3)
And it can be expanded based on Eq. (A.1) and Eq. (A.2):
Asq (ω) = Re
(
F ∗c Z
∗
acZacFc + F
∗
c Z
∗
acZapFp + F
∗
pZ
∗
apZacFc + F
∗
pZ
∗
apZapFp
)
(A.4)
where Re( ) denotes extracting the real part of the complex expression.
With the help of
aa (jω) = Z
∗
acZac (A.5)
ba1 (jω) = Z
∗
acZapFp (A.6)
ba2 (jω) = F
∗
pZ
∗
apZac (A.7)
ca (jω) = F
∗
pZ
∗
apZapFp (A.8)
the calculation can be changed to real plane from complex plane, i.e. the
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squared acceleration can be rearranged and expressed in real matrices:
(A.9)
Asq (ω) =
[
F rc F
i
c
] [ ara −aia
aia a
r
a
][
F rc
F ic
]
+
[
F rc F
i
c
] [ bra1
bia1
]
+
[
bra2 −bia2
] [ F rc
F ic
]
+ cra
where Xr and Xi denote the real and imaginary parts of a complex number
X.
Assuming that
qc (ω) =
[
F rc F
i
c
]T
(A.10)
αa (ω) =
[
ara −aia
aia a
r
a
]
(A.11)
βa (ω) =
1
2
([
bra1
bia1
]
+
[
bra2 −bia2
]T)
(A.12)
then the expression of squared acceleration can be further simplified:
(A.13)Asq (ω) = q
T
c αaqc + q
T
c βa + β
T
a qc + c
r
a
Similarly, the quadratic cost function of force can be expressed as:
Fsq (ω) = F
∗
rspFrsp = q
T
c αfqc + q
T
c βf + β
T
f qc + c
r
f (A.14)
based on the complex expressions
af (jω) = Z
∗
fcZfc (A.15)
bf1 (jω) = Z
∗
fcZfpFp (A.16)
bf2 (jω) = F
∗
pZ
∗
fpZfc (A.17)
cf (jω) = F
∗
pZ
∗
fpZfpFp (A.18)
and the real expressions
αf (ω) =
[
arf −aif
aif a
r
f
]
(A.19)
βf (ω) =
1
2
([
brf1
bif1
]
+
[
brf2 −bif2
]T)
(A.20)
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Different from the squared acceleration and squared force, which take the
real part of the product of two complex values, the time average value of the
power at each frequency in steady state should be expressed as the function of
the imaginary part of the product of complex force and complex acceleration.
(A.21)
Pav (ω) =
1
2
Re
(
F ∗rspVrsp
)
= − 1
2ω
Im
(
F ∗rspArsp
)
= − 1
2ω
(
qTc αpwqc + q
T
c βpw + β
T
pwqc + c
i
pw
)
based on the complex expressions
apw (jω) = Z
∗
fcZac (A.22)
bpw1 (jω) = Z
∗
fcZapFp (A.23)
bpw2 (jω) = F
∗
pZ
∗
fpZac (A.24)
cpw (jω) = F
∗
pZ
∗
fpZapFp (A.25)
and the real expressions
αpw (ω) =
[
aipw a
r
pw
−arpw aipw
]
(A.26)
βpw (ω) =
1
2
([
bipw1
−brpw1
]
+
[
bipw2 b
r
pw2
]T)
(A.27)
The cost equations J can be minimized when
(qc)opt = −α−1β (A.28)
where α corresponds to αa, αf or αpw, and β corresponds to βa, βf or βpw,
respectively aiming at the minimal of squared acceleration, sqared force or
power expressed as:
min (Asq) = −βTa α−1a βa + cra (A.29)
min (Fsq) = −βTf α−1f βf + crf (A.30)
min (Pav) =
1
2ω
(−βTpwα−1pwβpw + cipw) (A.31)
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B. FE Model transfer from Nastran to
ANSYS
(a) Common input file from Nastran
(b) Matrix file from Nastran
Figure B.1.: Files from Nastran transferred into ANSYS
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Example of rdDMIG.mat
%%%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%%
% This is for the HPR
% For LPR, replace all 'HPR' in this file with 'LPR'
%%%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%%
startRow K=63;
nRows endOfK=1488;
nRows endOfM=2897;
noOfdof sglNd HPR=6;
rdfile='HPR.mtx';
createFile='dmig2sub HPR.mac';
%
fid = fopen(rdfile);
for nn=1:startRow K
textline = fgetl(fid);
end
% read K
textline = fgetl(fid);
txt = sscanf(textline,'%*s %*s %d %d %d %d %d');
noOfdof K HPR=txt(5);
cnt row K=0;
for j=startRow K+2:nRows endOfK
textline = fgetl(fid);
txt = sscanf(textline,'%*s %d %d %f');
if isempty(txt)==1
cnt row K=cnt row K+1;
txt = sscanf(textline,'%*s %*s %d %d');
node K(cnt row K)=txt(1);
dof row K(cnt row K)=txt(2);
continue
end
node col K=txt(1);
dof col K=txt(2);
if node col K==35365
cnt col K=dof col K;
else
cnt col K=((node col K-35366)/2)*6+dof col K;
end
KAAHP0(cnt row K,cnt col K)=txt(3);
end
Ksize HPR=size(KAAHP0,1);
%
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% read M
textline = fgetl(fid);
txt = sscanf(textline,'%*s %*s %d %d %d %d %d');
noOfdof M HPR=txt(5);
cnt row M=0;
for j=nRows endOfK+2:nRows endOfM
textline = fgetl(fid);
txt = sscanf(textline,'%*s %d %d %f');
if isempty(txt)==1
cnt row M=cnt row M+1;
txt = sscanf(textline,'%*s %*s %d %d');
node M(cnt row M)=txt(1);
dof row M(cnt row M)=txt(2);
continue
end
node col M=txt(1);
dof col M=txt(2);
if node col M==35365
cnt col M=dof col M;
else
cnt col M=((node col M-35366)/2)*6+dof col M;
end
MAAHP0(cnt row M,cnt col M)=txt(3);
end
Msize HPR=size(MAAHP0,1);
fclose(fid);
%complete M K
KAAHP=KAAHP0;
MAAHP=MAAHP0;
for i=1:Msize HPR
for j=i:Msize HPR
KAAHP(i,j)=KAAHP0(j,i);
MAAHP(i,j)=MAAHP0(j,i);
end
end
%
%%%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%%
%write dmig2sub.mac
%%%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%% %%%%%%%
fout=fopen(createFile,'wt');
% print node coordinates
fprintf(fout,'%s','/prep7');
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% print K
fprintf(fout,'\n%s,%d,%d','*DMAT,K HPR,d,alloc',Ksize HPR,Ksize HPR);
for i=1:Ksize HPR
for j=1:Ksize HPR
fprintf(fout,'\n%s%d%s%d%s%.9e','K HPR(',i,',',j,')=',KAAHP(i,j
));
end
end
% print M
fprintf(fout,'\n%s,%d,%d','*DMAT,M HPR,d,alloc',Msize HPR,Msize HPR);
for i=1:Msize HPR
for j=1:Msize HPR
fprintf(fout,'\n%s%d,%d%s%.9e','M HPR(',i,j,')=',MAAHP(i,j));
end
end
% print rowinfo
fprintf(fout,'\n%s,%d,%d','*DMAT,rowinfo hpr,i,alloc',Msize HPR,2);
for j=1:floor(Msize HPR/18)+1
fprintf(fout,'\n%s%d,%d%s%d','rowinfo hpr(',(j-1)*18+1,1,')=',
node M((j-1)*18+1));
if j==floor(Msize HPR/18)+1
for i=2:mod(Msize HPR,18)
fprintf(fout,',%d',node M((j-1)*18+i));
end
break
end
if j<floor(Msize HPR/18)+1
for i=2:18
fprintf(fout,',%d',node M((j-1)*18+i));
end
end
end
for j=1:floor(Msize HPR/18)+1
fprintf(fout,'\n%s%d,%d%s%d','rowinfo hpr(',(j-1)*18+1,2,')=',
dof row M((j-1)*18+1));
if j==floor(Msize HPR/18)+1
for i=2:mod(Msize HPR,18)
fprintf(fout,',%d',dof row M((j-1)*18+i));
end
break
end
if j<floor(noOfdof K HPR/18)+1
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for i=2:18
fprintf(fout,',%d',dof row M((j-1)*18+i));
end
end
end
fprintf(fout,'\n%s','*PRINT,rowinfo hpr');
fprintf(fout,'\n%s','*EXPORT,K HPR,sub,MKHPR.sub,stiff,rowinfo hpr,
wait');
fprintf(fout,'\n%s','*EXPORT,M HPR,sub,MKHPR.sub,mass,rowinfo hpr,done
');
fprintf(fout,'\n%s','SELIST,MKHPR,3');
fclose(fout);
Example of Dmig2sub.mac
/prep7
*DMAT,K HPR,d,alloc,96,96
K HPR(1,1)=8.533332655e+05
K HPR(1,2)=0.000000000e+00
K HPR(1,3)=0.000000000e+00
K HPR(1,4)=0.000000000e+00
K HPR(1,5)=0.000000000e+00
K HPR(1,6)=0.000000000e+00
K HPR(1,7)=-7.547295621e+05
K HPR(1,8)=0.000000000e+00
K HPR(1,9)=0.000000000e+00
K HPR(1,10)=0.000000000e+00
.
.
.
K HPR(2,1)=0.000000000e+00
K HPR(2,2)=5.615777400e+05
K HPR(2,3)=0.000000000e+00
.
.
.
K HPR(96,96)=2.285032918e+09
*DMAT,M HPR,d,alloc,96,96
M HPR(1,1)=6.685584284e-03
M HPR(1,2)=0.000000000e+00
.
.
.
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M HPR(96,96)=3.936195265e+00
*DMAT,rowinfo hpr,i,alloc,96,2
rowinfo hpr(1,1)=35365,35365,35365,...
rowinfo hpr(19,1)=35372,35372,35372,...
rowinfo hpr(37,1)=35378,35378,35378,...
rowinfo hpr(55,1)=35384,35384,35384,...
rowinfo hpr(73,1)=35390,35390,35390,...
rowinfo hpr(91,1)=35396,35396,35396,...
rowinfo hpr(1,2)=1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,4,5,6
rowinfo hpr(19,2)=1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,4,5,6
rowinfo hpr(37,2)=1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,4,5,6
rowinfo hpr(55,2)=1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,4,5,6
rowinfo hpr(73,2)=1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,4,5,6,1,2,3,4,5,6
rowinfo hpr(91,2)=1,2,3,4,5,6
*PRINT,rowinfo hpr
*EXPORT,K HPR,sub,MKHPR.sub,stiff,rowinfo hpr,wait
*EXPORT,M HPR,sub,MKHPR.sub,mass,rowinfo hpr,done
SELIST,MKHPR,3
Example of importDMIG.mac
/prep7
et,111,matrix50
type,111
se,mkhpr
se,mklpr
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C. Calculation of stiffness and mass
matrices of extended models
As shown in Fig. 3.6, the stiffness and damping matrices of the bearing
structure are listed below for each configuration. The values of the stiffness
and damping used in this investigation can be found in Section 3.3.2.
Model 1: with rigid connections
Combining the stiffness matrices of the element on the casing, of the bearing
and of the element on the HPR, i.e.[
k1 −k1
−k1 k1
]
,
[
kr −kr
−kr kr
]
and
[
k2 −k2
−k2 k2
]
, (C.1)
the stiffness matrix of this whole structure is
k1 −k1 0 0
−k1 k1 + kr −kr 0
0 −kr kr + k2 −k2
0 0 −k2 k2
 . (C.2)
The damping in this case is zero.
Model 2: with actuators applied
When the actuator with stiffness kact is introduced in series with the rigid
bearing, Model 2 is generated. m0 has a small mass value. The stiffness of
the bearing structure is:
k1 −k1 0 0 0
−k1 k1 + kact −kact 0 0
0 −kact kact + kr −kr 0
0 0 −kr kr + k2 −k2
0 0 0 −k2 k2
 (C.3)
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The damping in this case is also zero.
Model 3: with SFDs applied
When the rigid connection is replaced with the SFD, including the SC (ksc)
and the oil film (dsfd), Model 3 is generated. The stiffness of the bearing
structure is:

k1 −k1 0 0 0
−k1 k1 + ksc −ksc 0 0
0 −ksc ksc + kr −kr 0
0 0 −kr kr + k2 −k2
0 0 0 −k2 k2
 (C.4)
The damping of the bearing structure is:

0 0 0 0 0
0 dsfd −dsfd 0 0
0 −dsfd dsfd 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 (C.5)
Model 4: SFDs and actuators applied in series
When the actuator is introduced to Model 3 and connected in series with the
SFD, Model 4 is generated. The stiffness of the bearing structure is:

k1 −k1 0 0 0 0
−k1 k1 + kact −kact 0 0 0
0 −kact kact + ksc −ksc 0 0
0 0 −ksc ksc + kr −kr 0
0 0 0 −kr kr −k2
0 0 0 0 −k2 k2

(C.6)
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The damping of the bearing structure is:
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 dsfd −dsfd 0 0
0 0 −dsfd dsfd 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0 0

(C.7)
Model 5: with SFDs and actuators applied in parallel
When the actuator is introduced to Model 3 and connected in parallel with
the SFD, Model 5 is generated. The stiffness of the bearing structure is:
k1 −k1 0 0 0
−k1 k1 +
(
ksckact
ksc+kact
)
−
(
ksckact
ksc+kact
)
0 0
0 −
(
ksckact
ksc+kact
) (
ksckact
ksc+kact
)
+ kr −kr 0
0 0 −kr kr + k2 −k2
0 0 0 −k2 k2

(C.8)
The damping of the bearing structure is:
0 0 0 0 0
0 dsfd −dsfd 0 0
0 −dsfd dsfd 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 0
 (C.9)
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D. Model validation results
D.1. Validation based on FRAC values
Input Position Input number
Unbalance at 6th stage of HPR 0
Actuation at B3 in y 1
Actuation at the strut under FUL 2
Actuation at lower link of the A-frame 3
Actuation at a front link of MNT (Link 2) 4
Actuation at a rear link of MNT (Link 6) 5
Table D.1.: Inputs to be used in FRAC calculation
Output Coordinate Output number
at 6th stage of HPR Ax, Ay, Az 1 to 3
B1 Ax, Ay, Az 4 to 6
B2 Ay, Az 7 to 8
B3 Ax, Ay, Az 9 to 11
B4 Ay, Az 12 to 13
B5 Ay, Az 14 to 15
FUL Ax, Ay, Az, Aθx, Aθy, Aθz 16 to 21
FLL Ax, Ay, Az, Aθx, Aθy, Aθz 22 to 27
RMR Ax, Ay, Az, Aθx, Aθy, Aθz 28 to 33
Link 1 of MNT Ax, Ay, Az, Aθx, Aθy, Aθz 34 to 39
Link 2 of MNT Ax, Ay, Az, Aθx, Aθy, Aθz 40 to 45
Link 3 of MNT (alignment rod) Ax, Ay, Az, Aθx, Aθy, Aθz 46 to 51
Link 4 of MNT (thrust rod) Ax, Ay, Az, Aθx, Aθy, Aθz 52 to 57
Link 5 of MNT Ax, Ay, Az, Aθx, Aθy, Aθz 58 to 63
Link 6 of MNT Ax, Ay, Az, Aθx, Aθy, Aθz 64 to 69
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B1 Fx, Fy, Fz 70 to 72
B2 Fy, Fz 73 to 74
B3 Fx, Fy, Fz 75 to 77
B4 Fy, Fz 78 to 79
B5 Fy, Fz 80 to 81
FUL Fx, Fy, Fz, Mθx, Mθy, Mθz 82 to 87
FLL Fx, Fy, Fz, Mθx, Mθy, Mθz 88 to 93
RMR Fx, Fy, Fz, Mθx, Mθy, Mθz 94 to 99
MNT1 Fx, Fy, Fz, Mθx, Mθy, Mθz 100 to 105
MNT2 Fx, Fy, Fz, Mθx, Mθy, Mθz 106 to 111
MNT3 Fx, Fy, Fz, Mθx, Mθy, Mθz 112 to 117
MNT4 Fx, Fy, Fz, Mθx, Mθy, Mθz 118 to 123
MNT5 Fx, Fy, Fz, Mθx, Mθy, Mθz 124 to 129
MNT6 Fx, Fy, Fz, Mθx, Mθy, Mθz 130 to 135
Table D.2.: Outputs to be used in FRAC calculation
HHHHHOutput
Input
0 1 2 3 4 5
1 96.94% 98.64% 96.99% 98.22% 97.06% 97.13%
2 99.82% 99.88% 98.56% 99.76% 99.31% 97.91%
3 99.76% 96.93% 97.04% 99.61% 97.80% 98.71%
4 99.02% 99.71% 98.97% 98.73% 99.00% 97.93%
5 99.36% 99.82% 99.32% 99.64% 99.44% 99.32%
6 98.62% 97.02% 99.20% 99.44% 99.02% 99.56%
7 98.95% 99.64% 99.10% 99.49% 99.30% 99.09%
8 96.74% 96.68% 99.00% 99.44% 98.44% 99.55%
9 98.20% 99.01% 98.64% 98.29% 97.98% 97.27%
10 99.73% 99.93% 99.87% 99.70% 99.79% 99.26%
11 99.55% 96.39% 98.92% 99.51% 99.52% 99.25%
12 99.80% 99.83% 99.26% 99.82% 99.32% 99.07%
13 99.82% 99.08% 99.44% 99.63% 99.34% 99.43%
14 99.68% 99.84% 99.61% 99.69% 99.24% 99.22%
15 99.50% 99.22% 98.87% 99.35% 99.08% 99.25%
16 96.49% 97.41% 95.82% 98.12% 98.24% 97.73%
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17 99.05% 99.64% 99.95% 99.14% 99.04% 98.81%
18 98.49% 99.16% 99.97% 99.19% 99.49% 98.48%
19 99.26% 99.73% 99.72% 99.38% 98.97% 99.29%
20 98.16% 97.55% 98.40% 98.05% 98.84% 98.36%
21 98.26% 98.55% 98.27% 98.44% 98.57% 96.89%
22 98.09% 99.34% 99.19% 98.36% 99.06% 98.66%
23 99.52% 99.88% 99.62% 98.87% 99.73% 98.90%
24 97.82% 98.80% 99.07% 98.76% 98.45% 97.48%
25 99.40% 99.69% 99.32% 99.49% 99.29% 99.31%
26 96.96% 96.34% 95.50% 97.83% 97.02% 93.22%
27 99.03% 99.36% 98.93% 98.72% 98.81% 96.11%
28 98.78% 99.36% 98.98% 99.36% 99.08% 98.63%
29 99.71% 99.65% 98.10% 99.47% 98.58% 98.97%
30 99.31% 98.71% 97.59% 99.13% 98.18% 99.07%
31 99.50% 99.44% 99.56% 99.39% 99.56% 99.25%
32 99.37% 99.50% 99.24% 99.58% 99.37% 99.27%
33 99.14% 99.27% 99.35% 99.53% 99.47% 99.42%
34 98.67% 99.15% 99.27% 99.11% 99.21% 98.24%
35 99.55% 99.88% 99.70% 99.38% 99.72% 99.33%
36 98.89% 98.86% 98.87% 99.20% 98.86% 98.82%
37 99.12% 99.47% 99.44% 99.40% 99.82% 99.66%
38 98.31% 98.85% 98.39% 98.33% 98.41% 96.61%
39 99.00% 99.51% 98.92% 98.93% 98.73% 98.15%
40 98.33% 98.98% 98.52% 98.49% 98.72% 96.94%
41 98.97% 99.74% 99.40% 99.10% 99.76% 99.05%
42 99.04% 99.11% 99.14% 99.31% 99.36% 99.08%
43 99.22% 99.24% 99.40% 99.25% 99.57% 99.00%
44 98.18% 98.57% 98.05% 98.38% 98.33% 94.97%
45 98.27% 98.85% 98.35% 98.46% 98.49% 94.82%
46 98.42% 99.22% 98.76% 98.71% 98.17% 99.21%
47 98.45% 98.01% 97.56% 99.32% 98.19% 99.21%
48 99.12% 98.90% 98.27% 99.39% 98.42% 99.16%
49 96.65% 96.23% 96.49% 97.89% 94.81% 96.96%
50 96.62% 96.37% 95.27% 98.56% 94.65% 97.89%
51 81.56% 85.33% 72.40% 88.50% 80.23% 80.07%
52 98.83% 99.46% 96.83% 98.44% 98.68% 98.21%
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53 99.66% 99.58% 97.97% 99.46% 98.58% 99.70%
54 98.81% 98.93% 98.52% 99.42% 98.68% 99.21%
55 84.95% 81.65% 78.41% 88.68% 81.50% 82.01%
56 85.19% 82.85% 78.57% 90.36% 81.81% 83.57%
57 87.92% 90.43% 87.79% 68.30% 61.77% 67.60%
58 98.80% 98.86% 99.26% 99.39% 99.36% 99.32%
59 99.53% 99.38% 97.95% 99.43% 98.58% 98.79%
60 98.89% 98.98% 98.69% 99.39% 98.71% 99.00%
61 99.71% 99.73% 99.51% 99.61% 99.46% 99.27%
62 99.17% 99.24% 99.24% 99.38% 99.40% 99.23%
63 99.20% 99.21% 99.41% 99.53% 99.50% 99.36%
64 99.25% 99.58% 99.44% 99.36% 99.43% 99.66%
65 99.75% 99.68% 98.38% 99.45% 98.51% 99.86%
66 98.85% 98.93% 98.56% 99.44% 98.70% 99.34%
67 99.60% 99.55% 99.51% 99.44% 99.50% 99.21%
68 99.16% 99.27% 99.36% 99.53% 99.43% 99.33%
69 99.26% 99.31% 99.34% 99.56% 99.44% 99.38%
70 99.17% 99.65% 99.16% 98.54% 98.86% 97.37%
71 99.35% 99.85% 99.28% 99.53% 99.93% 99.74%
72 98.85% 97.76% 99.02% 99.59% 99.67% 99.81%
73 99.05% 99.76% 99.22% 99.15% 99.69% 99.27%
74 97.74% 97.38% 98.96% 99.51% 99.09% 99.66%
75 97.18% 98.79% 96.84% 98.21% 97.04% 97.09%
76 99.77% 100.00% 98.97% 99.72% 99.39% 97.87%
77 99.73% 97.38% 96.56% 99.58% 98.20% 98.95%
78 99.81% 99.90% 99.44% 99.66% 99.44% 98.13%
79 99.82% 97.65% 96.45% 99.44% 98.66% 99.20%
80 99.80% 99.91% 99.32% 99.36% 98.95% 98.38%
81 99.86% 99.09% 98.73% 99.27% 98.88% 99.11%
82 95.76% 96.39% 93.89% 97.32% 96.68% 93.53%
83 98.10% 98.56% 97.81% 99.37% 99.82% 99.83%
84 97.26% 98.93% 98.30% 99.28% 99.55% 99.73%
85 98.26% 98.78% 96.28% 99.67% 99.88% 99.88%
86 95.38% 95.79% 94.12% 97.25% 96.55% 93.76%
87 96.91% 97.57% 96.91% 98.81% 99.40% 98.02%
88 98.88% 99.61% 98.93% 99.50% 99.95% 99.76%
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89 98.97% 99.53% 98.85% 99.78% 99.99% 99.91%
90 98.44% 99.10% 99.17% 99.60% 99.74% 99.89%
91 98.65% 99.10% 99.61% 99.79% 99.83% 99.94%
92 95.56% 95.36% 94.42% 98.42% 98.82% 97.28%
93 96.91% 98.43% 94.19% 99.48% 99.92% 99.71%
94 99.10% 99.26% 99.37% 99.51% 99.44% 99.34%
95 99.10% 99.27% 95.82% 99.35% 98.93% 99.33%
96 98.84% 98.76% 98.98% 99.17% 99.85% 99.93%
97 99.75% 99.81% 99.25% 99.58% 99.85% 99.97%
98 98.70% 99.11% 98.55% 99.44% 98.99% 99.15%
99 98.60% 98.52% 97.67% 99.38% 99.31% 99.56%
100 94.25% 95.57% 85.84% 96.90% 95.49% 98.50%
101 98.48% 99.57% 99.48% 99.73% 99.97% 99.82%
102 97.39% 96.33% 97.73% 99.02% 99.63% 99.81%
103 98.47% 98.62% 98.40% 99.27% 99.93% 99.81%
104 97.01% 98.07% 97.21% 97.52% 97.38% 97.41%
105 95.92% 95.29% 87.82% 98.41% 96.72% 99.04%
106 96.45% 96.51% 95.68% 97.05% 99.91% 96.03%
107 98.73% 99.41% 99.06% 99.51% 100.00% 99.86%
108 98.74% 99.45% 99.08% 99.53% 100.00% 99.86%
109 98.24% 98.45% 98.53% 99.30% 99.92% 99.78%
110 95.41% 94.47% 93.46% 97.29% 97.12% 98.48%
111 96.37% 97.03% 96.58% 98.44% 99.37% 99.28%
112 96.61% 98.44% 96.13% 99.09% 99.76% 99.14%
113 92.04% 94.39% 88.00% 98.45% 98.71% 96.98%
114 96.64% 95.64% 93.57% 97.72% 95.43% 95.79%
115 96.75% 96.19% 96.10% 96.93% 94.80% 95.27%
116 96.77% 96.37% 95.31% 97.67% 94.91% 96.36%
117 73.29% 82.06% 69.51% 79.40% 79.50% 65.90%
118 98.89% 99.64% 99.20% 99.31% 99.97% 99.61%
119 94.30% 97.97% 98.42% 89.99% 99.60% 93.87%
120 84.39% 83.10% 77.34% 94.79% 96.48% 92.20%
121 80.33% 79.55% 77.39% 89.65% 79.88% 85.45%
122 80.63% 79.42% 77.62% 89.28% 80.15% 83.46%
123 63.79% 74.14% 68.10% 65.22% 67.44% 64.18%
124 99.10% 99.28% 99.33% 99.47% 99.42% 99.36%
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125 99.11% 99.07% 98.02% 99.19% 99.76% 99.90%
126 99.56% 99.46% 98.85% 99.14% 99.77% 99.90%
127 99.50% 99.60% 99.46% 99.45% 99.38% 99.38%
128 98.88% 99.22% 98.94% 99.48% 99.18% 99.18%
129 98.87% 99.21% 99.24% 98.93% 99.28% 98.33%
130 99.03% 99.33% 99.13% 99.51% 99.33% 99.95%
131 98.67% 98.02% 98.33% 99.18% 99.86% 99.99%
132 98.84% 98.48% 98.46% 99.14% 99.82% 99.99%
133 99.35% 99.36% 99.37% 99.32% 99.39% 99.62%
134 98.66% 99.20% 98.83% 99.06% 99.33% 99.57%
135 98.64% 99.14% 98.83% 98.68% 99.08% 98.37%
Table D.3.: FRAC values for the correlation between the generated model and
the original model
The values in bold are the minimum in the corresponding columns.
D.2. Validation based on Pearson’s correlation
coefficient
Correlation coefficient (%) ux uy zu rotx roty rotz
at 6th stage of HPR 98.13 98.38 99.76 - - -
at B1 98.29 99.02 99.06 - - -
at B2 - 98.92 99.14 - - -
at B3 98.63 93.62 97.34 - - -
at B4 - 99.72 99.69 - - -
at B5 - 99.68 99.62 - - -
at FUL 99.12 99.63 99.39 98.83 96.06 93.88
at RMR 99.28 99.37 98.57 99.83 99.47 99.41
at front link of MNT 95.07 98.93 99.06 98.00 93.14 92.51
at rear lower link of MNT 99.35 99.31 98.92 99.84 99.02% 99.41
Table D.4.: Based on time response under excitation of unbalance at 150Hz
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D.2. Validation based on Pearson’s correlation coefficient
The value in bold is the minimum in this table.
Correlation coefficient (%) ux uy zu rotx roty rotz
at 6th stage of HPR 99.15 99.09 99.66 - - -
at B1 96.52 99.57 99.58 - - -
at B2 - 92.78 97.92 - - -
at B3 98.96 99.37 99.56 - - -
at B4 - 99.64 99.64 - - -
at B5 - 99.50 99.59 - - -
at FUL 98.59 99.31 99.03 98.67 98.72 98.20
at RMR 96.09 98.76 98.52 95.40 96.69 96.16
at front link of MNT 97.23 98.57 99.16 97.56 95.58 97.66
at rear lower link of MNT 99.29 98.36 93.23 92.69 91.67 93.64
Table D.5.: Based on time response under excitation of unbalance at 260Hz
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E. Gyroscopic effect of the HPR and
LPR on the WEM
(a) 0 Hz-50 Hz
(b) 50 Hz-100 Hz
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(c) 100 Hz-150 Hz
(d) 150 Hz-200 Hz
Figure E.1.: Frequency response of HPR (Model 1) to the unbalance showing
gyroscopic effect of the HPR and LPR on the WEM
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